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Abstract

To this day, terrorism perpetrated by non-state actors persists as a worldwide threat, as ex-

emplified by the recent lethal attacks in Paris, London, Brussels, and the ongoing massacres

perpetrated by the Islamic State in Iraq, Syria and neighbouring countries. In response,

states deploy various counterterrorism policies, the costs of which could be reduced through

more efficient preventive measures. The literature has not applied statistical models able to

account for complex spatio-temporal dependencies, despite their potential for explaining

and preventing non-state terrorism at the sub-national level. In an effort to address this

shortcoming, this thesis employs Bayesian hierarchical models, where the spatial random

field is represented by a stochastic partial differential equation. The results show that lethal

terrorist attacks perpetrated by non-state actors tend to be concentrated in areas located

within failed states from which they may diffuse locally, towards neighbouring areas. At

the sub-national level, the propensity of attacks to be lethal and the frequency of lethal at-

tacks appear to be driven by antagonistic mechanisms. Attacks are more likely to be lethal

far away from large cities, at higher altitudes, in less economically developed areas, and in

locations with higher ethnic diversity. In contrast, the frequency of lethal attacks tends to be

higher in more economically developed areas, close to large cities, and within democratic

countries.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Research Questions

To this day, terrorism still persists as a worldwide threat, exemplified by the recent deadly

attacks in Nice, Istanbul, Brussels, and Paris, as well as the ongoing massacres perpetrated

in Iraq and Syria by ISIS, also-known by its Arabic acronym Daesh .( داعش) Terrorist at-

tacks may generate economic, environmental, and social damages, including the loss of

human lives. In response to this threat, states deploy a combination of various countert-

errorism policies, which include the use of criminal justice, military power, intelligence,

psychological operations, and preventives measures (Crelinsten, 2009, p. 45). Following

the tragic terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 in New York (9/11), states have tended to

increase their spending to counter terrorism. From 2001 to 2008, the expenditure of world-

wide homeland security increased by US$ 70 billion (NATO, 2008). In the U.S. alone, the

2013 federal budget devoted to combatting terrorism reached around US$ 17.2 billion (The

Washington Post, 2013).

In order to increase the efficacy of preventive measures and therefore reduce the cost

of counterterrorism, policy-makers would benefit from accurate models that capture the

complexity of the dynamics of terrorism. Despite existing success in modelling crime

and conflict in space and time (Lewis et al., 2012; Mohler, 2013; Rodrigues et al., 2010;

Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, 2012), recent spatio-temporal modelling approaches have

not been systematically applied in the field of terrorism. Indeed, theoretical and empirical

investigations of terrorism have often neglected its spatial component or have been mainly

conducted on a macro-scale (country or wider level of analysis), which failed to capture
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fine-scale processes that generate patterns of terrorism at sub-national levels. Moreover,

local-level studies have been restricted to case studies within limited study areas, and hence,

drastically reduced their generalisability. As a result, local drivers of terrorism have not

been systematically captured and scholars have failed to assess theories at local scale.

In an effort to address these shortcomings, this thesis aims to provide a systematic ap-

proach to modelling in space and time and on a local scale: (i) the probability of lethal

attacks, estimated as the probability that terrorist attacks are lethal (rather than non-lethal);

(ii) the number of lethal attacks, estimated as the expected number of lethal terrorist attacks.

For this purpose, this work aims at answering the following questions:

1. Why are some areas more prone to encounter lethal rather than non-lethal terrorist

attacks?

(a) What are the driving forces behind an increase in the probability or in the number

of lethal terrorist attacks?

(b) Where and when do “abnormally” high levels (also called hotspots) of the prob-

ability or the number of lethal terrorist attacks occur?

2. Why are some areas more prone to encounter a spread of high probability or high

number of lethal terrorist attacks?

(a) What are the driving forces behind the spread (also called diffusion)?

(b) Where and when does the spread occur in space and/or in time?

This thesis identifies covariates and their local effects on the probability and number of

lethal terrorist attacks that occurred worldwide from 2002 to 2013. The complex spatial

dependencies observed in the data are accurately modelled through a Bayesian approach,

which provides insight into the spatial dynamics of the probability and number of lethal

attacks. Moreover, hotspots (also called clusters) and diffusion processes of lethal terrorism

are localised in space and time and analysed.

The results of this research offer a rigorous framework to assess, at sub-national level,

theories that aim to explain hotspots and diffusion processes of lethal terrorism. Further-

more, the results provide complementary decision-support tools that could be used to en-

hance the efficacy of preventative counterterrorism policies. Since fine-scale spatial dynam-

ics of terrorism are modelled globally, the scope of this research is not limited to any specific
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area and/or scale and could therefore benefit policy makers needing a global, national, or a

local perspective on terrorism perpetrated by non-state actors (non-state terrorism).

This thesis highlights the intrinsic ambiguity of the concept of terrorism and the main

issues of defining terrorism, which have been identified by the literature (Section 2.1.1). A

working definition is suggested consistently with the definition used by the database that has

been selected to model the probability and number of lethal terrorist attacks (Section 5.1.1).

In line with most scholars and practitioners, state terrorism is excluded from this research

(Clauset et al., 2007; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Enders et al., 2011). Geolocalised data on

state terrorist attacks with a worldwide coverage are not publicly available, which makes its

spatial analysis virtually impossible. This study encompasses both domestic and transna-

tional terrorism without distinction, in line with Kegley (1990) and Sánchez-Cuenca and

De la Calle (2009).

1.2 A Bayesian Stochastic Modelling Approach

1.2.1 Stochastic Models

Mathematical models have previously been used to understand the behaviour of political

conflict, including terrorism. In the early 1990s, Lichbach (1992) identified more than 200

scholarly works which used mathematical models to study terrorism and related phenomena

such as guerilla wars and insurrections. Mathematical models can be further distinguished

into deterministic and stochastic models (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 59). A well-known

set of deterministic models are Newton’s three laws of motion and the law of universal grav-

itation described in his work Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica first published

in 1687 (Nauenberg, 2001, p. 194). In this framework, the position of the earth around the

sun (Figure 1.1, left) is entirely determined and totally predictable1

Despite their immense scientific contribution, deterministic models are rarely suitable

in the study of social phenomena and terrorism is no exception. The causes of terrorism are

multidimensional and operate at the individual, group, sub-national, national, and transna-

tional levels (Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000; Richardson, 2006, p. 60). More particularly,

ideology and belief are crucial factors of terrorism (Crenshaw, 1983, p. 29; Wilkinson,

1990, p. 141), which may considerably vary among individuals and groups of terrorists, and

1 Note that the use of deterministic models does not necessarily mean that the processes under study are

predictable. This is the case for chaotic processes for example (Kellert, 1994, p. 65).
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changing over time. Therefore, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to provide a deter-

ministic prediction of the characteristics of each attack at any desired level of accuracy in

space (degree, minute, second, etc. of latitude and longitude) and/or time (day, hour, minute,

etc.), since it would imply that all processes involved in each terrorist event are known and

entirely determined.

While deterministic models predict a unique outcome from a given set of circumstances,

stochastic models predict a set of possible outcomes through a probabilistic statement (Tay-

lor and Karlin, 2014, p. 2). A famous example of stochastic model is the “electron cloud

model” proposed by Schrödinger in 1926. In this framework, the position of the electron

surrounding the nucleus of a ground state hydrogen atom (Figure 1.1, right) is not known

before it is measured. Therefore, one can only attribute a probability to find the electron in

a so-called “electron cloud” surrounding the nucleus.

Fig. 1.1 Schematic view of a stochastic and a deterministic model (not to scale).
Left: deterministic model of the orbit of the earth (gray disk) around the sun
(black disk). At any time of the year, the position of the earth is known with
absolute certainty. Right: stochastic model of the position of the electron, rep-
resented by an “electron cloud” (shaded area) surrounding the nucleus (black

disk) of a ground state hydrogen atom, with higher probability (dark colour)
close to the nucleus and lower probability (bright colour) at farther distances.

Analogously, the characteristics of terrorist events — geolocalisation, event time, or

number of deaths — are not known before they occur and are observed. Nevertheless,

one should not equate terrorism with rolling the dice; terrorist attacks often exhibit patterns

generated by underlying processes that can be captured. For example, the number of terrorist

events per unit of area is not equally distributed across all cities in the world; rather, one

observes hotspots, which can be partially explained through the identification of specific

factors. In short, terrorism is neither a phenomenon that occurs purely by chance nor the

exclusive result of a well-known underlying process; it is rather a combination of both. As

a result, stochastic models have proved to be very useful in modelling social phenomena by
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considering uncertainty in the model whilst detecting trends and patterns (Zammit Mangion,

2011).

1.2.2 The Bayesian Framework

Stochastic models for spatial or spatio-temporal data are essentially led by two schools

of thought: (i) frequentist, which also refers to the classical approach and (ii) Bayesian,

which have been more recently intensively investigated (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 14).

In a general framework, for a set of observations y = {y1, . . . ,yn}, with i = 1, . . . ,n, dis-

tributed according to a probability model P(y;θθθ), a classical approach estimates the set of

parameters θθθ = (θ1, . . . ,θd), of dimension d, where each element represents an unknown

fixed number2. Then, the parameters can be estimated through different methods such as

the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for example, which aims to find the most likely

parameter value given the data (Sørbye, 2014)3.

The Bayesian approach initiated from the work conducted by the Reverend Thomas

Bayes (1701-61). It provides a conceptual framework through which prior beliefs are up-

dated by learning from data. Prior knowledge is formalised as a probabilistic statement on

the parameters to be estimated before observing the data (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 32).

Diverse sources of information can be used as prior knowledge: (i) past experiments: infor-

mation from previous experiments is used to guess the possible outcome of a new experi-

ment; (ii) expert: prior knowledge is based on the opinion of one or several experts, which

refers to elicited priors; (iii) absence of knowledge: in the absence of any source of knowl-

edge, prior knowledge can be expressed through noninformative priors (Carlin and Louis,

2008, p. 27-41).

Unlike the frequentist approach, parameters are not considered fixed numbers; rather

they represent random quantities with unknown distributions, from which the mean and

standard deviation might be estimated for example (Sørbye, 2014). Posterior knowledge is

obtained by updating prior knowledge with the observed data. More formally, the Bayesian

approach aims to infer knowledge on a parameter set θθθ (King et al., 2014). For a set of

2 By convention, I use boldface lower case letters for vectors, boldface capital letters for matrices, and capital

letters for random variables. Particular realisations of a random variable Y are written in corresponding lower

case letters {y1, . . . ,yn}, with i = 1, . . . ,n. 3 Note that the development of MLE by R. A. Fisher was a

considerable contribution to the field of statistics in the last century. For more information on the development

of MLE, see for example Aldrich (1997).
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parameters θθθ and continuous data y, Bayes’ theorem states that (Congdon, 2007, p. 2):

P(θθθ |y) = P(y|θθθ)P(θθθ)
P(y)

, (1.1)

with prior knowledge about the parameters summarised by the prior distribution P(θθθ). The

information contained in the data on the parameters is called likelihood P(y|θθθ), and the

updated knowledge is contained in the posterior density P(θθθ |y). The marginal likelihood

P(y) is an integral over all values of θθθ of the product P(y|θθθ)P(θθθ)4. Hence, Bayes’ theorem

can be expressed as:

P(θθθ |y) ∝ P(y|θθθ)P(θθθ). (1.2)

Equation 1.2 represents the core of Bayesian inference, which states that the posterior den-

sity is proportional (∝) to the product of the likelihood and the prior distribution (King et al.,

2014). For example, assume a simple linear regression model with Gaussian observations

y = (y1, . . . ,yn), where the expected value E(yi) = α +βxi, with the variance V(yi) = τ−1,

with i = 1, . . . ,n. In a Bayesian approach, priors with a probability distribution will be as-

signed to the parameters α,β and τ and the (posterior) distribution of the parameters will

be estimated instead of a point estimate.

The main advantage of the Bayesian over the frequentist approach is that it provides

more intuitive and meaningful inference. Probability statements are made about the pa-

rameters of interest rather than using indirect measures such as p-values as the probability

under hypothesis of data at least as extreme as that actually observed. In Bayesian analysis,

credible intervals (CI) — the analogue of confidence interval in classical statistics — are

directly related to the parameters, which are easily interpretable in term of probability. A

95% CI contains the true parameter value with approximatively 95% certainty. In contrast,

a frequentist 95% confidence interval should not be understood as an interval that contains

the true value with a 95% probability. Rather, in the long run of a repeated experience, 5%

of the credible intervals will not contain the true parameter (Stevens, 2009).

Thus, the accuracy of classical estimation of parameters can be improved by combining

prior knowledge with information from the observed data (Congdon, 2007, p. 1). However,

fundamental issues remain in the process of quantifying prior knowledge, which is often an

4 The marginal likelihood P(y) is also called normalising constant as it ensures that P(θθθ |y) is a proper density

function.
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arduous endeavour. Determining a suitable form of the prior has been under intense debate

(Simpson et al., 2016), whose review would go far beyond the scope of this study.

1.2.3 Hierarchical Modelling

Most natural and social phenomena operate at different scales and terrorism is no exception.

Potential factors that lead to terrorist attacks interact at different levels (Brynjar and Skjøl-

berg, 2000; Richardson, 2006, p. 60): (i) individual (e.g. psychology, age, sex, education,

family context) (Crenshaw, 1983, p. 29; Crenshaw, 2000); (ii) terrorist group (e.g. ideology,

objectives, structure, size, funding, type of management) (Wilkinson, 1990, p. 141; Hoff-

man, 2001); (iii) local/regional/national/transnational (e.g. economy, demography, geog-

raphy, political system, legal framework, environment, transnational collaboration/funding,

media) (Abadie, 2006; Piazza, 2006). As a result, terrorism operates on a wide range of

spatial scales (e.g. street, city, administrative region, country, international) and temporal

scales (from split-second factors leading to bomb detonation to long-term drivers such as

social cleavage which increase the risk of terrorism over years or decades).

Hierarchical model (HM) frameworks are suitable to model multi-dimensional phenom-

ena and can accommodate data, model, and parameter uncertainty, as well as complex spa-

tial, temporal, and spatiotemporal dependence. In HM, it is common to define three stages:

(i) stage 1: the data model, which defines the conditional probability distribution of y given

a “true” unknown process ξξξ (also-called latent field) and a set of parameters θθθ ; (ii) stage 2:

the process model, which quantifies uncertainty in ξξξ through a probability distribution; (iii)

stage 3: the parameters model, where priors are set for the hyperparameters5 of θθθ :

stage 1:

stage 2:

stage 3:

P(y|ξξξ ,θθθ);
p(ξξξ |θθθ);

p(θθθ),

(1.3)

where the posterior probability distribution P(ξξξ ,θθθ |y) is proportional to the distributions

in the three stages. Hence, through its ability to take into account non-linear interactions

within the process (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 403), HM provides a genuine framework to

modelling phenomena that exhibit complex spatial and temporal interactions.
5 In Bayesian statistics, a hyperparameter refers to a parameter of a prior distribution. Fixed values or a

probability distribution can be attributed to a hyperparameter, the latter refers to hyperprior (Bernardo and

Smith, 2010) (as cited in Wikipedia, 2015).
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1.3 Modelling Lethal Terrorism in Space and Time

1.3.1 Literature gap

Scholars in conflict and crime study have reduced the gap between theories and empirical

findings through the application of spatial and space-time stochastic models on a suitable

scale (local scale rather then country-level scale) using disaggregated data (Lewis et al.,

2012; Mohler, 2014; Raleigh et al., 2010b; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, 2012) (more detail

in Sections 2.3 and 2.4). In contrast, research in terrorism so far has failed to capture the

fine-scale spatial dynamics of terrorism.

In the 1980s, when scholars initiated the development of theories to explain the spatial

dynamics of terrorism, they did not have access to large datasets on geolocalised terrorist

events. Their focus was based on identifying and explaining mechanisms that might occur

among countries. Hence, local variability was ignored despite that most explaining factors

(e.g. demography or ethnic diversity) of terrorism may considerably vary within country.

Furthermore, there is no single country where the locations of terrorist attacks are evenly

distributed throughout its territory (Figure 4.3). An aggregated measure at country-level

says little about terrorism, which is materialised into terrorist attacks that occur locally and

exhibit specific characteristics according to the location in which they take place.

Equally problematic, more recent theories that relate the propensity for terrorism activ-

ity to the location (Nunn, 2007), have not been systematically assessed in both the spatial

and temporal dimensions yet. For example, the theories of repeat victimization, crime gen-

erator, terrorism geography, and flag theories (more detail in Section 2.2.2) assume that the

characteristics of the location are crucial and may be a major driver of different types of

crime and terrorism (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1995; Eck et al., 2005).

In effect, most stochastic models used so far have focused on the temporal dimension

only (Enders and Sandler, 1999, 2000, 2005; Enders et al., 2011; Hamilton and Hamilton,

1983; Porter and White, 2012; Raghavan et al., 2013). Moreover, studies that have explicitly

integrated both space and time dimensions have been carried out at a country or higher level

of analysis (Enders and Sandler, 2006; Gao et al., 2013; LaFree et al., 2010; Neumayer

and Plümper, 2010), or at a regional or local level of analysis but in restricted study areas

(Behlendorf et al., 2012; LaFree et al., 2012; Mohler, 2013; Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al.,

2007).
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1.3.2 Introducing the SPDE Approach

This present work uses geolocalised data on worldwide terrorism in combination with re-

cent Bayesian modelling and inferential techniques to fill the literature gap. An elegant

approach used to represent complex space-time interactions is the Stochastic Partial Dif-

ferential Equation (SPDE) models (Lindgren et al., 2011). In order to better appreciate

Lindgren et al.’s contribution, I provide a brief introduction to the origins and the main

development that led to the SPDE approach. The approach takes its origin from the Par-

tial Differential Equation (PDE). It is defined as “any equation which involves an unknown

function of two or more independent variables and one or more of its partial derivatives”

(Evans, 2010, p. 1). A well-known PDE is the (one-dimensional homogeneous) heat equa-

tion, with the temperature z, initial condition z(s,0) = z0(s), and constant k ∈ R
+:

∂ z(s, t)

∂ t
= k

∂ 2z(s, t)

∂ s2 (1.4)

Equation 1.4 tells us that the rate of change in the temperature (left-hand side) is proportional

to the curvature of the temperature (right-hand side). PDE has been used to describe a wide

variety of phenomena continuous in space and time with applications in ecology (Asensio

and Ferragut, 2002; Holmes et al., 1994) and oceanography (Bennett, 2005), to name but

two. When the processes that generate the phenomenon under study are not well understood

— such as most (if not all) social phenomena — PDE is no more applicable. Recall that

deterministic models such as PDE cannot properly model stochastic processes, since they

do not account for the uncertainty inherent to stochastic processes (Section 1.2.1).

In order to take into account the stochastic aspect of the process under investigation, the

SPDE models incorporate a spatio-temporal Gaussian white noise process, where each loca-

tion in space and time is associated with a normally distributed variable with zero mean and

finite variance6 The one-dimension diffusion equation with a random signal is an example

of a linear SPDE (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, pp. 20-22):

∂Z(s, t)

∂ t
=

∂

∂ s

(

D(s)

(

∂

∂ s
Z(s, t)

))

+ ε(s, t), (1.5)

6 Note that white noise is defined as a sequence of uncorrelated random variables with constant mean and

variance. If the sequence of the random variables is also independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) it

refers to strict white noise. Note that Gaussian white noise is also strict white noise (Harvey, 1993, p.267).
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where the phenomenon of interest, Z(s, t), is a random field7 which varies in space s and time

t, D(s) is a non-negative spatial parameter, δ is a non-negative number, and ε(s, t) represents

a spatio-temporal Gaussian white noise process. Note that on each time t ∈ (0,T ], the field

takes values on a space s ∈ D ⊆ R
d where the domain D is commonly assumed bounded,

and d = 1 for a one-dimensional diffusion, d = 2 for a two-dimensional diffusion, etc.8

The SPDE approach is particularly suitable for describing processes continuous in space,

which have been traditionally investigated through methods initially developed in the field

of geostatistics (Krige, 1951; Matérn, 1960; Matheron, 1963). Geostatistical models9 use

measures from a finite number of observations in a given spatial domain D (with usually

D ⊆ R
2, or D ⊆ R

3) to predict values at any location within D . This approach assumes

the existence of an underlying random field, most often specified as a Gaussian random

field (GRF), a specific class of stochastic processes, which is characterised by Gaussian

properties, and therefore, provides computational and analytical advantages (Diggle, 2007,

p. 46). In particular, SPDE models — including but not limited to Lindgren et al.’s approach

— have been extensively used to model natural phenomena, such as turbulence (Da Prato

et al., 1994), seismology (Zhang et al., 2015), neurophysiology (Walsh, 1981), air pollu-

tion (Cameletti et al., 2013b), epidemiology and public health (Costa et al., 2015; Lai et al.,

2013; Musenge et al., 2013), queuing theory (Kaspi et al., 2013), climatology and mete-

orology (Bolin, 2012; Geirsson et al., 2015; Ingebrigtsen et al., 2014; Wallin and Bolin,

2015; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2014), weather forecast (Möller et al., 2015), ozone estima-

tion (Richardson et al., 2015)), and, more rarely, social phenomena, including investment

decision (Chavanasporn, 2010) and conflict (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013).

7 The phenomenon under investigation (Z) is a random field, which consists of a stochastic process that

takes values in a multidimensional space (usually in a Euclidean space) and is defined over a parameter space

of dimension d ≥ 1 (Adler and Taylor, 2009, p.1). Note that the random field generalises the concept of

random variable. Consistent with the notation used in this thesis, random fields are written in capital letter.
8 Note that some authors may use Ds or Ds to specify a multi-dimensional spatial domain. In this thesis, all

domains are written D , regardless of their dimensionality. In equations 1.4 and 1.5, spatial location (s) is in a

one-dimensional space and is therefore not written in bold. Further in the text, spatial location will be written

in bold (i.e. s) when a multi-dimensional spatial domain is assumed. 9 More detail on geostatistical models

is provided in Section 3.2.2.
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1.3.3 Exploiting the Link between GMRF and SPDE

The GRF is a continuous field, which contains an infinite number of elements, and there-

fore needs to be discretised in order to be properly estimated10. Rue and Tjelmeland (2002)

showed that Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs), consisting of GRFs with observa-

tions independent conditional on the neighbourhood of the GRF, have a very sparse preci-

sion matrix (inverse of the covariance matrix). As a result, the computational costs asso-

ciated with the approximation of the precision matrix are drastically reduced (Rue et al.,

2009). Moreover, GMRFs can be accurately constructed from a restricted class of SPDE

models, which have a GF with Matérn covariance function as solution (Lindgren et al.,

2011).

For common applications in two dimensions, Lindgren et al. (2011) only require the

square-root of the time required by standard approximations of GFs, by replacing GFs by

its discrete equivalent, the GMRFs. The authors used the Integrated Nested Laplace Ap-

proximation (INLA), which provides fast approximation of the posterior marginals (Rue

et al., 2009). SPDE models do not require regular lattice grid data along with interpolation

of observations to the nearest grid-point. They allow for finer resolution where details are re-

quired. Furthermore, SPDE models can define GRFs on manifolds (e.g. sphere) (Lindgren

et al., 2011), which have a direct application in modelling the dynamics of lethal terror-

ism worldwide (see Chapter 5). Moreover, the approach can handle non-stationary spatial

models as well (not discussed here, see Bolin and Lindgren (2011) for further detail) and

explanatory variables can be easily included in the dependence structure, which leads to

non-stationary second-order behaviour (Ingebrigtsen et al., 2014)11.

10 Several approaches have been used to approximate GRFs, through Markov representations of the GRF us-

ing standard finite element basis of piecewise linear basis functions (Lindgren et al., 2011) or wavelet basis

functions. Alternative approaches — usually less accurate than Markov approximations — using process con-

volution method and covariance tapering methods have been developed as well. For a systematic comparison

of the approaches, see Bolin and Lindgren (2011). 11 For a review of second-order non-stationarity models

for univariate geostatistical data, see e.g. Fouedjio (2016).
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1.4 Summary and Structure

1.4.1 Summary of Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the application of a new approach that systematically

captures fine-scale spatio-temporal processes of lethal terrorism. Hence, this work provides

a better understanding of the observed sub-national spatio-temporal patterns of lethal ter-

rorism and a rigorous framework used to assess theories on a suitable level of analysis. Its

contributions could be summarised as follows:

1. Novel implementation of the SPDE approach in the study of lethal terrorism world-

wide (Section 5.2), which opens a new path to the investigation of related social phe-

nomena (e.g. crime, conflict);

2. Accurate description of the global (Section 4.3.2) and local (Section 4.3.3) spatial

structure of terrorism and identification of the scale on which clustering processes

operate in terrorism (Section 4.3.4), and more specifically in lethal terrorism (Sec-

tion 5.3.1);

3. Accurate measures of the uncertainty in the estimation of the probability and number

of lethal terrorist events across the world and at high spatial resolution (Section 5.3.2);

4. Novel approach to detect fine-scale spatio-temporal processes, such as hotspot (Sec-

tion 6.1.1), escalation (Section 6.1.3), and diffusion (Section 6.2.1) of lethal terrorism;

5. Identification of potential local drivers and quantification of their effects on spatio-

temporal processes involved in the probability and the number of lethal terrorist at-

tacks (Section 5.3.1);

6. Identification of locations at risk of lethal terrorism across the entire world and at high

spatial resolution (Sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.2);

7. Assessment on a suitable scale of analysis of major theories that explain hotspot (Sec-

tion 6.3.1) and diffusion (Section 6.3.2) processes of lethal terrorism.

The methods and results described in Chapters 5 and 6 have been reshaped and submitted

as a full article in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series A (Statistics in Society)

July 13, 2016. The paper is currently in revision and has been written in collaboration with
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Dr Janine Illian (PhD thesis first supervisor), Mrs Charlotte Jones-Todd (PhD student at the

University of St Andrews, UK), and Dr Marta Blangiardo (supervisor during my visiting

period (2015-2016) at Imperial College, London). I am the first author and wrote the entire

text. Mrs Charlotte Jones-Todd contributes to the design of the statistical models. Dr Illian

and Dr Blangiardo provide support with regard to the specification of the models and review

the paper. The other Chapters of this present work have not been submitted for publication.

1.4.2 Structure of the Thesis

In the previous Sections, I have provided a brief summary of the context, the motivation,

the research questions, and the main contribution of this PhD thesis. It should be mentioned

that this study aims at answering questions about terrorism. This very concept has been

subject to vigorous debate in the literature, and therefore, needs to be discussed in order to

identify the limits of the generalisability of this study. The purpose of Chapter 2 is therefore

to briefly introduce the main current debates with regard to the epistemology, causality and

rationality of terrorism. Moreover, a review of the literature in terrorism and related areas

of research clarifies the concepts related to space-time data, spatial autocorrelation, hotspot

and diffusion. The aims of this present study are described, along with an identification of

the literature gap.

Chapter 3 provides a gradual introduction to the main concepts of statistical space-time

modelling by examining the characteristics from the simplest temporal models to the most

sophisticated spatio-temporal models used in the literature in terrorism and related fields of

study. This review highlights the limits of each approach used so far and describes recent

advances in spatial statistics and inferential techniques that will be applied in this study. Fur-

thermore, it highlights the advantages of using the SPDE approach combined with accurate

and fast inference techniques (INLA) in the study of lethal terrorism.

The main databases currently available that provide geolocalised data on terrorism world-

wide are compared through an exploratory analysis of data carried out in Chapter 4. The

analysis highlights the main differences observed in the characteristics of the data from each

provider. Hence, the analysis compares the evolution of terrorism over time, according to

each database. The spatial component of the data is further analysed globally, through the

global index Moran’s I, and locally, through the local index Getis and Ord G∗
si

. The scale

on which cluster processes occur is identified by an analysis of point pattern based on the

pair correlation function (pcf ).
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The selection of the database on terrorism and the covariates are described in Chapter 5.

It further outlines the discretisation of the domain based on a triangular mesh and provides

the specification of the Bernoulli and Poisson models, used to model the probability and

the number of lethal attacks, respectively. The results of the models are interpreted within

the context of the literature and maps illustrate the spatial dynamics of the studied pro-

cesses. Furthermore, it includes a prior sensitivity analysis used to assess the robustness to

changes in priors related to the Matérn covariance function, which is complemented by an

assessment of the robustness to changes in the mesh size. The chapter concludes with an

assessment of the validity of the Bernoulli and Poisson models.

Chapter 6 uses the results obtained in Chapter 5 to build a method used to detect hotspots,

escalation and diffusion processes. The performance in the detection of these processes is

assessed through a comparison of the results from the model with observed data. More-

over, the roles of the stability of states and local economy in the spatio-temporal processes

of lethal terrorism are investigated and measured to assess the validity of several theories,

from both global (comparison with world’s average) and local (comparison among contigu-

ous areas) perspectives. This thesis is concluded by Chapter 7, which recalls the objectives

and provides a summary by chapter of the methodology and the points addressed in this

work. Furthermore, it describes the main shortcomings and potential improvements and

policy implications. ❘ code (Appendices A, B, C, and D) and data are provided in the

electronic version of this thesis only.



Chapter 2

Fundamental Issues of Terrorism

2.1 The Nature of Terrorism

As emphasised by English (2010, pp. 24-25), any serious work on terrorism needs to ac-

knowledge both the ambiguity of the concept of terrorism and the absence of a consensual

definition. Hence, studies based on vague and/or inconsistent interpretation(s) of the term

do not allow generating solid knowledge required for policy recommendations. For the

sake of transparency, scholars should (at least) explicitly state how terrorism is understood

and how their interpretation relates to and/or diverges from other equally reasonable points

of view. Accordingly, Section 2.1.1 highlights the current epistemic debates and provides

the distinction between terrorism, crime and other forms of violence. More importantly, it

clarifies the position adopted in this study and its impact on the generalisation of its results.

Equally problematic, the causes of terrorism are not well understood and have been the

subject of an intense debate. Complex interactions of multidimensional factors are involved

Richardson (2006, pp. 92-93), which makes causal inference especially challenging. Since

this study aims to systematically assess the effects of major local drivers of terrorism in the

entire world, a rigorous approach to the identification of potential explanatory factors is all

the more important. For this purpose, Section 2.1.3 puts particular emphasis on providing a

comprehensive review of the main potential drivers of terrorism identified by the literature.

Despite the seemingly irrational behaviour resulting from the extraordinary violence

occasionally used by terrorist groups, Section 2.2.3 shows that the literature suggests that

terrorists tend to behave rationally. Terrorism is not the output of “psychopathy” or “mental

illness” (Silke, 2004). Moreover, the spatial patterns of terrorist events identified by the
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literature reviewed in Section 2.2 suggest that there is a rationale behind the choice of the

locations of terrorist events. More precisely, Section 2.2.2 brings evidence that terrorist

attacks often exhibit spatial dependence and are prone to form hotspots in both space and

time, from which terrorism might spread towards neighbouring areas, or in contrast, reduce

its activity, as described in Section 2.2.3. The study of the patterns and diffusion processes

of terrorism has benefited from considerable advances made in related fields of research.

Section 2.3 explores the main relevant findings from studies in conflict, crime and relate

them with those in terrorism. Moreover, it identifies the drivers that lead terrorists to select

their targets, thus explaining the observed patterns. Finally, Section 2.3 reviews the literature

gap and summarises the contributions of this present research.

2.1.1 The Definitions of Terrorism

The concept of terrorism is intrinsically ambiguous, still being debated today (Beck and

Miner, 2013; Gibbs, 1989). Hoffman (2006, p. 40) attempted to formulate a concise defini-

tion of terrorism: “[. . . ] the deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or

the threat of violence in the pursuit of political change”. Despite its remarkable conciseness,

Hoffman (2006, p. 23) acknowledged the incompleteness of his definition: subjectivity is

almost inevitable when groups or individuals are defined as terrorists. Inevitably, the defini-

tion of terrorism implies a judgement (O’Brien, 1983, p. 91).

While acknowledging that a unique and satisfactory definition could not be reached,

Schmid and Jongman (1988, p. 5-6) opted for a systematic investigation of key elements

which may occur in each possible form of terrorism. Based on 109 identified definitions

of terrorism, the authors reported 22 main characteristics of terrorism, and classified them

according to their frequency of occurrence. The first five elements in declining orders are:

“violence-force”; “political”; “fear-terror emphasized”; “threat”; and “psychological effects

and anticipated reactions”. They noted that scholars used on average 8 among the 22 char-

acteristics in order to define terrorism. Despite their considerable effort to systematically

examine recurrent elements in all possible definitions, the authors acknowledged that these

22 characteristics are certainly not exhaustive.

Terrorism shares similarities and differences with criminality. Both terrorism and crime

are disproportionately perpetrated by young males, and threat societies (LaFree and Dugan,

2004, pp. 54-56). Furthermore, most countries prosecute terrorist acts under criminal laws

(Crelinsten, 2009, p. 52) without defining a particular crime category of terrorist acts (LaFree
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and Dugan, 2004, p. 57). In contrast to criminals that usually try to avoid exposure (LaFree

and Dugan, 2004, p. 59), terrorists aim to generate fear on a target audience beyond the act

itself, the word ’terror’ coming from the Latin word terrere, which signifies to frighten, to

scare (Weimann, 2012, p. 182). While criminal acts are principally founded on personal mo-

tivations, terrorist acts are essentially designed to achieve political goals (Hoffman, 2006,

p. 36). Moreover, terrorists are usually organised through a group structure, while such or-

ganisational structure is less common in crime, except in a few cases including organised

criminality (LaFree and Dugan, 2004, p. 60).

Further distinction of terrorism can be drawn by comparing the nationality and/or the

origin of the perpetrators, victims and the target country. Most scholars argued that transna-

tional terrorism differs from domestic terrorism (Gaibulloev and Sandler, 2008; Jongman,

1992; Sambanis, 2008). Enders et al. (2011) suggested the following distinction: “[d]omestic

terrorism is homegrown in which the venue, target, and perpetrators are all from the same

country”, whereas “[t]hrough its victims, targets, supporters, or perpetrators, transnational

terrorism concerns more than a single country”. In contrast, Sánchez-Cuenca and De la

Calle (2009) mentioned that the distinction is doubtful, as it is not theoretically founded. In-

deed, since the 1970s almost all terrorist acts have resonated across national borders through

the international diffusion of media or external funding from foreign countries (Kegley,

1990, p. 5). In line with Kegley and Sánchez-Cuenca and De la Calle, this study, based on

relatively recent terrorist events (2002-2013), does not distinguish domestic from transna-

tional attacks.

As an alternative, Hoffman (2006, pp. 34-37) suggested identifying negative definitions

of terrorism. By distinguishing terrorism from other forms of political violence, such as

guerilla and insurgency, a convergence towards a sensible definition of terrorism may occur.

The author remarked that guerilla and insurgency may employ similar tactics; however, ter-

rorists are usually constituted of a relative smaller number of combatants, and are typically

logistically limited. He added that ordinarily, terrorists do not aim to control territory and

are not consisted of uniformed armed entities.

Equally problematic is the search of a consensual legal definition of terrorism. Each

country uses a peculiar legal definition(s) of terrorism, according to its own legal frame-

work. At the EU level however, the Council adopted a Common Position, which defined

terrorist acts as intentional actions which “may seriously damage a country or an interna-

tional organisation” (The Council of the European Union, 2001). Under the 2002 Frame-
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work Decision on Terrorism, a definition has been established and shared by all Member

States (Argomaniz, 2011, p. 85).

2.1.2 Terrorism from the Databases’ perspective

This notwithstanding, an in-depth examination of the definitions provided by each state in

the world or by each scholar in terrorism would not be relevant. This study is based on

data, which have been gathered by a specific database provider through its own approach to

identify observations as terrorist events. Therefore, I focus on the definitions provided by

the main providers of geolocalised data on worldwide terrorism.

Most practitioners (Clauset et al., 2007; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Enders et al., 2011)

and terrorism database providers (CEACS, 2013; Engene, 2007; LaFree and Dugan, 2007;

Mickolus, 2003) exclude state terrorism — terrorism perpetrated by state, in contrast to ter-

rorism perpetrated by non-state actors — from their definition of terrorism, consistent with

Hoffman (2006, p. 40). Amnesty International (2013) provides annual reports on human

rights violations and abuses perpetrated by states, which include state terrorism. Terrorist

events, however, are not geolocalised. Dugan and Chenoweth (2013) created a database for

terrorist actions perpetrated by states; it is limited by the data — Israel and Canada only —

and lacks geolocalisation. Raleigh and Dowd (2015) annually update the Armed Conflict

Location and Event Data Project (ACLED), which includes violence perpetrated by state

actors against civilians. However, it covers Asia and Africa only. There is currently no

available geolocalised data on state terrorism with a worldwide coverage. State terrorism is

de facto excluded from this research work.

Nevertheless, it is worth remembering that state terrorism has produced numerous vic-

tims across the world, as reported by Chomsky (2002, pp. 119-133). In the 18th century, the

concept of terrorism originally referred to state terrorism and was defined as “violent acts of

governments designed to ensure popular submission” (Chomsky, 2002, pp. vii). For exam-

ple, the Stalin, Hitler, and Pol Pot totalitarian regimes committed mass violence, including

state terrorism (Gibbs, 1989). The US have been responsible for massive attacks deliberately

targeting civilians, such as: the two atomic bombs launched on Hiroshima and Nagasaki

in August 1945, the “Operation Just Cause”, led by the US former president George H. W.

Bush, which killed several thousands of people in Panama in 1989, or the use of terror by US

military in Nicaragua; the latter has been condemned by the International Court of Justice

in 1986 (International Court of Justice, 1986; Junkerman, 2002; Chomsky, 2003, pp. 16-
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18). Other cases include Russia’s attacks in Chechnya in the 1990s, the Israeli invasion of

Lebanon in 1982, the use of terror in the 1990s by Turkey in the Kurdish areas, crimes com-

mitted by the Colombian army against trade unionist and journalists during the same period

(Chomsky, 2003, pp. 52, 62-67), or the use of terror during the military regime Proceso de

Reorganización Nacional in Argentina from 1976 to 1983 (Pion-Berlin and Lopez, 1991).

The International Terrorism: Attributes of Terrorist Events (ITERATE) defines terror-

ism as: “the use, or threat of use, of anxiety-inducing, extra-normal violence for political

purposes by any individual or group, whether acting for or in opposition to established gov-

ernmental authority, when such action is intended to influence the attitudes and behaviour of

a target group wider than the immediate victims”. The scope of ITERATE is drastically re-

stricted since it includes only transnational terrorism; domestic terrorism is excluded (Mick-

olus, 2003, p. 2). The RAND Database of Worldwide Terrorism Incidents (RDWTI) defines

terrorism as: “violence calculated to create an atmosphere of fear and alarm to coerce others

into actions they would not otherwise undertake, or refrain from actions they desired to take.

Acts of terrorism are generally directed against civilian targets. The motives of all terrorists

are political, and terrorist actions are generally carried out in a way that will achieve maxi-

mum publicity”. Furthermore, RDWTI distinguishes transnational from domestic terrorism

(RAND, 2011).

Apart from databases including exclusively terrorism events, global databases which in-

corporate other forms of violence and social acts have been developed as well. This is the

case of the Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone (GDELT), a recently estab-

lished freely accessible database. GDELT events are coded entirely by machines and the

database encompasses more than 200 million of events from 1979 to 2013 (Leetaru and

Schrodt, 2013). The process of gathering and analysing data in GDELT contrasts with all

databases previously identified. There is no formal definition of terrorism provided by the

data provider. The classification of a terrorist event is based on the combination of words re-

lated to the act of terrorism, which comes from media’s coverage. The automatized classifi-

cation follows Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) rules, which organize

events based on specific criteria (GDELT, 2013). Because of the difficulty to distinguish

terrorism from other social acts, it remains problematic to assess its relevance with regard

to terrorist events. In Chapter 4, I highlight the differences in spatial patterns of terrorist

events provided by GDELT with other databases.
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The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) provides several definitions of terrorism accord-

ing to the time period relative to data collection. As regards data collected between 1970 and

1997, terrorism was defined as: “the threatened or actual use of illegal force and violence

by a non-state actor to attain a political, economic, religious, or social goal through fear, co-

ercion, or intimidation. For events collected after 1997, the definition includes at least two

of the following three criteria: (i) “the act must be aimed at attaining a political, economic,

religious, or social goal”; (ii) “there must be evidence of an intention to coerce, intimidate,

or convey some other message to a larger audience (or audiences) than the immediate vic-

tims”; (iii) “the action must be outside the context of legitimate warfare activities” (GTD,

2014) (see working definition in Section 5.1.1).

2.1.3 Explaining Terrorism

In 1981, the eminent scholar Martha Crenshaw published an article under the evocative title

“The Causes of Terrorism”, which aimed at finding a common pattern of causation, based on

a comparison of different cases of terrorism. Since then, a voluminous literature devoted to

identifying the causes of terrorism has been produced. Before getting into the substance of

these investigations, it is worth noticing that for centuries, the concept of causality has been

debated in various academic disciplines. An in-depth review of the debates would go beyond

the scope of this work. Rather, I suggest pointing out the understanding and interpretation of

causality, which applies in the context of the quantitative literature on terrorism and related

fields of study. As such, David Hume’s claim that causes always precede the consequence

has been central in time series analysis in particular. Hence, in the case of causality between

one or multiple variables, it can be derived that information on past values may be used

to forecast future values. In 1969, Clive W.J. Granger formalized one possible form of

causality, called “Granger causality” as the following (Kirchgässner et al., 2013, pp. 95-96):

σ2(Yt+1|It)< σ2(Yt+1|It − X̄t) (2.1)

where Xt , Yt are two different time series, X̄t is the set of all current and past values of

X , It represents the total information available at time t, including X and Y , and σ2 is the

variance of the forecast error. Hence, X is defined as (simply) Granger causal to Y if and

only if the variance of the forecast error of predicting Yt+1 is smaller when using previous

and current values of X . To put it another way, a random variable X is causal to Y if X
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improves the estimation of Y . In total, Granger characterised 8 forms of causality between

two time series, including instantaneous causality, which contrast with lagged causality;

the former implies that the cause occurs simultaneously with its effect, the latter implies a

lag time between the cause and its effect (Kirchgässner et al., 2013, pp. 97-98).

Richardson (2006, pp. 59-61) reminds us that it would be futile to provide a unique

and simple explanation of the causes of terrorism. The causes of terrorism are multidimen-

sional and operate at the individual, group, sub-national, national, and transnational levels

(Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000; Richardson, 2006, p. 60). At the individual and group levels,

Crenshaw (1983, p. 29) argued that ideology may significantly affect the choice of target in

particular. Wilkinson (1990, p. 141) noticed that the role of ideologies and beliefs has often

been neglected although both factors are crucial to generating terrorism1.

Research has focused on the investigation of social, political and economic factors

mostly at national level. Lai (2007) provided evidence that states may reduce terrorism

by controlling their territory, strengthening their capacity, and increasing operating ex-

penses of terrorist groups. From a thorough review realised at national level, Gassebner

and Luechinger (2011) identified potential variables which may positively influence the

occurrence of terrorism in specific country and year such as: population, military expen-

ditures, involvement in wars, foreign portfolio investment, and political proximity to the

United States and other explanatory factors which may negatively influence the occurrence

of terrorism: economic freedom, physical integrity, rights, and law and order.

The effects of economic conditions on terrorism have been commonly measured through

indices of economic development, poverty and income distribution at national level (Drakos

and Gofas, 2006b). With regard to poverty, Benmelech et al. (2012) provided empirical

evidence that high rate of unemployment offers more well-educated and efficient individuals

to terrorist organisations. However, the authors acknowledged that the external validity of

their findings is highly questionable, since it is based on a case study (157 suicide terrorists

that occurred from 2000 to 2006 in Palestine). In contrast, more comprehensive studies

did not find any significant linear relationship between poverty and terrorism at national

1 Note that this thesis does not explicitly consider the causes of terrorism at individual or sub-levels (e.g.

causes at neuronal or gene level). Since the scope of this study aims at making inference based on terrorism

data geolocalised in the entire world from 2002 to 2013, it would be unrealistic to attempt including the

individual characteristics of each potential perpetrator and victims. Moreover, for most attacks, information

on the perpetrator is not available, which makes the inclusion of individual-level factors practically infeasible.
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level (Abadie, 2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Krueger and Laitin, 2008; Krueger and

Maleckova, 2003; Piazza, 2006).

With regard to economic development, Gassebner and Luechinger (2011) did not find

any significant linear relation between per capita GDP and the occurrence of terrorism. En-

ders and Hoover (2012) found that per capita GDP may not have a linear but a strong and

significant positive non-linear relationship with domestic terrorism and a weak but positive

significant effect on transnational terrorism. Note that average levels of economic devel-

opment do not necessarily correlate with poverty. High levels of economic development

might hide poverty rooted in social and economic inequalities, which cannot be properly

approximated by per capita GDP for example. In this present work, I focus on economic

development proxied by local measures of luminosity (for further details, see Chapters 5

and 6).

Religion, globalisation issues, and mass media are potential causes of terrorism that of-

ten operate at transnational level. Although religion may be a causal factor of terrorism

in some cases, it has never been a unique cause of terrorism; rather, it interacts with other

factors to contribute to terrorism (Richardson, 2006, pp. 92-93). Based on an extensive

review of 60 quantitative studies, Hsiang et al. (2013) highlighted the significant role of cli-

mate events on the increase of interpersonal violence in a broad sense, including terrorism.

Berrebi and Ostwald (2011) provided evidence that natural disasters create vulnerabilities,

which may be exploited by terrorist groups. They estimated the effect of natural disas-

ters on terrorist incidence, deaths and the number of wounded from terrorism for numerous

countries in specific years.

Cronin (2003) suggested that globalisation may engender two antagonistic effects on

terrorism. Globalised terrorism may generate long-term destabilisation, but conversely,

may strengthen cooperation mechanisms among states, which are required to combat in-

ternational terrorism. Equally ambiguous, media coverage of terrorism is a “double-edged

sword”. Terrorists benefit from publicity and the attention that they desire, however it may

also be damaging for them (Hoffman, 2006, p. 194). As stated by Rapoport (1996): “The

relationship between publicity and terror is indeed paradoxical and complicated. Public-

ity focuses attention on a group, strengthening its morale and helping to attract recruits and

sympathizers. But publicity is pernicious to the terrorist group too. It helps an outraged pub-

lic to mobilize its vast resources and produces information that the public needs to pierce

the veil of secrecy all terrorist groups require”.
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Independently of the scale of the analysis, Crenshaw (1981) distinguished preconditions

from precipitants. Preconditions are factors which influence the occurrence of terrorism on

a long term. Furthermore, preconditions are labelled permissive if they offer openings to

terrorist acts. Precipitants refer to direct causes of terrorism, as they operate just before the

act of terrorism. Ross (1993) identified three permissive causes of terrorism: location, type

of political system, and degree of modernisation. In addition, he pointed out seven precipi-

tants: social, cultural, and historical enabling factors, organisational split and development,

presence of other forms of political conflict, support, counterterrorist organisation failure,

accessibility of weapons and materials, and grievances.

Sandler (2013) admitted that the literature did not converge to a consensual explanation

of the causes of terrorism. Moreover, different sets of causal factors might be involved de-

pending on the scale at which terrorism is observed. The detection of factors involved in

local patterns of terrorism cannot be observed from a national level of analysis; rather it

requires setting a sub-national unit of observation (Buhaug and Rød, 2006). Considerable

effort has been made to carefully gather, identify and select potential causal factors from

a wide range of possible variables highlighted in the literature, conditional upon the avail-

ability of data. In addition, this study applies formal tests to the selection of covariates, by

weighting their explanatory power with the cost of increasing the model’s complexity. More

details are provided in Chapter 4.

2.2 Properties of Terrorism Data

2.2.1 Temporal and Spatial Autocorrelation

Working with spatial or spatio-temporal variables brings about several issues which need to

be addressed. Similar to epidemic disease, earthquake and crime, characteristics of terrorism

are often positively autocorrelated in time and in space (Braithwaite and Li, 2007; Heyman

and Mickolus, 1980; Midlarsky et al., 1980; Neumayer and Plümper, 2010; Nunn, 2007;

Piegorsch et al., 2007). Autocorrelation occurs when similarity is observed between close

values of a random variable in time (temporal autocorrelation) or in space (spatial autocor-

relation). Autocorrelation violates the independence assumption of most standard statistical

procedures and specific statistical methods are required (Griffith and Layne, 1999, pp. 3-4).

The analysis of terrorism in time started with Jenkins and Johnson (1975), who provided

a chronology of 507 international terrorist events worldwide from 1968 to 1974. Later,
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Mickolus et al. extended the list of events and published a series of reference books, which

were regularly updated within the period 1980 - 2006 (Mickolus, 1980, 1993; Mickolus

et al., 1988, 1989; Mickolus and Simmons, 1997, 2002, 2006). These reference works con-

tained the date of all recorded worldwide terrorist events, which allowed the analysis of

terrorism in time. In 1980, Gleason described the occurrence of terrorist events based on the

data collected by Jenkins and Johnson (1975). Gleason suggested that terrorism events are

unlikely to be independent; they exhibit positive autocorrelation in time. In other words, the

occurrence of one terrorist attack makes the occurrence of subsequent attacks more likely.

This observed increase in the number of events in time is often referred to a reinforcement

process. A decrease in the number of events is often called negative reinforcement or rever-

sal reinforcement in time (Hamilton and Hamilton, 1983; Most and Starr, 1980).

Based on data from 16 countries, which include more than 40 terrorist events per country

from 1968 to 1978, Hamilton and Hamilton (1983) observed that in most countries, terror-

ism decreases exponentially after reaching a peak in frequency of attacks. Later, Holden

(1986) observed that the occurrence of successful aircraft hijackings in the US increases

the likelihood of further attempts of skyjacking inside and outside the US. Weimann and

Brosius (1988) found that the variance of the number of terrorist events takes the form of a

one-month cycle. Enders and Sandler (1999) suggested that successful incidents may gen-

erate additional events until the authority would find an effective counterterrorism tool. The

observed reinforcement effect may have generated cycles of attacks and counter-attacks. En-

ders and Sandler (2000) found that terrorist attacks associated with casualties may present

temporal cycles and the associated periodicity may be estimated.

Enders and Sandler (2005) studied radical changes (also called structural breaks) in

trends of time-series data on terrorism. They did not find evidence that the occurrence

of terrorist events changed significantly since 9/11. After 9/11, however, terrorist attacks

seemed to become less logistically sophisticated, which could be attributed to a better pro-

tection of strategic targets. They found that the first break may be associated with the rise

of fundamental terrorism since 1979, which corresponds to the Iranian revolution and the

start of the Soviet war in Afghanistan (Cronin, 2003). The second break corresponds to the

end of the Cold war. According to Blum et al. (2005), the end of the Cold war prompted

many states to stop their support to terrorist groups, which resulted in a decrease of terrorism

activity.
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Scholars attempted to forecast terrorism through statistical models. Bogen and Jones

(2006) forecast the evolution of the maximum number of deaths per event until 2080. Porter

and White (2012) estimated the probability of future attacks based on the daily number of

terrorist attacks in Indonesia from 1994 to 2007. Raghavan et al. (2013) predicted terror-

ist attacks perpetrated by the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) in

Indonesia/Timor-Leste and Shining Path (also called Sendero Luminoso) in Peru.

Furthermore, terrorism often exhibits autocorrelation in space, as observed in many

other social phenomena. “Most social science variables tend to be moderately positively

spatially autocorrelated because of the way phenomena are geographically organized” (Grif-

fith, 2003, p. 5). Spatial autocorrelation has been famously expressed by Tobler in the so-

called first law of geography: “[e]verything is related to everything else, but near things are

more related than distant things” (1970). Longley et al. (2001, p. 101) stated that “spatial au-

tocorrelation is determined both by similarities in position, and by similarities in attributes”.

In the presence of spatial autocorrelation, the main assumptions of standard statisti-

cal models — residuals are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) — are violated.

Hence, errors of the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression become spatially correlated.

Consequently, OLS estimators are inefficient (but not biased), inference based on standard

Student’s t-tests and measures of fit (Pearson’s r) are biased, and the validity of tests for

heteroskedasticity (Anselin and Griffith, 1988) and tests for structural stability of the regres-

sion coefficients are affected as well (Anselin, 1990). As a remedy, scholars have developed

methods: (i) to remove the nuisance generated by spatial autocorrelation; (ii) to model spa-

tial autocorrelation through a spatial structure, which may provide a better understanding

of the investigated phenomenon through revealing spatial dependences (see Section 3.2).

Furthermore, spatial autocorrelation can be measured through various indicators. The next

sections describe the manifestation of autocorrelation processes in space and time, which

include hotspot and diffusion processes.

2.2.2 Hotspot

Concept of Hotspot

Positive temporal autocorrelation might lead to clusters in time, which are characterised by

a high number of consecutive events close in time2, so that initial events may activate further

2 These two terms (cluster and hotspot) will be used interchangeably throughout this work.
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events close in space and/or time to the initial triggering events (D’Orsogna and Perc, 2014).

Analogously, positive spatial autocorrelation might generate spatial clusters, commonly

understood as “location, or small area within an identifiable boundary, with a concentration

of [. . . ] events” (Anselin et al., 2000), or equally, as “[. . . ] an area that has a greater than

average number of [. . . ] events [. . . ]”. Law et al. (2014) defined crime hotspots as: “areas

that have high probabilities of the area-specific differential crime trend (δi) being greater

than zero, and cold spots as areas that have high probabilities of area-specific differential

crime trend (δi) being less than zero”. Similarly, I suggest a definition used to detect hotspots

(see Equation 6.1).

Moreover, one may classify hotspots into two categories. Growing hotspots are char-

acterised by a significant and continuous increase in terrorist activity over time, which cor-

responds to an escalation process. Hence, I suggest a definition of escalation (see Equa-

tion 6.2). Growing hotspots may require particular attention with regard to their potential to

intensify and spread further. Conversely, a significant and continuous decrease in terrorist

activity over time refers to a de-escalation process (Anselin et al., 2000; Eck et al., 2005;

Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012). Finally, one-off hotspots are hotspots that do not persist in

time, which are also known as ephemeral hotspots (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012).

Hotspots have been observed in phenomena closely related to terrorism, such as conflict,

war, and crime: advances in crime studies brought important methodological and theoretical

contribution. In particular, the increase of spatio-temporal crime data, computing power, and

the development of GIS techniques allowed significant progress in the analysis and mod-

elling of crime in space and/or time (Anselin et al., 2000; Grubesic and Mack, 2008; Rat-

cliffe, 2004; Ye and Wu, 2011). A vast literature has been devoted to the study of hotspots

of crime (Ackerman and Murray, 2004; Chainey et al., 2008; Eck et al., 2000; Evans, 2001;

Grubesic and Mack, 2008; Roncek, 2000; Weisburd et al., 2004), including: violent crime

(Nelson et al., 2001), homicide (LaFree, 2005; Ye and Wu, 2011), assault/predatory (Loftin,

1986; Sherman et al., 1989), arson (Rogerson and Sun, 2001), drug (Weisburd and Green,

1995), property crime/burglary (Hakim and Shachmurove, 1996; Johnson, 2008; Ratcliffe,

2006; Rey et al., 2012), shooting (Ratcliffe and Rengert, 2008), or vehicle crime (Nelson

et al., 2001; Ratcliffe, 2002).

Similarly, it appears that terrorism also exhibits hotspots in time (Enders and Sandler,

2000; Gleason, 1980; Hamilton and Hamilton, 1983; Porter and White, 2012; Raghavan

et al., 2013; Weimann and Brosius, 1988), and in space or space-time (Braithwaite and Li,
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2007; LaFree et al., 2012, 2010, 2009; Midlarsky et al., 1980; Nacos, 2010; Neumayer and

Plümper, 2010; Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al., 2007; Steen et al., 2006). Whereas Steen et al.

(2006) proposed that international terrorists can strike everywhere, most empirical studies

tend to reject such assumptions. Evidence suggests that the distribution of terrorist targets is

not completely random in space (Behlendorf et al., 2012), terrorist groups act with purpose

(LaFree et al., 2012), and consequently, terrorist events are usually clustered rather than

presenting completely random patterns (Siebeneck et al., 2009). Thus, it corroborates the

findings of Hoffman (2006, p. 73): “[. . . ] all terrorist groups have one trait in common: they

do not commit actions randomly or senselessly”.3

Mueller (2005) claimed that: “[i]nstead of maintaining that terrorists might strike any-

where at any time, and thereby stoking the fear of random violence, it might make sense to

suggest that only certain (relatively small) areas are primarily at risk”. From a modelling

perspective, it implies two important points. First, there is rationale behind terrorism pat-

terns and its causes could be investigated, hopefully identified, and eventually modelled.

Therefore, understanding the processes that lead to patterns of terrorism is crucial in order

to build sensible models. Second, explaining terrorism attacks in space and time through

current stochastic modelling approaches looks promising, since the uncertainty might be

accurately quantified, as exemplified by the work of Zammit-Mangion et al. (2013, 2012).

However, the causes of terrorism and the processes that lead to the formation of hotspots

of terrorism still elude scholars. To date, no general theoretical laws of terrorism have been

unanimously agreed (Crenshaw, 2014). Although the root causes of terrorism appear to

be hardly generalizable, the rationale behind terrorist targeting appears consistent over all

terrorist groups. Patterns have often been revealed through advances in data analysis and

modelling techniques made in related fields of study, such as crime and conflict studies,

which provide valuable theoretical and empirical knowledge in the understanding of terror-

ism’s hotspots. While by no means exhaustive, the next Section discusses the major theories

developed in the field of terrorism and related fields of study, aiming at explaining the causes

of hotspots in terrorism.
3 Note that most scholars agree upon the somewhat surprising normality of terrorists and their rational be-

haviour at group level (Crenshaw, 1990; Enders and Su, 2007; Hoffman, 2006; Nemeth, 2010; Richardson,

2006). At the individual level however, the rationality of terrorism is more controversial, especially in the case

of suicide terrorism. For further discussion on suicide terrorism, see Hoffman, 2006, pp. 132-133, Pape, 2006,

or Richardson, 2006, pp. 135-155. Note also that the concept of rationality has eluded scholars for centuries

and an in-depth analysis would go far beyond the scope of this work. For further reading on the philosophical

understanding of rationality, see e.g. Elster (2009).
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Causes of Hotspots

Within the numerous fields of research devoted to the study of violence in general, scholars

in crime studies pioneered theoretical work on the causes of hotspots. Some theories put

emphasis on the conditions for the meeting between an offender and its target. Directly

derived from ecological theories, the foraging theory predicts that offenders move in space

and time towards potential victims to generate crime opportunity (Cohen and Felson, 1979).

The routine activity theory, a dominant theory in socio-spatial criminology, posits that most

crimes require a synchronous meeting of interdependent actors in a particular space and

time (Cohen and Felson, 1979). Hence, crime may occur if the following elements intersect

in a specific time and location: “a motivated offender, a suitable target and the absence of a

capable guardian” (Ratcliffe, 2002). The “guardian” acts as crime inhibitor since it reduces

the opportunity for crime (Ratcliffe, 2006). If one of these three elements (offender, target,

absence of guardian) is missing, a crime cannot occur (Cohen and Felson, 1979).

Similar to routine activity theory, time geography emphasises the role of space and time,

in that criminal activities happen at the crossroads of life paths of various actors (Häger-

straand, 1970). Here, time plays a crucial role as it produces constraints on travel distance

of both offender and its target(s), which restricts the area of a potential meeting, as sug-

gested by the crime potential theory (Gorman et al., 2013). Thus, if the offender reduces its

travel speed, less territory is covered in one time unit and consequently, the area at risk is

reduced and can be quantified (Miller, 2005).

Other theories put emphasis on the characteristics of the location, which is associated

with crime. The repeat victimization theory explains that some locations are repeatedly tar-

geted by criminals because they provide good opportunities that can be further exploited

by the offenders (Eck et al., 2005). In this framework, the theory assumes that knowledge

gained from a crime perpetrated in one location encourages the offenders to target the same

location again instead of identifying new locations, which adds additional costs for the of-

fenders (Johnson et al., 2007). As a complementary explanation, the social disorganisation

theory posits that “neighborhoods with greater residential instability, lower socioeconomic

status, and more ethnic heterogeneity are more likely to experience disorder” (Shaw and

McKay, 1942) (as cited in Steenbeek and Hipp, 2011). In empirical studies, the measure

of social disorganisation has been usually assessed through variables which inform on eth-

nic diversity, poverty, family problems, and population turnover at the neighbourhood level

(Andresen, 2006).
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Boost theory assumes that initial criminal events are expected to increase or “boost”

the probability of other events to occurring at the same location. Hence, the theory posits

that the same offender benefits from returning to a known target. As a complementary

theory, crime generator theory states that the spatial location itself may favour criminal

activities and/or attract different type of offenders which would lead to different types of

crime. Brantingham and Brantingham (1995) characterised “crime generator” as a location

that attracts people without being subject to any particular crime (e.g. shopping districts,

sports stadium, travel nodes). In contrast, “crime attractors” may generate particular types

of crime due to the activity carried out in the area (e.g. prostitution zone, drug markets).

Equally, flag theory predicts that attractive and accessible residences considered as “crime

magnets” (the equivalent of “crime attractor”) exhibit a similar signal (or “flag”), which

attracts different types of offenders (Pease et al., 1998, p. 8).

In line with social disorganisation theory, scholars in terrorism put emphasis on identi-

fying the characteristics of locations that can be potentially targeted by terrorist attacks. The

selection of targets may be driven by their level of vulnerability, as noted by Drake (1998,

p. 337). By way of illustration, Sandler and Arce (2003) described the target choice of sev-

eral fanatical terrorist groups based on two options: targeting a business, or alternatively,

targeting tourists. The study concluded that terrorists preferably target tourists, considered

more vulnerable than business. Since tourists are spatially diffused, it is more difficult to

protect them. Santifort et al. (2013) provided evidence through a Bayesian approach that

both domestic and transnational terrorists prioritise secure attacks on defenceless targets,

such as bombing private events. Legal frameworks and security forces may also influence

target selection; the security environment would influence the strategy and all activities of

the group (Drake, 1998, p. 142). Krieger and Meierrieks (2011) showed that terrorists may

preferably target countries characterised by: high density of population, strong economy,

politically open but encountering instability within the country, and political proximity to

the US. Nunn (2007); Piegorsch et al. (2007); Savitch and Ardashev (2001) found that ter-

rorist attacks are directed mainly against urban areas rather than rural areas, which tends

to generate hotspots. In contrast to rural areas, cities may contain rich, symbolic, and vul-

nerable targets (e.g. highly populated areas). Moreover, cities may provide more mobility,

anonymity, audiences and larger recruitment pools, in comparison to rural areas (Crenshaw,

1990, p. 115).
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More systematically, one may categorise potential targets according to their nature.

Physical targets represent any physical objects or persons: a consulate, a military officer,

or a politician, for example. A psychological target may be one or several individuals: a

witness of a terrorist event, a radio audience, a family, or government representatives, for

example. Usually, terrorists attack one or multiple physical targets which will affect one

or multiple psychological targets (Drake, 1998, p. 8). Equally, targets can be classified ac-

cording to their purpose. Drake (1998, p. 9) identified four classes: symbolic, functional,

logistical, and expressive targets4. Terrorists attack symbolic targets, primarily to hurt the

psychological target and expecting a reaction from it. Moreover, attacking symbolic targets

attracts attention of the public (Crelinsten, 2009, p. 1-2) and satisfies their desire for renown

and reaction (Richardson, 2006, p. 131). Terrorists may also attack functional targets, de-

fined as a threat to them. Functional targets could be a traitor, a police officer, or a politician.

Finally, terrorists may attack logistical targets in order to optimise their resources. Logistical

targets provide money, weapons and other useful elements to terrorists.

Moreover, scholars have investigated the motivations of terrorists beyond target selec-

tion. A desire of revenge (Richardson, 2006, p. 131), indignation, or anger may push indi-

viduals or groups to employ terrorism as an expressive target (Drake, 1998, pp. 9-15). In

addition, the ideology of a terrorist group may orientate its choices. Ideology may set the

limit within which a group selects its targets (Drake, 1998, p. 16). Since terrorists aim to

attain political change (Hoffman, 2006, p. 40), an efficient strategy needs to be defined in

order to achieve it (Drake, 1998, p. 35). Therefore, one aspect of the strategy of terrorist

groups is to maximise the impact on the psychological target (Drake, 1998, p. 53). Numer-

ous factors involved in the process of target selection are determined by human, material,

financial resources, and the leadership of the terrorist group (Drake, 1998, pp. 73-97).

Some authors found evidence that terrorists select targets in order to maximise the ex-

pected utility. Based on network analysis, Jordan (2008) suggested that the underground

stations bombed on July 7, 2005 in London were not targeted randomly but selected in or-

der to maximise the damage to the underground infrastructure. Sandler and Lapan (1988)

suggested a model which depicted the relationship between domestic and transnational ter-

rorist attacks and prevention costs associated to different types of target. Through the use of

a bargaining model, Nemeth (2010) found that government attributes, public support, and

4 It should be noted that the four classes in Drake’s classification are not discrete since the choice of targets is

generally determined by multiple causes. Moreover, the analysis of terrorist targets does not necessarily shed

light on the real intention of the terrorists (Drake, 1998, p. 9)
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group-environment factors influence terrorist targeting in the US. Drake (1998, pp. 144-

146) mentioned that terrorists do not only need the support of their members, but they also

require funding from sponsor, and public opinion support. Elbakidze and Jin (2012) found

that victims from countries which highly contribute to the United Nations tend to be more

frequently attacked by terrorists. Their study covered all countries in the world from 1980

to 2000.

Terrorist targets do not appear to be selected randomly but rather as the result of a ra-

tional selection process. Specificities of the location along with the goals and motivations

of the terrorist groups influence the choice of targets. As a result, locations more frequently

targeted by terrorism may generate hotspots in space, time, or space and time. Furthermore,

terrorism might spread from one location to another (Morgenstern et al., 2013), which is the

topic of the next Section.

2.2.3 Diffusion

Concept of Diffusion

In contrast to hotspots that are typically described as static objects, diffusion processes are

inherently dynamic. The etymology of diffusion comes from the Latin word diffundere,

which signifies to pour out or shedding forth (Oxford English Dictionary Online, 2014).

By analogy with the chemical process of diffusion in which a flow is generated from areas

of higher concentration to areas of lower concentration (coldspots) (Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica Online, 2014), terrorism violence may spread from areas of higher terrorist activity

(hotspots) to areas of lower terrorist activity. Diffusion implicitly refers to an increase in

the occurrence of events in a specific location. Negative diffusion is also called dissipation.

This study suggests a definition of diffusion (Equation 6.4), which is further discussed in

Section 6.2.1.

Initial studies of diffusion processes are far-removed from terrorism research. As a pi-

oneer, Thomas Graham, a Scottish chemist, carried out the first systematic study of the

diffusion processes in gases from 1828 to 1833 (Philibert, 2005). In the following cen-

turies, diffusion processes were investigated in many other fields, including epidemiology

(Jacquez, 1996; Mantel, 1967) and seismology (Mohler et al., 2011), whose development

inspired further investigations in social science.

Early studies in war suggested that war tends to spread as a contagious diffusion over

time through contact among actors of war (Davis et al., 1978). Later, it has been shown
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that conflicts tend to be locally clustered (Buhaug and Gleditsch, 2008), and might spread

towards neighbourhood regions, as exemplified by violence in Chechnya, which diffused

into neighbouring republics (O’Loughlin and Witmer, 2011). However, diffusion of war

towards neighbouring countries remains rare (more than 97% of 3,746 nation-years did not

observe war diffusion), although it appeared relatively common in international war (39%)

(Collier and Hoeffler, 2004).

Diffusion processes in terrorism have been traditionally analysed in time only (Enders

and Sandler, 2000; Gleason, 1980; Hamilton and Hamilton, 1983; Porter and White, 2012;

Raghavan et al., 2013; Weimann and Brosius, 1988). Few studies have investigated the pro-

cesses in space, or in both space and time (Gao et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2012; Linke et al.,

2012; Medina et al., 2011; Most and Starr, 1980; Schutte and Weidmann, 2011). Forsberg

(2014) considers diffusion as unobservable because it is usually derived from measures

of correlation or proximity in space and/or time between events, which can be subject to

misestimation, as reported by Black (2013). However, recent approaches further improved

the accuracy of the measure of diffusion process and in particular its uncertainty (Zammit-

Mangion et al., 2013, 2012). Different nomenclatures have been used to describe diffusion

according to several sub-categories of the process (Forsberg, 2014).

Cohen and Tita (1999) distinguish diffusion from contagion: the former refers to “the

general process of movement”, whereas the latter refers to “one mechanism for achieving

that movement”, which assumes that other non-contagious mechanisms may be involved in

diffusion processes as well. The distinction between contagious and non-contagious pro-

cesses proved to be challenging (Forsberg, 2014) and refers to Galton’s problem. In 1899,

Edward Tylor presented a paper in which he assimilated an observed correlation between

marriage laws and descent patterns as causal. Galton questioned the independence assump-

tion on which Tylor’s conclusions were drawn and argued that a contact between tribes

cannot be excluded (which is a violation of independence assumption) and rather than being

functional, the relationship between marriage laws and descent patterns may come from a

common cause (Ross and Homer, 1976).

By analogy with disease’s spread, “[c]ontagious diffusion depends on direct contact and

is the classic way of spreading disease” (italics in original) (Cohen and Tita, 1999). In this

case, spatial proximity is a necessary condition. Moreover, contagious diffusion involves

two entities: the event(s) which may have potentially triggered the process of diffusion and

spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal location(s) that have been affected by the presence of
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triggering event(s) (Forsberg, 2014). In contrast, “[...] hierarchical diffusion does not re-

quire direct contact but, rather, occurs through spontaneous innovation or imitation” (italics

in original) (Cohen and Tita, 1999). Moreover, in a hierarchical diffusion, the interactions

among events within a hotspot could be generated by a common factor (Heyman and Mick-

olus, 1980; Midlarsky et al., 1980; Neumayer and Plümper, 2010). Thus, political conflict

may diffuse transnationally independently from any deliberate transnational actions (Hill

and Rothchild, 1986).

Based on their study of civil war, Schutte and Weidmann (2011) mentioned an additional

type of diffusion, where the spatial location changes and relocates beyond the close neigh-

bourhood: they referred to as relocation diffusion. Since relocation diffusion can theoreti-

cally occur at any distance from the source of conflict, its identification remains challenging.

Locations that encounter relocation diffusion might be confused with hotspots that would

occur independently from the source of conflict. Therefore, I exclude the investigation of

relocation diffusion in this study.

Causes of Diffusion

Since the end of the 1970s, scholars have attempted to better understand the spread of ter-

rorism in space and in space and time. Needless to say, terrorism would neither occur nor

spread without the existence of terrorist groups, which pursue goals based on a particular

ideology. Moreover, the occurrence of terrorist acts alone cannot explain its spread. Other

causal mechanisms should be involved as well (Cliff and First, 2013). It appears that the

spread of terrorism may be caused by spatial proximity, which refers to contagious fac-

tors: (Forsberg, 2014; Gao et al., 2013; Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; LaFree et al., 2009;

Midlarsky et al., 1980; Neumayer and Plümper, 2010), and non-contagious factors: mod-

ern mass media (Wilkinson, 1979, p. 103; Mazur, 1982; Crenshaw, 1991; Martin, 1990,

pp. 161-162; Weimann, 2008; Nacos, 2010), financial support (Heyman and Mickolus,

1980), transnational collaboration (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; Crenshaw, 1983, p. 17;

Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000), freedom of movement and transportation (Heyman and Mick-

olus, 1980; Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189), state capacity (Helman and Ratner, 1992; Gros, 1996;

Zartman, 1995, pp. 1-13; Braithwaite and Li, 2007), state policy (Murphy, 2003, p. 49), pop-

ulation density (Crenshaw, 1990, p. 115; Savitch and Ardashev, 2001), and the dynamics of

the terrorist group (e.g. tactical change) (LaFree et al., 2012; Raghavan et al., 2013).
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Seminal studies emerged two years after pioneering research on spatial processes of war

carried out by Davis et al. (1978). Midlarsky et al. (1980) proposed the hierarchical diffu-

sion theory, which states that countries with high diplomatic status (“strong” states) appear

to reproduce the patterns of terrorism of low diplomatic status countries (“weak” states).

Consistent with the hierarchical diffusion theory, failed state theory (Gros, 1996; Helman

and Ratner, 1992), also called state collapse theory (Zartman, 1995, pp. 1-13), states that

violent conflict and terrorism spread from weak countries to neighbourhood countries es-

sentially because of ‘the weak states’ inability to control bordering areas5. An incapacity to

stop terrorism’s spread could be explained as a result of a lack of financial, human resources,

and infrastructure to control territory (Takeyh and Gvosdev, 2002; Salehyan, 2006, p. 70).

The theory of radicalization argues that countries that encounter repeated violence may

become a “breeding ground for terrorism” (Conteh-Morgan, 2004, p. 256) (as cited in Cliff

and First, 2013). Piazza (2008) brought evidence that failed states appear more prone to

transnational terrorism. Hence, the spread of terrorism within and across national borders

is facilitated through: state policy (Murphy, 2003, p. 49), freedom of movement and trans-

portation (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189), transnational collabora-

tion (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; Crenshaw, 1983, p. 17), and exchange of information

(Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000) for example.

More generally, Huntington (1993) suggested that the diffusion of conflicts could be ex-

plained by “civilisation rallying effect”. In other words, if groups from a particular civilisa-

tion6 but from different countries target a country from another civilisation, it will influence

other groups to pursue attacks on targets from the same country and civilisation previously

attacked. However, based on COSIMO 1 conflict data7, Chiozza (2002) did not find em-

pirical evidence that conflicts are more frequent between states from different civilisations,

not even in the post-Cold War period. Hence, Neumayer and Plümper (2010) suggested

that terrorist groups that share similar ideologies compete for scarce financial, logistic and

5 The concept of failed states is known to be ambiguous. However, common features of failed states can be

identified such as “their inability or unwillingness to protect their citizens from violence and perhaps even

destruction” or “their tendency to regard themselves as beyond the reach of domestic and international law,

and hence free to carry out aggression and violence” (Chomsky, 2006, pp. 1-2). 6 Huntington (1993) de-

fines civilisation as “[. . . ] the highest cultural grouping of people and the broadest level of cultural identity

people have short of that which distinguishes humans from other species”. 7 Chiozza (2002) used the first

version of data, COSIMO 1. Since then it has been completely restructured to COSIMO 2, a relational data

base. It has recently been renamed to CONIS (Conflict Information System). More details are provided on:

http://www.hiik.de/en/kosimo/kosimo1.html.

http://www.hiik.de/en/kosimo/kosimo1.html
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recruitment support. Therefore, this competition may increase their propensity to attack

enemies from other “civilisations”8.

Except few studies, including Picard (1986), who claimed that there is no “credible

supportive evidence” that mass media are a factor of contagion; most studies found evi-

dence that the media play an important role in spreading terrorism through demonstration

and imitation processes (Brosius and Weimann, 1991; Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000; Enders

et al., 1992). The coverage of successful terrorist operations provide crucial information for

other terrorist groups to perpetrate further attacks (Holden, 1986). By acknowledging that

“[t]errorism is a theatre” (Jenkins, 1975, p. 16) (as cited in Hoffman, 2006, p. 174), scholars

argued that terrorists use media as an instrument to spread fear and terror (Jenkins, 1983;

Hoffman, 2006, p. 174; Weimann, 2005).

Empirical studies showed that both contagious and non-contagious processes might op-

erate simultaneously. Based on the analysis of terrorism that occurred in three states dyads

(Lebanon-Israel, Columbia-Peru, and India-Pakistan), Cliff and First (2013) found that both

non-contagious and contagion diffusion across borders can occur. Moreover, the authors

found evidence of diffusion as a tactic used by terrorists. LaFree et al. (2012) compared ter-

rorist events perpetrated by the Spanish terrorist group ETA from 1970 to 1978 with events

from 1979 to 2007 in different French and Spanish regions. They identified and quanti-

fied the differences in spatial patterns of terrorist attacks between these time periods. They

showed that contagious diffusion and hierarchical diffusion appear related to the strategies

adopted by ETA, control versus attrition attack, respectively.

2.3 Literature Gap

There is a rich empirical and theoretical literature that has actively investigated the causes,

clustering and diffusion processes in terrorism and in related fields of study. Development

in mathematics, statistical modelling, GIS, and the increase of available data and compu-

tational power have lead to a better understanding of the spatial dynamics of terrorism and

related phenomena. In conflict and in crime research, scholars have successfully reduced

the gap between theoretical and empirical findings through local-scale analysis rather than

the commonly-used country-year level of analysis studies (Anselin et al., 2000; Grubesic

8 Although Neumayer and Plümper (2010) observed spatial dependencies for specific civilisation dyads with

regard to terrorist attacks that occurred in the post-Cold War, contagion effect attributed to Huntington’s theory

(Section 2.2.3) does not significantly affect the pattern of international terrorism.
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and Mack, 2008; Raleigh et al., 2010b). To achieve this, scholars have used data aggregated

into sub-national geographical areas, such as regular grid, also called grid-data (Buhaug and

Gleditsch, 2008; Buhaug and Rød, 2006; O’Loughlin and Witmer, 2011; O’Loughlin et al.,

2010; Raleigh and Hegre, 2009; Raleigh and Urdal, 2007; Rezendes and O’Sullivan, 1986;

Weidmann, 2013), or disaggregated data which usually consist of geolocalised points in

space or space and time (Lewis et al., 2012; Mohler, 2014; Mohler et al., 2011; O’Loughlin

et al., 2010; Raleigh et al., 2010a; Rey et al., 2012; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, 2012).

In the field of terrorism, however, most research has focused on national level of analy-

sis, whilst ignoring sub-national dynamics of terrorism (Braithwaite and Li, 2007). More-

over, scholarly work that investigated sub-national level unit of analysis processes have

used most exclusively descriptive or confirmatory analysis (Berrebi and Lakdawalla, 2007;

Brown et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2013; LaFree et al., 2010, 2009; Lakdawalla and Zanjani,

2005; Nunn, 2007; Öcal and Yildirim, 2010; Piegorsch et al., 2007) rather than using ad-

vanced approaches able to accurately model spatial dynamics and the uncertainty that comes

with high-resolution spatio-temporal data. Except some rare examples such as the work of

Mohler (2013) and Nemeth et al. (2014), it appears that terrorism research has not made the

most of disaggregated data and recent development in statistical modelling.

Consequently, theories explaining the spatial dynamics of terrorism have not been sys-

tematically assessed on a fine-grained scale, which could have been beneficial to academic

and practitioners alike. So far, most studies in terrorism have quantitatively assessed the

theories of contagion by focusing exclusively on processes in time, neglecting the spatial

dimension of the phenomenon (Barros, 2003; Bilal et al., 2012; Brandt and Sandler, 2012;

Enders and Sandler, 1993, 1999, 2000, 2005; Enders et al., 2011; Gleason, 1980; Hamilton

and Hamilton, 1983; Holden, 1986; Mohler, 2013; Porter and White, 2012; Raghavan et al.,

2013; Suleman, 2012; Weimann and Brosius, 1988). Other studies have focused on the

spatial dimension only, failing to consider the spatial dynamics of the process of contagion

(Braithwaite and Li, 2007; Brown et al., 2004; Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al., 2007; Savitch

and Ardashev, 2001).

Moreover, most studies that have considered both space and time dimensions have been

carried out at national or wider level of analysis (Enders and Sandler, 2006; Gao et al.,

2013; LaFree et al., 2010; Midlarsky et al., 1980; Neumayer and Plümper, 2010), or at

regional level of analysis but in restricted study area (Behlendorf et al., 2012; LaFree et al.,

2012; Medina et al., 2011; Nunn, 2007; Öcal and Yildirim, 2010; Piegorsch et al., 2007;
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Siebeneck et al., 2009). The validity of inference has been limited and the causes of spatial

heterogeneity within countries have not been systematically investigated yet. So far, the

literature has failed to identify and explain clustering and diffusion processes of terrorism at

sub-national levels and across the world.

2.4 Conclusion

Zammit-Mangion et al. (2012) used sophisticated Bayesian spatio-temporal techniques to

accurately model conflict intensity in Iraq. Based on the SPDE approach (Section 3.3),

the authors took into account the uncertainty in diffusion and escalation processes, which

brought valuable knowledge in the understanding of the mechanisms behind the conflict.

Similar approaches have not yet been applied to the field of terrorism. As a result, sub-

national processes, such as escalation or diffusion, have not been accurately modelled yet.

This present research work addresses the literature gap by suggesting the use of state-of-the

art modelling techniques that explicitly consider spatio-temporal interactions of terrorism

and covariates at high-resolution and on worldwide scope. Thus, it provides a rigorous

framework to the assessment of specific theories and findings that have been reviewed in

this Chapter.

Moreover, the use of computationally efficient model fitting approaches such as INLA

(Section 3.3), which can fit complex spatio-temporal models on a sphere9 within a reason-

able time frame, have not been deployed in the field of conflict, crime, or terrorism studies.

Thus, by combining geolocalised worldwide data on terrorism (based on GTD (START,

2014)), techniques which model fine-scale spatial dynamics processes, and computationally

efficient model fitting techniques, this research work contributes to significant advances with

regard to the understanding of the dynamics of terrorism in space and time, whose causes

remain important and unresolved issues in terrorism studies.

This work puts particular emphasis on the quantitative assessment of several theories,

which predict the causes of clustering10. According to the terrorism geography theory —
9 The SPDE approach allows the construction of high-resolution meshes, which discretise the entire surface

of the earth at any desired level of resolution. Moreover, INLA allows us to be efficient on the meshes. More

detail is provided in Section 5.2.1. 10 Note that some theories will not be assessed since data required to

support their claims are not available. For example, it is highly problematic to quantitatively assess the theory

of radicalization even though one might use a proxy for estimating radicalization through the measure of the

degree of “radical beliefs” (Borum, 2011). Satisfactory proxies for radical beliefs are not available for the

entire world and at sub-national level of analysis.
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analogous to the crime generator theory —, locations described as “terrorism generator” or

“terrorism attractor” should exhibit similar characteristics (Brantingham and Brantingham,

1995). In the same vein, Eck et al.’s theory of repeat victimization predicts that terrorists

should find good opportunity to repeat attacks in the same locations, generating hotspots, as

often observed in crime data (Johnson et al., 2008; Pease et al., 1998).

Hence, this study will assess the validity of the theories on a local scale through the

investigation of potential effects of economic, and political factors involved in clustering

processes of terrorism. First, one might reasonably expect a positive and significant rela-

tionship between population density and the lethality of terrorism. Savitch and Ardashev

(2001) found that terrorist attacks are directed mainly against urban areas rather than rural

areas. In contrast to rural areas, cities may expose rich, symbolic, and vulnerable targets.

Moreover, cities may provide more mobility, anonymity, audiences and larger pool of re-

cruitment in comparison to rural areas (Crenshaw, 1990, p. 115).

Second, despite economic factors appearing not to play a role at national level (Abadie,

2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006a; Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Krueger and Laitin,

2008; Krueger and Maleckova, 2003; Piazza, 2006), within-country variation cannot be

excluded and its analysis might reveal effects that cannot be captured from a national-level

perspective. Richer areas tend to count more attractive and symbolic targets (Savitch and

Ardashev, 2001). Since terrorists favour symbolic targets to attract attention of the public

(Crelinsten, 2009, p. 1-2) and satisfy their desire of renown and reaction (Richardson, 2006,

p. 131), it is reasonable to expect a positive and significant relationship between economic

indicators and terrorism on a local scale.

In addition, the causes of the diffusion processes will be investigated through the assess-

ment of the failed states theory (Gros, 1996; Helman and Ratner, 1992). Failed state theory

(also-called state collapse theory (Zartman, 1995, pp. 1-13)) predicts that terrorism spreads

from weak countries to neighbourhood countries essentially because of the incapacity of

weak states to control bordering areas. Moreover, the spread is expected to be mainly lo-

cated in failed states, less capable of preventing terrorism (Gros, 1996; Helman and Ratner,

1992).

Besides its methodological and theoretical contributions, this study may be valuable for

policy makers since it provides a decision-support tool which can be exploited to better allo-

cate resources —financial, material, and personnel (Porter and White, 2012) — in locations

facing a high risk of lethal terrorism (hotspots) within countries or administrative divisions.
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The output of the models provides quantitative measures of the probability of lethal terror-

ism and the expected number of lethal attacks along with the uncertainty of the measures at

high spatial resolution and across the world. However, since input data used in the models

are provided at city-level, the applicability of the models are restricted in use that require

higher spatial accuracy (e.g. allocation of resources to counter terrorism at street-level).

Second, counterterrorism measures can be accurately assessed (Perl, 2007) through accu-

rate measures of the risk of lethal terrorism at different time intervals (i.e. before and after

the implementation of counterterrorism measures in a given area). Third, the models are

flexible since they can be easily updated with new data and applied in any desired study

area and time framework.

In summary, the cutting edge spatio-temporal models applied in this study will provide a

conceptually simple and mathematically rigorous way to combine data and models to quan-

tify uncertainty and learn about model parameters. More precisely, the models accurately

capture uncertainty related to a complex spatio-temporal phenomenon such as terrorism on

a fine-scale and in the entire world. Moreover, it allows for a reduction of the uncertainty

based on large dataset (> 35,000 events) that covers terrorist events over 12 years across

the world. Moreover, the methodological advances offer a rigorous framework to assess

the theories which seek to increase our understanding of the spatial dynamics of terrorism,

which will benefit academics and practitioners involved in the field of terrorism.





Chapter 3

Modelling Temporal and

Spatio-Temporal Processes

In the previous Chapter, I introduced the concepts related to the pattern and diffusion pro-

cesses of terrorism. This Chapter aims to review the main stochastic models used to model

terrorism in time, space, and space and time. Note that algorithmic techniques such as su-

pervised classification and unsupervised clustering methods, event sequences analysis, and

network analysis, which have been also applied in terrorism studies (Schrodt et al., 2013),

are not considered here. Algorithmic techniques are no less valuable than statistical meth-

ods to predicting social phenomena in space and time, as illustrated by recent promising

works (Stanton et al., 2015; Subrahmanian et al., 2013; Thuraisingham, 2004). However, I

exclude them from this review, since they are less suitable than statistical models to explain

the relationship between covariates and lethal terrorism, and hence, less able to answer the

research questions (Section 1.1).

This Chapter does not intend to cover the whole literature on time, spatial, and spatio-

temporal modelling. Rather, its aims are: (i) to provide a brief overview of the modelling

techniques used so far in terrorism and closely related fields; (ii) to identify the methodolog-

ical gap; (iii) to describe a suitable approach to filling the gap. First, this review allows the

non-specialist reader to familiarize gradually with fundamental concepts, which are shared

among all the models. Second, it helps to understand the purpose and the limits of simple

models and help appreciate the improvement provided by more sophisticated models.

Gradually increasing complexity, I start describing the simplest autoregressive time

series models (Section 3.1), moving to the most complex spatio-temporal models (Sec-
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tion 3.2), while illustrating this review through applications in terrorism. Furthermore, I

compare the main three approaches used to modelling spatial and spatio-temporal data,

which include: geostatistical, lattice, and point processes models. Section 3.3 concludes the

Chapter by describing a recent efficient approach, which will be used in this study to model

lethal terrorism in both space and time (Chapter 5).

3.1 Time-Series Models

Time series analysis could be defined as the science of modelling dynamics. In this frame-

work, the phenomenon under investigation is represented by a time series, defined as a

sequence of values of a random variable Yt typically taken at successive equally spaced dis-

crete intervals over time (Harvey, 1993, p.1). In the Western world, the early development

of time series analysis seems to go back to the 17th century with the analysis of games of

chance by Blaise Pascal and Pierre de Fermat, and profit analysis from John Graunt and

other merchants (Klein, 1997). Since then, it has developed at a frightening rate. The mod-

els have been adjusted in order to improve their level of specificity, also improving their

sophistication. For the sake of concision, I essentially focus this review on models which

have been applied in terrorism1.

3.1.1 AR Models

Certain phenomena exhibit temporal dependencies: present values depend on past values.

One of these is temperature. It is likely that the average temperature on day t, say 23 ◦C, is

similar to the average temperature on day t −1, which was perhaps 19 ◦C. The simplest —

but not necessarily simplistic — way to represent temporal dependencies is the first-order

autoregressive model (AR(1)), which expresses a simple departure from independence in

time series (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 19). It may be formulated as a first-order difference

equation (Hamilton, 1994, p. 1):

Yt = c+ρYt−1 + εt , (3.1)

1 For a thorough review of most temporal models, see e.g. Harvey (1993).
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where c is a constant, the dependent variable2 Yt depends on time and is related only to its

previous value Yt−1 through a linear operator ρ and an error term εt . The model assumes

a white noise sequence εt , which consists of serially uncorrelated random variables with

constant mean and finite variance (Hamilton, 1994, p. 7)3. Note that without εt , the process

would be fully determined by the function ρ , which characterises a deterministic process in

contrast to a stochastic process; the latter always includes at least one stochastic element.

Often, the exact mechanism behind the process is not known, which calls for the use of a

stochastic element in the model. Moreover, if ρ = 1, the process describes a particular case

called random walk (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 85).

Hence, one can build an AR(p) process which extends the temporal dependence, so

that Yt depends on p previous values, from t −1 to t − p, rather than depending exclusively

on one previous state, as in Equation 3.1. Moreover, AR(p) can be further generalised to

multivariate data, within a p-order vector autoregressive VAR(p) model. VAR(p) models

have been used by scholars in terrorism studies in order to take into account simultaneous

and lagged relationships among multiple variables (Barros, 2003; Brandt and Sandler, 2012;

Enders and Sandler, 1993, 2000). Hence, the vector Yt includes several dependent variables,

including for example: Y1t , which counts the number of terrorist attacks, and Y2t which sums

up the number of fatalities. In this representation of a VAR(p) model, c and εεε are vectors of

constant and white noise, respectively, and Pi with i = {1, . . . , p} is a time-invariant matrix

of autoregressive coefficients (Hamilton, 1994, p. 291).

Yt = c+P1Yt−1 + · · ·+PpYt−p + εεε t (3.2)

3.1.2 ARMA Models

A dynamic system may be constructed to form an autoregressive moving average (ARMA)

model. ARMA(p,q) processes are composed by p autoregressive and q moving average

parameters: ρρρ = {ρ1, . . . ,ρp} and φφφ = {φ1, . . . ,φq}, respectively. The process can be for-

2 The dependent variable Yt (also called response variable, or regressor) could be continuous or discrete. A

continuous variable can take all possible values in a given interval. In contrast, discrete variables can only take

specific values within a given interval. The number of fatalities of a terrorist attack in a country for each year

t is an example of a discrete variable Yt . 3 Throughout this thesis, the symbol εt will always denote a white

noise, and unless specified otherwise, it will have a mean of zero and finite variance σ2.
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mulated as (Hamilton, 1994, p. 59):

Yt = c+ρ1Yt−1 + · · ·+ρpYt−p + εt +φ1εt−1 + · · ·+φqεt−q, (3.3)

where c is a constant and εεε = {εt ,εt−1, . . . ,εt−q} is white noise. An ARMA process may be

suitable to describe and forecast the dynamics of an individual time series, characterised by

a weakly stationary process in time. In the time dimension, a process is weakly stationary

if neither the mean nor the autocovariance — the covariance of the process with itself at

pairs of time points — of the process depend on time. The parameters of ARMA processes:

c, ρρρ , φφφ , and the variance of εεε can be estimated through the likelihood function (Hamilton,

1994, p. 117), Bayesian analysis (Hamilton, 1994, p. 351), or through generalized method

of moments (GMM) to name but three approaches (Hamilton, 1994, p. 409).

For example, Weimann and Brosius (1988) analysed the number of terrorist events Yt

aggregated into t = {1, . . . ,228} months from 1968 to 1986. A preliminary analysis based

on the autocorrelation function (ACF)4 indicated that the autocorrelation of Yt does not

extend beyond one month, which suggested the use of a first-order moving average MA(1)

model — a special case of an ARMA model, also denoted ARMA(0,1), which represents a

MA(1) without autoregressive (AR) terms — defined as: Yt = c+ εt +φεt−1, with expected

value E(Yt) = c. The authors found that Yt does not occur purely randomly in time (φ

significantly different from zero).

3.1.3 ARIMA Models

Non-stationary processes in time occur when the mean is not constant over time. These

processes can be modelled through an integrated autoregressive moving average (ARIMA)

, which has been used for example by Enders and Sandler (1991, 1996) to investigate the

impact of terrorism on tourism and foreign investment and Faber et al. (1984) to modelling

war outbreaks.

ARIMA(p,d,q) models are constructed on ARMA(p,q) models with an additional pa-

rameter d. Let us define ∆Yt =Yt −Yt−1 as the first difference (d = 1). A time series follows

an ARIMA(p,d,q) process if the dth difference ∆dYt is a stationary ARMA(p,q) process. If

4 The ACF of a time series Yt is the covariance of Yt and subsequent values of Yt−k divided by the variance of

Yt . The division by the variance of Yt generates a standardised covariance. Thus, for each time lag k = 1,2, . . . ,

the ACF provides a value between −1 and 1. Note that for k = 0, the ACF equals 1 since data are perfectly

correlated with themselves at an identical temporal location by definition (Mitchell and Moore, 2002).
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we consider the first difference (d = 1) only, an ARIMA(p,1,q) process can be written as

the following (Cryer and Chan, 2008, p. 92):

∆Yt = ρ1∆Yt−1 + · · ·+ρp∆Yt−p + εt +φ1εt−1 + · · ·+φqεt−q (3.4)

From an ARIMA(p,d,q) process, it is possible to generate “sub-models” that do not con-

tain any autoregressive terms, such as an integrated moving-average (IMA (d,q)) model.

Similarly, models without moving average terms may take the form of an autoregressive

integrated model (ARI (p,d)) (Cryer and Chan, 2008, p. 93). The choice of the model de-

pends on the assumptions made on the distribution of the data, which may vary according

to the investigated phenomenon.

3.1.4 TAR Models

Drastic changes observed in time series data represent a specific case of non-linearity, which

cannot be well represented through AR, ARMA, or ARIMA models. Abrupt changes in

the activity of worldwide terrorism over time may be caused by political transitions (e.g.

dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991) and invasion (e.g. US-led coalition invasion of

Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003), to name but two. The threshold autoregressive

(TAR) models have been developed to identify drastic changes (usually called breaks) in

time series data, which split the data into different regimes. In its simplest version, TAR is

constituted of two sub models, which are active or inactive based on a threshold parameter

l (Cryer and Chan, 2008, p. 395):

Yt =







ρ1,0 +ρ1,1Yt−1 + ε1t , if Yt−1 ≤ l

ρ2,0 +ρ2,1Yt−1 + ε2t , if Yt−1 > l
(3.5)

where the ρ’s are autoregressive parameters, l is the threshold parameter, and ε1t ,ε2t are

white noise in regime type 1 and 2, respectively. In Equation 3.5, the first index of the ρ’s

represents the type of regime (1 or 2), while the second index distinguishes the ρ’s within

each regime’s type. The model runs for two different regimes according to the threshold l.

Note that TAR models may be extended to higher dimensional orders and to more than two

regimes (Cryer and Chan, 2008, p. 399).

The use of TAR brought key insight into the analysis of drastic change in terrorism

over time. Enders and Sandler (2002) detected cycles of transnational terrorism in the post-
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Cold War. Later, Enders and Sandler (2005) identified two structural breaks in transnational

terrorism from 1968 to 2000: the rise of Islamic fundamentalism (mid-1970s) and the end

of the Cold war (1990s).

3.1.5 ARCH Models

So far, we have examined time series models which assume i.i.d. variance within the model

(or within each sub-model in the case of TAR models). As a further improvement, the p-

order autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model relaxes this assumption.

In ARCH(p), the variance is not constant over time (heteroskedasticity) and it varies condi-

tionally on p previous time periods. Hence, the square of the error term ε2
t follows a p-order

autoregressive process AR(p):

ε2
t = c+ρ1ε2

t−1 + ...+ρpε2
t−p + εt , (3.6)

where c is a constant, ρρρ = {ρ1, . . . ,ρp} are the autoregressive parameters of the model, and

εt is Gaussian white noise (Hamilton, 1994, p. 657). An ARCH(p) model can be extended to

a more generalised model called generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity

(GARCH) model, introduced by Bollerslev (1986). While ε2
t is modelled as an AR(p)

process in ARCH(p), it is modelled as an ARMA(p,q) process in GARCH(p,q). By way

of illustration, both ARCH(p) and GARCH(p,q) have been used to understand the effect of

terrorism on the volatility of stock exchange markets (Bashir et al., 2013; Bilal et al., 2012;

Suleman, 2012). More sophisticated forms of GARCH(p,q) exist, including non-linear

relations and multivariate variable data (Hamilton, 1994, pp. 665-671).

3.1.6 Count data Models

The autoregressive models discussed so far are designed to describe or predict the values of

single or multiple continuous dependent variable(s) that can take any value in R over time.

However, dependent variables can also be discrete. In other terms, they are allowed to take

only particular values, usually in Z. One particular case is the so-called count variable. The

values of count variables are the result of counting the number of outcomes in a system, usu-

ally over time. Count variables take non-negative integer values in N. Count data models

have been applied in numerous works in terrorism (Berrebi and Ostwald, 2011; Brandt and

Sandler, 2012; Elbakidze and Jin, 2012; Enders and Hoover, 2012; Gleason, 1980; Hamilton
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and Hamilton, 1983). The homogeneous Poisson process model has been used as a bench-

mark model for count time series data modelling. The probability mass function (p.m.f.)5

of a homogeneous Poisson distribution in time can be expressed as the following (Tijms,

2003, p. 3):

P(yt) =
(λ t)yt

yt!
e(−λ t), yt = 0,1, . . . (3.7)

where the random process Yt can take any discrete value yt ∈N, which counts the occurrence

of events at time t6. The parameter λ is always positive and often called rate in one dimen-

sional (e.g. time processes) and can be interpreted as the average number of points per unit

of time. The main properties of the Poisson distribution are the following: (i) Y0 = 0; (ii)

independent increments (i.i.d. events); (iii) the number of events in any interval of length

t is a Poisson random variable with expected value E(Yt) and variance V(Yt) equal to λ t

(Tijms, 2003, pp. 3-18).

If the underlying process is characterised by an autoregressive behaviour, the indepen-

dence assumption is violated, and the homogeneous Poisson model would not be suitable

since it might generate biased and inefficient estimates. As an improvement, Brandt and

Williams (2001) proposed the Poisson autoregressive (PAR) model, which includes autore-

gressive terms. Hence, an autoregressive temporal component is added to Equation 3.7, and

a PAR(p) model can be expressed as:

P(yt) =
λ

yt
t e(−λt)

yt!
, yt = 0,1, . . . (3.8)

where λt = ∑
p
i=1 ρiyt−i+c represents the conditional expectation of an AR(p) process based

on previous realisations y0,y1, . . . ,yt−1, with p autoregressive parameters ρρρ = {ρ1, . . . ,ρp},

and a constant c. Although other autoregressive forms of Poisson models such as Poisson

exponential weighted moving average (PEWMA) model can accommodate persistent time

series processes, they may not be suitable to modelling cyclical or short-memory processes,

the latter showing a mean-reverse effect (Fokianos, 2012, pp. 315-320).
5 The probability mass function (p.m.f.) gives the probability that a discrete random variable takes one par-

ticular value from a finite or countably infinite possible outcomes. For continuous variables, the probability

density function (p.d.f.) describes the probability that a continuous random variable takes its value within a

specific interval that contains an infinite number of possible values. 6 Note that in count data models, P(yt)

is used as a simplified notation to express P(Yt = yt), which translates into “the probability that the random

variable Yt takes the value yt”.
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Terrorism scholars interested in counting the number of deaths from terrorist attacks

over time are often confronted with data including a large number of non-lethal events, and

therefore, a high number of zeroes in the sample (zero-inflation). Often, terrorists favour

publicity rather than fatalities (Martin, 1990, p. 159), which may result in a higher than

expected number of non-lethal attacks (Drakos and Gofas, 2006a). Data with excess of

zeroes cannot be adequately modelled by standard Poisson distributions or other distribution

functions in the exponential family (Anselin and Griffith, 1988; Anselin, 1990; Yang et al.,

2012, p. 6).

Zero-inflated models (ZIM) can be used to remedy the issues. ZIM models are a class

of regression models that separate processes into two groups: (i) only zero values; (ii) a

combination of non-zeros and few zeros (Hall, 2000). Moreover, in contrast to simple re-

gression techniques, ZIM models accommodate several violations of assumptions such as:

non-normal residuals and a skewed distribution. In this case, zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP)

models, which are a sub-class of ZIM models, can be suitable to model count data which

exhibit excess of zeros (Drakos and Gofas, 2006b). Hence, the p.m.f. of a ZIP model can

be expressed as the following (Lambert, 1992):

P(yt) =







ωt +(1−ωt)e
−λt , if yt = 0,

(1−ωt)e
−λt λ

yt
t

yt !
, if yt = 1,2, . . . ,

(3.9)

where yt is a nonnegative integer since it represents count data, λt is the intensity parameter

of the baseline Poisson distribution, and zero-inflation parameter 0 ≤ ωt ≤ 1 represents the

probability of extra zeroes. The probability that Yt takes the value zero follows the top

right hand of Equation 3.9. The probability that Yt takes a positive integer value follows the

bottom right hand of Equation 3.9. This model assumes i.i.d. observations.

The presence of outliers (e.g. mass-casualty attacks) and the excess of zeros are of-

ten both present in terrorism data. As a result, the observed variance (sample variance) is

greater than the expected variance (population variance), which refers to overdispersion.

ZIP models can be generalized to zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) models to take

zero-inflation and overdispersion into account simultaneously. In the field of terrorism stud-

ies, both ZIP, ZINB and other forms of negative binomial models have been used to model

the occurrence and fatalities of terrorist attacks (Burgoon, 2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b;

Dreher and Fischer, 2010; Krueger and Laitin, 2008). The p.m.f. of the ZINB model is
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given by (Mwalili et al., 2008):

P(yt) =







ωt +(1−ωt)(1+
λt

α )−α , if yt = 0,

(1−ωt)
Γ(yt+α)
yt !Γ(α) (1+

λt

α )−α(1+ α
λt
)−yt , if yt = 1,2, . . . ,

(3.10)

where α ≥ 0 is a shape parameter which quantifies the amount of overdispersion. ZINB

models are relatively flexible and particular cases can be derived. Note that the ZINB distri-

bution approaches: (i) the ZIP distribution (see Equation 3.9) as α → ∞ and (ii) the negative

binomial distribution as ωt → 0. If both 1/α and ωt ≈ 0, the ZINB distribution reduces to

the Poisson distribution (see Equation 3.7).

One limitation with zero-inflated models is that the zero observations come from two

different data-generating processes, which might not necessarily reflect the true underly-

ing mechanisms. In contrast to zero-inflated models, hurdle models (also called two-part

models) assume that all zero observations have been generated by the same process, while

different mechanisms generated non-zero observations. For example, hurdle models have

been used to identify the relationship between temporal patterns of terrorism and political

characteristics of countries (Neumayer and Plümper, 2010). Hurdle models include two

components: (i) zero counts (e.g. days without any terrorist attack), which are usually in

excess; (ii) non-zero counts (e.g. days with at least one terrorist attack). The truncated count

component can be based on a Poisson or on a negative binomial distribution. If the truncated

Poisson distribution is used, then hurdle models can be defined as follows (Mullahy, 1986):

P(yt) =







πt , if yt = 0,

(1−πt)e
−λ λ yt

(1−e−λ )yt !
, if yt = 1,2, . . . ,

(3.11)

where the probability to observe zero observations πt =ωt +(1−ωt)e
−λt , with 0≤ πt ≤ 1, is

a reparametrisation of the ZIP distribution (Equation 3.9). Hence, the probability of clearing

the hurdle (i.e. the probability to generate a non-zero count) is given by 1−πt (Ridout et al.,

1998).

More complex models have been developed (not detailed here), such as: the self-exciting

hurdle model (SEHM). This model combines the properties of the hurdle model, together

with temporal dependencies among events, materialised into a self-exciting component.

Porter and White (2012) used a SEHM to predict the probability of future attacks based

on the daily number of terrorist attacks in Indonesia from 1994 to 2007.
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3.2 Spatial and Spatio-Temporal Models

So far, I have discussed the basic concepts of modelling through the examination of the

main time series models, which have been commonly applied in terrorism and related fields

of research. The fact remains that terrorist events are inherently spatial and are likely to

exhibit dependences in the spatial dimension. Recall that the i.i.d. assumption does not hold

in space (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 4). These non-linearity characteristics must be taken

into account, which require non-classical statistical methods (Griffith and Layne, 1999)

described in further detail in this Section.

Depending on the type of spatial data and level of spatial aggregation, spatial models are

commonly classified into three groups: point processes (Figure 3.1), lattice (Figure 3.2) and

geostatistical (Figure 3.3). Spatial point processes models (Section 3.2.1) describe finite

discrete random processes, in which their elements (i.e. points) can be located everywhere

in a given domain. Lattice approaches (Section 3.2.3) are used to model continuous or

discrete data, where reference locations are defined on discrete spatial features such as pix-

els within a grid feature or irregular polygons such as administrative regions for example

(Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 167). Finally, geostatistical models (Section 3.2.2) cover ran-

dom processes continuous in space whose parameters are defined through first and second

moments (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 124).

Fig. 3.1 Realisation
of a point process

Fig. 3.2 Realisation
of a lattice process

Fig. 3.3 Realisation of
a geostatistical

process

3.2.1 Point Processes Models

Burglary (Mohler et al., 2011), homicide in a city (Mohler, 2014), or insurgencies in a coun-

try (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012) are few among many examples of phenomena randomly

distributed in space which have been elegantly modelled through a point process. A point

process is defined as a “stochastic process whose realisations consist of countable set of
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points” (Diggle, 2014, p. 199). Furthermore, a point pattern represents “a collection of

points in some area or set and is typically interpreted as a sample from (or realisation of)

a point process” (Illian et al., 2008, p. 23). In space, the set of points that characterises a

spatial pattern and locations refer to events (Diggle, 2014, p. 1).

Let us denote a point process through a random counting measure N operating on sets.

For a given subset B ⊆R
d (with d = 2 for two-dimensional processes), a point process can

be defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. (Point process (Illian et al., 2008, p. 24)) A point process X(B) is the

random number of points in B, i.e. the set B is assigned the number X(B). It is assumed

that X(B) is ’locally finite’ (X(B)< ∞) for all bounded sets B. Furthermore, for disjoint

subsets B1 and B2, and similarly for countably many sets, X(B), which is considered as a

function of B, is additive: X(B1 ∪B2) = X(B1)+X(B1).

Hence, one may estimate the probability P that a point process X is in the set A , where

A consists in a set of point patterns with particular characteristics. For example, A could

represent the set of all point patterns without points in the set B. Then, P(X ∈ A ) =

P(X(B) = 0). Furthermore, similar to classical statistics, the expectation of the number of

points X is often of interest. It can be formulated as E(X(B)). The mean number of points

also refer to the concept of intensity (Section 3.2.1), often denoted λ (Illian et al., 2008,

pp. 27-28)).

The homogeneous and inhomogeneous Poisson Models

There are numerous examples in real situations where points (also called events) appear

“haphazardly” distributed, such as the emission of radioactive particles in time (one dimen-

sion), the location of trees in a forest (two dimensions), or the spatial distribution of stars

observed in a portion of the sky (three dimensions). These phenomena might be modelled

by the spatial homogeneous Poisson process (SHPP) (Kingman, 1992, pp. 1-3). The number

of events is assumed random but finite, events are assumed independent, and the intensity of

the process λ is constant over space and equal to its variance. Moreover, λ can be estimated

by the observed number of points divided by the study area (Baddeley, 2010, p. 347). This

particular form of spatial randomness specific to SHPP is called complete spatial random-

ness (CSR). Hence, clustering and its antagonist, inhibition phenomena can be assessed as

a deviation from CSR (Isham, 2010, p. 289). A point process X that follows a SHPP can be
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expressed as (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 205):

X (B)∼ Poisson(λ |B|) , B ⊂ D , (3.12)

where λ is a non-negative constant intensity, |B| is the cardinality of the set B, which is a

measure of the number of elements in the set B. The spatial domain D is assumed bounded

and X(B) is finite for all subsets B ⊂ D . It should be noted that SHPP is also called

spatial whiteness, for its reference to its randomness properties in space (Zammit-Mangion

et al., 2013, p. 17). In most real cases, λ cannot be assumed constant throughout space.

Its variability can be described by a spatial inhomogeneous (also called nonhomogeneous)

Poisson process (SIPP) (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 207):

X (B)∼ Poisson

(

∫

B

λ (s)ds

)

, B ⊂ D . (3.13)

The SIPP is determined by the integral of its intensity function λ (s), which may vary de-

pending on its spatial location s in B.7 As in the SHPP, SIPP models assume a finite number

of independent events (Isham, 2010, p. 290).

Cox Process Models

In contrast to CSR, points may exhibit clusters at different scales, which suggest a posi-

tive association between points. In this case, clustered point processes can be modelled

through an adaptation of the inhomogeneous Poisson process which allows overdispersion

in space since the intensity becomes a random process, which characterises a Cox Pro-

cess (Isham, 2010, p. 291). The Log-Gaussian Cox process (LGCP), a subclass of Cox

processes, assumes that the logarithm of the intensity is a GRF (Section 1.3.3) (Baddeley,

2010, pp. 355-356)8.

Gibbs Process Models

In addition to random or clusters patterns, points may exhibit regularities. Regular pat-

terns suggest negative association between points, which may be the result of an inhibition

7 Note that the spatial location (s) is written in bold since one assumes that s lies within a spatial domain

of dimension d, with d ≥ 2. 8 Other processes (not detailed here) can be derived from Cox processes

such as the Poisson-Gamma, Shot-Noise Cox, Poisson-Gamma and some Neyman-Scott processes (including

Neyman-Scott special cases, such as Thomas and Matérn Cluster processes) (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 208).
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process. In other words, points seem to repel each other. The Gibbs point process with n

number of points can be used to model such processes.

f (x) =

exp

(

−
n−1

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

ι
(∥

∥xi − x j

∥

∥

)

)

Cn
, (3.14)

where x = {x1, ...,xn} is a point pattern, composed of n points observed in locations within

a spatial domain D . The Gibbs point process is defined by the location density functions

fn(x1, . . . ,xn), which represent a family of multivariate density functions. The term Cn is a

normalising constant, which ensures that the Equation 3.14 is a probability density. Gibbs

point processes arise in physics, where the so-called pair potential function ι may be in-

terpreted as the “potential energy” among points (xi,x j), which is expressed as a function

of the inter-point distance
∥

∥xi − x j

∥

∥. A repulsive pattern is observed if ι(
∥

∥xi − x j

∥

∥) > 0.

Conversely, points attract each other if ι(
∥

∥xi − x j

∥

∥)< 0 (Illian et al., 2008, Chap.3).

3.2.2 Geostatistical Models

Continuous spatial processes have been traditionally investigated through methods initially

developed in the field of geostatistics. Krige (1951), Matérn (1960) and Matheron (1963)

pioneered the development of models that take into account spatial dependence. Geostatis-

tical models use measures from a finite number of observations y(s) in n spatial locations

s = {s1, . . .sn} in a given spatial domain D of dimension d (D ⊆ R
d), with d usually equal

to 2 or 3. The main aim is usually to predict values at any location within D .

This approach assumes the existence of an underlying random field (RF), most often

specified as a Gaussian random field (GRF), a specific class of stochastic processes, which

is characterised by Gaussian properties (Section 1.3.3).

Definition 3.2. (Gaussian random field (Abrahamsen, 1997, p. 7)) A Gaussian random

field (GRF) is a random field where all the finite-dimensional distributions, Fθ1,...,θk
, are

multivariate normal distributions for any choice of k and {θ1, . . . ,θk}.

Note that the GRF is entirely defined by its mean and covariance function9. According

to Tobler’s law (Section 2.2.1), one generally assumes that locations close to each other are

9 While it is common to represent the GRF through its covariance function, it can also be specified in the

frequency domain (Bochner, 1955) or through a (semi)variogram (Matheron, 1971).
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more similar, therefore possessing a larger covariance compared to more distant locations.

Spatially independent observations exhibit a covariance equal or close to zero. A GRF is

stationary in space if its mean is constant over space and if its covariance depends only on

the vector difference between two points of the process (Diggle, 2007, p. 47). Along with

its computational and analytical advantages, GRFs offer a high degree of flexibility, which

usually allows for a good fit with data (Diggle, 2007, p. 46). Furthermore, GRFs are central

to the geostatistical Gaussian process, which can be defined as the following:

Definition 3.3. (Geostatistical Gaussian process (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 125)) Let

Y (s) represents a geostatistical Gaussian process in n locations s = {s1, . . . ,sn} in a spatial

domain D ⊆R
d , with d usually equal to 2 or 3, z(s) is a p-dimensional vector of covariates,

βββ is a p-dimensional fixed effect (with p < n), and ξ (s) is a spatial random effect (GRF),

defined as a mean-zero Gaussian process. A geostatistical Gaussian process may be defined

as:

Y (s) = z(s)′βββ +ξ (s), s ⊆ D . (3.15)

More sophisticated Gaussian models have been developed, such as the (Gaussian) spatial

moving average (SMA) model, which can be expressed as (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 153):

Y (s) =
∫

k(s,u)W (du), s ⊆ D , (3.16)

where k(·, ·) is a kernel function, u is a grid of spatial locations on D , W (·) is a Gaussian

process with independent increments and the mean E({W (du)}2) = du (or equivalently, a

d-dimensional Brownian motion). The similarity with a moving average (MA) time series

model is that both MA and SMA are linear combination of i.i.d. random variables (Cressie

and Wikle, 2011, p. 154). Note that SMA can be also applied to multivariate spatial pro-

cesses and adjusted to accommodate discrete processes (e.g. lattice processes) in turn.

In parallel, Casetti (1972) introduced an expansion of the linear regression model adapted

to processes wherein the relationship between variables varies in space, which refers to spa-

tially non-stationary processes. Since then, his model has been further developed through

the incorporation of a spatial structure (Brunsdon et al., 1998; Fotheringham et al., 2002)
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and the possibility of using flexible bandwidths10 (Yang et al., 2012). Hence, a simple

geographically-weighted regression (GWR) model may be written as the following (Öcal

and Yildirim, 2010):

Yi = αi0 +
p

∑
k=1

βikzik + εi, i = 1, ...,n, (3.17)

where Yi is the dependent variable at location i, zik is the kth independent explanatory vari-

able at location i, and the i.i.d. error term εi ∼ N(0,σ2). There is a total of p variables

(k = 1, ..., p) and n locations (i = 1, ...,n). In contrast to the standard ordinary least squares

(OLS) regression method, GWR allows for a variation of the intercept term αi0 and each re-

gression coefficients βik, according to each location i. The coefficients are estimated through

a kernel weighted regression function. Weights (w) of the kernel function are usually as-

signed to observations as a decay function, which depends on the distance to the regression

point at location i. Usually, w is a Gaussian function of distance between points at locations

i and j and expressed as: wi j = e
(ηd2

i j), i = 1, ...,n. The distance decay parameter η is a

positive number. For a given distance di j between locations i and j, if η is large, it implies

a small corresponding weight wi j, in line with Tobler’s first law (Öcal and Yildirim, 2010).

3.2.3 Lattice Models

In contrast to geostatistical methods which consider spatially continuous processes observed

in specific measurement points, spatial processes can be analysed through discrete grids that

cover a spatial domain D ⊆ R
d (Bolin, 2012, p. 10). Data are modelled on a lattice, where

the measurement points (also called reference locations) usually correspond with the centres

of the grid-cells. The discrete grid can be either regular (e.g. a grid of identical squares in

R
2) or irregular (e.g.regions defined by administrative boundaries in R

2) (Besag, 1974).

A first-order spatial dependence of a lattice process can be modelled through a Markov

random field (MRF). MRFs assume that the process Y is defined on a d-dimensional lattice

D ≡ {s1, ...,sn} ⊆R
d . The conditional distribution of Y at the ith location, conditioned on Y

at all other locations (−i), depends only on its neighbouring values. MRFs are used to model

10 A kernel function with a given bandwidth describes the geographical weights which decline according to

the distance from a regression point. The bandwidth corresponds to the rate of decay and can be fixed or

variable, according to the model used to fit the observations (Yang et al., 2012).
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lattice data, where s are reference locations. As an example, the conditional autoregressive

(CAR) model is a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) defined on a lattice D11.

Definition 3.4. (Conditional autoregressive process (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, pp. 171-

175)) Assume a sequence of conditional Gaussian distributions {[Y (si) |Y−i] : i = 1, ...,n}.

The conditional autoregressive process Y−i ≡ (Y (s1) , ...,Y (si−1) ,Y (si+1) , ...,Y (sn))
′

and

N (si) is a set of pre-specified locations that define the neighbourhood of si. The expecta-

tion of Y at location si is given by:

E(Y (si) |Y−i) = ∑
s j∈N (s j)

ci jY (si) , (3.18)

In some cases, the value at a specific location might be influenced by a larger order

neighbourhood. For this purpose, a simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) model can be suit-

able. Indeed, SAR considers simultaneously specified spatial processes on an irregular lat-

tice D ≡ {s1, ...,sn} and can be expressed as (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 198):

Y (si) = µ (si)+
n

∑
j=1

βi j

(

Y
(

s j

)

−µ
(

s j

))

+ ε (si) , (3.19)

where a random spatial noise εεε ∼ N (0,ΣΣΣ), for i = 1, ...,n, the coefficient for a same location

βii = 0; the mean of Y is the mean at all locations µµµ ≡ (µ (s1) , . . . ,µ (sn))
′, and the variance

of the spatial noise ΣΣΣ ≡ diag
(

σ2
1 , . . . ,σ

2
n

)

.

3.2.4 Spatio-Temporal Models

While time can be viewed as an additional dimension to the usual spatial dimensions (e.g.

latitude, longitude), time is nevertheless inherently different from space; there is not any

(a priori) privileged direction in space, while time ineluctably moves forward. This funda-

mental distinction needs to be taken into account when space-time processes are under in-

vestigation (Gneiting and Guttorp, 2010, p. 427). Similarly to spatial data, spatio-temporal

data can be investigated through point process, lattice, or geostatistical approaches. Space

and time can be either considered continuous or discrete, according to the nature of the

data and the purpose of the research. Thus, three types of spatio-temporal processes can be

identified: continuous (space and time are continuous), spatially discrete (space is discrete),

11 More detail on the GMRF and its applications are provided in Section 3.3.
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or temporally discrete (time is discrete) (Diggle, 2014, p. 201). A continuous space-time

process Y can be defined as the following:

Y (s, t) : (s, t) ∈ D , (3.20)

where Y (s, t) varies in space and time, with (s, t) ∈ D ⊆ R
d ×R (Gneiting and Guttorp,

2010, p. 427). A specific case of the continuous space-time process (Equation 3.20) is the

Gaussian spatio-temporal process, which is characterised by its mean and covariance. The

estimation of the spatio-temporal covariance structure could be computationally challenging

and may often require to be assumed decomposable as a product of a pure temporal and a

pure spatial (separable) covariance function. Chapter 5 will highlight an application of a

Gaussian spatio-temporal process assuming a separable covariance function to modelling

the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism.

Point processes can be also extended to spatio-temporal domains. They could be consid-

ered as a sequence of events that occur in a chronological order {(si, ti) : i = 1, . . . ,n}, where

s denotes the spatial location, t denotes time and n is the number of events that occur within

a space-time domain D ⊆R
d × [0,T ], where T denotes the largest time in the subset (Diggle

and Gabriel, 2010, p. 449)12. One example is the spatio-temporal inhomogeneous Poisson

process, which takes the same formulation which describes the SIPP (see Equation 3.13),

except that time represents an additional dimension. Let define the spatio-temporal region

AT = ST , with the spatial region S and time interval T [0,T ]. Hence, X(AT ) represents the

number of events in AT in an inhomogeneous spatio-temporal Poisson process of intensity

λ (s, t). Thus, X(AT )∼ Poisson distribution with its mean equals to:

∫ T

0

∫

A
λ (s, t)dsdt. (3.21)

The integration of the intensity is realised over space A and time T . Moreover, X(AT )

represents an independent random sample with a p.d.f. proportional to the intensity λ (s, t)

(Diggle, 2014, p. 224).

Similar to Poisson processes, Cox processes can be adapted in a space-time framework,

where the intensity process Λ(s, t) depends on both location s and time t. Its covariance

is, however, stationary if parametrised as Λ(s, t) = λ (s, t)R(s, t), with the unconditional in-

12 One usually assumes that point processes generate events in a continuous space and time although other

settings can be considered as well: (i) both space and time are discrete; (ii) only space is discrete; (iii) only

time is discrete (Diggle and Gabriel, 2010, p. 449).
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tensity of the point process λ (s, t), and R(s, t) is a stationary process which constrains the

point process to be “intensity-reweighted” stationary13. The spatio-temporal LGCP process,

log(Λ(s, t)) is a Gaussian process and defined by its mean and covariance structure (Dig-

gle, 2014, pp. 225-226). In a hierarchical model (HM) framework (Section 1.2.3), the data

model of the log-Gaussian Cox process is an inhomogeneous Poisson process and the pro-

cess model is a Gaussian process (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 350). Recently, space-time

point processes have successfully used in modelling space-time processes, such as crime

(Lewis et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2010), conflict (Lewis et al., 2012) and insurgency

(Cseke et al., 2015; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012).

3.3 Modelling Terrorism with SPDE Models

As previously discussed in Section 1.3.1, since the early work of Midlarsky et al. (1980),

scholars have attempted to identify and explain the patterns of terrorism in time, space, and

space and time. Most research focused on temporal processes through the application of

a wide range of auto-regressive models, including VAR (Barros, 2003; Enders and San-

dler, 2000), ARMA (Weimann and Brosius, 1988), TAR (Enders and Sandler, 2002, 2005),

ARCH/GARCH (Bashir et al., 2013; Bilal et al., 2012). Findings from research investi-

gating spatial and space-time processes of terrorism have been mainly generated by studies

carried out at global scale (Braithwaite and Li, 2007) or focused on specific areas, including

e.g. the US (Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al., 2007), Israel (Berrebi and Lakdawalla, 2007),

Iraq (Medina et al., 2011; Siebeneck et al., 2009), or Turkey (Öcal and Yildirim, 2010).

Zammit-Mangion et al. (2013) successfully employed Stochastic Partial Differential

Equation (SPDE) models to explain and forecast on a local scale the spatial dynamics of

conflicts in Afghanistan. As briefly introduced in Section 1.3.2, SPDE models elegantly

incorporate complex space-time structure and dependencies present in the data and allow

for non-linearities often observed in spatio-temporal processes. Despite the availability of

disaggregated data on terrorism, such flexible models have not been applied to modelling

terrorism in space and time. Scholars have failed to provide a rigorous and systematic ap-

13 In space and time, point processes are defined as stationary if the intensity λ of a space-time process is

constant and independent of the spatial location and time (Diggle, 2014, p. 202). However, most phenomena

are not stationary in space and time, especially in the presence of spatial autocorrelation and/or temporal

autocorrelation (Section 2.2.1). Time and space dependencies can be taken into account through conditional

probability distributions within dynamical statistical models (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 297).
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proach to explain and predict the local space-time patterns of terrorism and this PhD thesis

aims at filling this literature gap.

The following Sections provide further detail on concepts related with the SPDE ap-

proach, such as the GRF and GMRF, which have been briefly introduced in previous Sec-

tions (3.2.2 and 3.2.3). They allow better appraisal of the added-value of the SPDE ap-

proach, used as a realistic framework to modelling spatio-temporal processes with complex

dependence structures. Section 3.3.1 provides a formal description of the GMRF and further

detail on the concept of spatial contiguity. Section 3.3.2 draws attention to the main issues

of inference methods based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Further-

more, it highlights the advantages of using INLA, which provides fast approximation of the

posterior marginals for the class of latent Gaussian models (LGM) (Rue et al., 2009). Sec-

tion 3.3.3 describes in more detail the SPDE models and the main approximation methods

used to find a finite representation of a solution to the linear SPDE.

3.3.1 GMRF: An Approximation of Continuous Gaussian Fields

As briefly mentioned in Section 3.2, GRFs are continuous and the estimation of their param-

eters is considered as “big n” problem. Computation is challenging (O(n3)) since it requires

computing the determinant and inverse of dense covariance matrices. Several methods of

representations have been developed, such as: spectral representations based on Fourier

transform (Fuentes, 2007; Whittle, 1954), likelihood approximation methods (Eidsvik et al.,

2014; Stein et al., 2013, 2004), or low-rank methods (using exact computations on a simpli-

fied model) (Banerjee et al., 2008; Eidsvik et al., 2012; Furrer et al., 2012; Kaufman et al.,

2008)14.

As an alternative, GMRFs, which are characterised by Markov properties (Equation 3.22)

provide an efficient approach to approximate GRFs (Rue et al., 2009). Besag (1974, 1975)

pioneered the extension of Markov chains to spatial processes. The author specified a

GMRF through the so-called full conditionals {π(ξi|ξξξ−i)}, which describe the probabil-

ity density π(·) for a random vector ξξξ , which takes a specific value in a given location i

(e.g. with i within a spatial domain D) given its values in other locations (−i) of the do-

main. Since the full conditional of spatial random variables can be more easily specified, it

also allows a time reduction in its computation (Rue and Held, 2010, p. 175). Even with a

14 For a review of the current methods to represent GRFs and the advantages of the GMRF approach, see e.g.

Bolin and Lindgren (2011).
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relative limited neighbourhood, the homogeneous GMRFs efficiently approximated GFs on

a lattice. Because of their Markov property, GMRFs can be rapidly and exactly simulated.

Moreover, their likelihood can be easily and rapidly computed in comparison with GFs (Rue

and Held, 2010, pp. 175-178).

The simplest form of the GMRF is the AR(1) process, which takes us back to the first

model introduced in this Chapter (Equation 3.1). More generally, GMRF can be defined in

a d-dimensional space as follows:

Definition 3.5. (Gaussian Markov random field (Rue and Held, 2005, p. 21)) Let the

points s j ({ j ∈ Ni}) be the neighbours Ni to a point si, with {s1, . . . ,si, . . . ,sn} ∈ D , with

domain D ⊆ R
d . A random field ξξξ ∼ N(µµµ,∑∑∑) that satisfies the following Markov property

is a GMRF:

p
(

ξi |
{

ξ j : j ̸= i
})

= p
(

ξi |
{

ξ j : j ∈ Ni

})

∀i. (3.22)

Note that different types of neighbourhoods can be defined, according to the assumed

extent of the role of the neighbourhood in the process under investigation. Often, one as-

sumes first-order neighbourhood, in line with the Markov assumption. In lattice data, the

typology of first-order contiguity has been inspired by the moves of pieces on a chess board.

First-order neighbours may consist in units that share a common edge (Figure 3.4: rook),

a common vertex (Figure 3.5: bishop), or units that share a vertex or an edge (Figure 3.6:

queen) (Darmofal, 2015, p. 15).

Fig. 3.4 Rook
contiguity

Fig. 3.5 Bishop
contiguity

Fig. 3.6 Queen
contiguity

Hence, Darmofal (2015, p. 15) indicates that contiguity can be extended to k-nearest

neighbours, defined through distance measures (distance band or distance-decay), or de-

fined through non-spatial dependence (e.g. based on economic relationship (Beck et al.,

2006)). Also, if and only if i and j are not neighbours, it naturally follows that ξi and ξ j

are conditionally independent (ξi⊥ξ j|ξξξ−{i, j}), or equally, the corresponding element in the

precision matrix ∑∑∑
−1
i, j = Qi, j is zero. As a result, the elements in the precision matrix are
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not zero only when i and j are neighbours, therefore Q is sparse. Under mild conditions,

the Cholesky factorisation Q = LL⊺ is sparse as well15. Assuming a close neighbourhood

(i.e. first-order contiguity), the computational cost of factorizing Q into LL⊺ is reduced

from O(n3) to O(n3/2) for a two-dimensional GMRF (Lindgren and Rue, 2013; Rue et al.,

2009).

3.3.2 Towards a Fast and Accurate Bayesian Inference

Since uncertainty is present in data, processes, or parameters, uncertainty appears in con-

clusions as well. Hence, statistical inference also simply called inference can be defined as

“drawing of conclusions in the presence of uncertainty”. Note that inference may refer to

both the estimation of unknown parameters or the prediction of unknown quantities in the

future (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, p. 17). For the sake of clarity, I restrict the usage of the

term forecasting to prediction in the time dimension only.

In the analysis of spatio-temporal processes, inference is usually highly complex and

computationally demanding, which calls for the use of advanced statistical methods. Through

the construction of HM, Bayesian models bring a convenient and rigorous mathemati-

cal framework, which allows quantifying uncertainty of complex processes. However,

Bayesian inference of spatio-temporal models is computationally challenging (Zammit-

Mangion et al., 2013, pp.8-16). “Bayesian modelling quantifies uncertainty in predictions

by treating all relevant variables as random variables and modelling dependencies as con-

ditional distributions” (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, p.17). As a matter of fact, Bayesian

inference was limited before the development of computers able to execute computationally

intensive sampling methods of estimation for inference purposes (Congdon, 2007, pp. 1-

2). Indeed, the estimation of posterior probability distributions related to complex models

requires efficient numerical methods of approximation associated with high computational

power (Stevens, 2009).

Bayesian inference has been commonly performed through MCMC methods. The con-

tribution of MCMC to the field of statistics is immense and its usage has spread widely

through numerous fields of research since its inception. I provide below a brief overview of

the main aspect of the MCMC approach. A deep and thorough review would go beyond the

scope of this work (for an introduction to MCMC, see e.g. Gilks et al. (1996) or Dellaportas
15 For a positive semi-definite matrix (i.e. a Hermitian matrix all of whose eigenvalues are non negative) Q,

the Cholesky factor is the unique lower triangular matrix L with strictly positive diagonal elements that satisfy

Q = LL⊺ (Bolin, 2012, p. 12).
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and Roberts (2003), and further reading, see e.g. Brooks et al. (2011); Hammersley and

Handscomb (1964)). Subsequently, I describe a faster and accurate alternative method, the

so-called INLA approach (Section 3.3.2).

Markov chain Monte Carlo

MCMC algorithms are used in most statistical fields, including Bayesian spatial modelling

inference. A Markov chain is a stochastic process with the Markov property (Equation 3.22).

Consider a sequence of random variables (e.g. the parameters to be estimated in a given

model) θθθ = {θ (0),θ (1), . . . ,θ (i), . . . ,θ (n)}, defined on the state-space S. The idea behind

MCMC is to simulate a Markov chain by generating a new state of the chain θ (i+1), which

depends only on the previous state θ (i), through a transition kernel K , which uniquely

describes the changes in the state of the Markov chain:

θ (n+1) ∼ K (θ (n),θ (n+1)). (3.23)

Hence, each element of the sequence depends only upon the last. For example, θ (2) depends

exclusively on θ (1). Assuming that the chain is aperiodic (i.e. the exploration of the state

space by the chain is not cyclic), irreducible (i.e. the probability of reaching any location

in the state space S is greater than zero independently of the choice of the initial value θ (0))

and recurrent (i.e. the expected number of visits to a given state Si ⊆ S is infinite); the

distribution eventually converges after a number of steps to an equilibrium (stationary dis-

tribution) (Blangiardo and Cameletti, 2015, pp. 90-91). The states are updated in a relatively

simple manner and MCMC can accommodate complex posterior distributions with a high

number of parameters (e.g. in HMs). The first MCMC method was provided by Metropo-

lis et al. (1953), which has been later generalised by Hastings (1970) and became known

as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Since then, numerous MCMC methods have been

developed, which include, in particular, the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984)16.

Since the 1980s, MCMC has been extensively used as a very flexible and universal ap-

proach. The performance of MCMC algorithms is however drastically reduced in the pres-

ence of spatial dependence structures, which are often complex (Dellaportas and Roberts,

2003, pp. 1-2). In order to reduce errors, a large number of iterations is often required which

16 A detailed description of the currently available MCMC methods would go far beyond the scope of

this present Chapter. For further details on the Gibbs sampler, see e.g. Casella and George (1992). The

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is described in e.g. Chib and Greenberg (1995).
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leads to high computational time (Eidsvik et al., 2012). This limits the level of complex-

ity of the models that may realistically be fitted. As a remedy, alternative techniques have

been developed, including INLA, used for Bayesian inference for models characterised by

a latent Gaussian field (Section 3.3.2).

The Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation

INLA was developed as a computationally efficient alternative to MCMC for Bayesian in-

ference (Lindgren and Rue, 2013; Rue et al., 2009). INLA avoids highly computationally

demanding MCMC runs by approximating the distributions and speeding up parameter esti-

mation substantially, making the fitting of complex spatial dependence structures practically

feasible. INLA has proved to be more accurate and faster than MCMC approaches (Rue

et al., 2009).

In combination with the SPDE approach (Section 3.3.3), INLA can handle stationary and

non-stationary spatial and spatio-temporal models, as reflected in its successful applications

in a wide range of research fields, including epidemiology, risk assessment, and geostatistics

(Lindgren and Rue, 2013). For example, Cameletti et al. (2013b) used the combination

of the SPDE approach and INLA to model and forecast an atmospheric pollutant in the

Piemonte region, Italy.

In order to fully appreciate the added value brought by INLA, it is worthwhile to dwell

on the concept of the latent Gaussian model (LGM). Assume a classical multiple linear

regression model with: intercept α , linear coefficient β j of covariates z j to be estimated

such that the mean µµµ of the vector of the observations y is given by:

µi = E(Yi) = α +

nβ

∑
j=1

β jz ji, i = 1, . . . ,n. (3.24)

In a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) framework, the mean µµµ is linked to the linear pre-

dictor ηi with the link function g(·), so that:

ηi = g(µi) = α +

nβ

∑
j=1

β jz ji, i = 1, . . . ,n. (3.25)
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In a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) framework, the mean µµµ is linked to the linear

predictor ηi, the link function g(·), non-linear smooth effects fk(·) of covariates ck, so that:

ηi = g(µi) = α +
n f

∑
k=1

fk(cki), i = 1, . . . ,n. (3.26)

The unknown function fk(·) can be of various forms, which provides a tool flexible enough

to include more specific variables, such as spatially indexed covariates. If we combine

GLM and GAM (Equations 3.25 and 3.26), and add i.i.d. random effects εi, we obtain the

following equation:

ηi = g(µi) = α +

nβ

∑
j=1

β jz ji +
n f

∑
k=1

fk(cki)+ εi, i = 1, . . . ,n. (3.27)

All parameters (which are considered as random variables in a Bayesian framework) present

in Equation 3.27 define the so-called latent field ξξξ = {α,βββ , fk(·),ηηη}. Moreover, ξξξ is a

Gaussian latent field if Gaussian priors are assigned to all elements of ξξξ . The class of model

using Gaussian latent fields is LGM. This includes a wide range of models: regression

models (e.g. GLM, GAM), dynamic models (e.g. autoregressive time series), spatial and

space-time models (e.g. Besag-York-Mollié, continuous index Gaussian models) (Rue et al.,

2009).

Numerical methods are used to estimate the posterior marginal distributions (also called

marginals17) π(ξi|y) of each element of the Gaussian latent field ξξξ and the hyperparameters

ϖϖϖ18. Hence, summary statistics (e.g. the mean, standard deviation, and credible intervals)

can be computed (Sørbye, 2014).

Based on numerical integration, INLA uses three steps to approximate the posterior

distribution of the latent Gaussian field π(ξi|y), with , i = 1, . . . ,d elements. The first step

uses Laplace approximation to approximate the posterior marginal of the hyperparameters

17 The marginal distribution of a subset of a collection of random variables is the probability distribution of

the variables contained in the subset. It gives the probabilities of various values of the variables in the subset

without reference to the values of the other variables. This contrasts with the conditional distribution, which

gives the probabilities contingent upon the values of the other variables (Gordon, 2015). 18 Recall that in

Bayesian statistics, a hyperparameter refers to a parameter of a prior distribution (Section 1.2.3). Furthermore,

note that the hyperparameters are not necessarily Gaussian.
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π(ϖϖϖ |y):

π̃(ϖϖϖ |y) ∝
π(ξξξ ,ϖϖϖ ,y)

π̃G(ξξξ |ϖϖϖ ,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ξξξ=ξξξ ∗(ϖϖϖ)

(3.28)

where π̃G(ξξξ |ϖϖϖ ,y) is the Gaussian approximation to the full conditional distribution of ξξξ ,

and ξξξ
∗
(ϖϖϖ) is the mode of the full conditional distribution for ξξξ for a given ϖϖϖ19. The

normalising constant (see denominator in the right-hand side of Equation 1.1) is not known,

which justifies the proportionality symbol ∝ used in Equation 3.28 (Rue et al., 2009). This

first step integrates out the uncertainty in the approximation of the posterior marginal of ξi

with respect to ψψψ .

The second step computes the Laplace approximation (as one among other possible ap-

proximations, e.g. the Gaussian or simplified Laplace) of the posterior marginal π̃LA(ξi|ϖϖϖ ,y),

for selected values of ϖϖϖ . The Laplace approximation is expressed as:

π̃LA(ξi|ϖϖϖ ,y) ∝
π(ξξξ ,ϖϖϖ ,y)

π̃GG(ξξξ−i|ξi, ϖϖϖ ,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ξξξ−i=ξξξ ∗
−i(ξi,ϖϖϖ)

(3.29)

Here, π̃GG is the Gaussian approximation to ξξξ−i|ξi, ϖϖϖ ,y and ξξξ
∗
−i(ξi,ϖϖϖ) is the modal con-

figuration, and −i designate all components except i. Note that π̃GG (Equation 3.29) is not

identical to π̃G (Equation 3.28). According to Equation 3.29, π̃GG is simulated for each value

of ξi and ϖϖϖ , since its precision matrix depends on ξi and ϖϖϖ . In order to reduce the compu-

tational time to compute π̃GG(ξξξ−i|ξi, ϖϖϖ ,y) and make the approximation feasible, Rue et al.

approximate the modal configuration, as the following:

ξξξ
∗
−i(ξi,ϖϖϖ)≈ E

π̃G

(ξξξ−i|ξi). (3.30)

Here, the Gaussian approximation π̃G(ξξξ |ϖϖϖ ,y) (Equation 3.28) is used to evaluate Equa-

tion 3.29. Moreover, Rue et al. save computational time by applying Tobler’s law (Sec-

tion 2.2.1) in a n-dimensional space problem, i.e. only the ξ j in the neighbourhood Ni of

ξi have an effect on the marginal of ξi. Through their approach, Rue et al. provide fast and

accurate approximations of posterior marginals in a wide range of latent Gaussian models,

including spatial models. This thesis employs the R implementation of INLA (❘✲■◆▲❆)

19 As noticed by Rasmussen in the discussion of Rue et al.’s paper, the mode may not be typical of non-Gaus-

sian or non-symmetric posteriors. distribution. Therefore, the use of Laplace approximation in non-Gaussian

latent field might be problematic.
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and further demonstrates the accuracy and rapidity of the inference on complex space-time

models using the Stochastic Partial Differential Equation (SPDE) approach provided by

Lindgren et al. (2011).

3.3.3 Approximation of the SPDE Approach

In 2011, Lindgren et al. proposed an approach based on SPDE models, which provides a

spatially consistent method for efficiently approximating continuous GF using the sparse

properties of the GMRF (Bolin, 2012, p. 11). The authors successfully demonstrated that

their approach provides accurate inference while reducing the computation time by the

square-root compared to a standard approximation of GFs in a two-dimensional problem.

As briefly mentioned in Section 1.3.3, SPDE models are not bound by the use of regular

grid-cells and can define GRFs on complex spatial objects such as manifolds (e.g. sphere)

(Lindgren et al., 2011), which have a direct application in modelling the spatial dynamics

of lethal terrorism worldwide (see Chapter 5). Moreover, the approach can handle non-

stationary spatial models as well (not discussed here, see Bolin and Lindgren (2011) for

further detail) and explanatory variables can be easily included in the dependence structure,

which leads to non-stationary second-order behaviour (Ingebrigtsen et al., 2014). The great

flexibility of SPDE models allows for modelling data with highly complex spatio-temporal

dependence structures20.

The linear fractional SPDE — considered in the SPDE approach (Lindgren et al., 2011)

— can be formulated as:

(κ2 −∆)α/2τ(ξ (s)) = ε(s), s ∈ D , (3.31)

with the Laplacian ∆=∑
d
i=1 ∂ 2/∂ξi

2 , smoothness parameter α = ν+1 (for two-dimensional

processes), variance parameter τ , scale parameter κ > 0, domain D , and Gaussian spatial

white noise ε(s). The stationary solution of Equation (3.31) is the GF (ξ (s)) with Matérn

covariance function:

Cov(ξ (si),ξ (s j)) = σ2 1
Γ(ν)2ν−1

(

κ
∥

∥si − s j

∥

∥

)ν

Kν

(

κ
∥

∥si − s j

∥

∥

)

, (3.32)

20 For a review of second-order non-stationarity models for univariate geostatistical data, see e.g. Fouedjio

(2016).
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where
∥

∥si − s j

∥

∥ is the Euclidean distance between two locations, σ2 is the marginal

variance, Γ(·) is the Gamma function21 and Kν is the modified Bessel function of the second

kind and order ν > 0. Usually, the smoothness parameter is fixed due to poor identifiability,

namely ν = α − d/2 = 1, with d = 2 for a two-dimensional process and α = 2 (❘✲■◆▲❆

default value). For d = 2, the marginal variance σ2 = Γ(ν)/Γ(α)4πκ2ντ2. The distance

from which the spatial correlation becomes negligible (for ν > 0.5) is given by the range

r, which can be empirically derived from the scale parameter r =
√

8ν/κ to be estimated

(Lindgren et al., 2011).

As mathematical objects, SPDEs and their solutions are of infinite dimension. The ap-

proximation method suggested by Lindgren et al. (2011) is based on the fact that a solution

of the linear SPDE (Equation 3.31) is a Gaussian field (GF), defined by its mean and Matérn

covariance (Equation 3.32), as initially noted by Whittle (1963). A finite representation of a

solution to the linear SPDE can be obtained through a GMRF representation of the Matérn

field. Lindgren et al. (2011) suggest the use of a finite element approximation of the so-

lution to the SPDE, using basis functions defined on a triangulation (Constrained Refined

Delaunay Triangulation, also called “mesh”) that covers the region of interest or domain D .

The mesh allows the construction of smaller triangles in specific regions of interest in D ,

whilst using larger triangles in other areas of D , which reduces the number of vertices, and

hence, the computational time required to fit the model.

The triangulation of D most strongly implies the use of the standard finite element basis

of piecewise linear function as method of approximation22, which reduces the spatial di-

mensionality by decomposing the Matérn field in a series of basis functions. First, the inner

product is defined as follows:

⟨ f ,g⟩=
∫

f (s)g(s)ds (3.33)

where the integral is taken over the region of interest. Hence, the procedure requires the

stochastic weak formulation of the SPDE (Equation 3.34):

{〈

φ j,(κ
2 −∆)α/2ξ

〉

, j = 1, . . . ,n
}

d
= {
〈

φ j,ε
〉

j = 1, . . . ,n} (3.34)

21 The Gamma function is defined as
∫ ∞

0 exp(−b)ba−1db. Note that if a is a positive integer, the Gamma

function can be viewed as an extension of the factorial function, with its argument shifted down by 1:

Γ(a) = (a− 1)! (Davis, 1959). 22 Other more complex basis functions might be used. However, Bolin

(2012, p. 23) showed that no gain is obtained unless the range of the covariance is very large.
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to hold for every appropriate set of testing functions {φ j(s), j = 1, . . . ,n}, where
d
= indicates

equality in distribution. Second, a finite element representation of the solution to the SPDE

is constructed on a mesh with n the number of vertices, so that:

ξ (s) =
n

∑
k=1

ψk(s)wk (3.35)

for some chosen basis functions ψk and Gaussian distributed weights wk. The chosen ψk

are piecewise linear in each triangle, with ψk = 1 at vertex k and zero at all other vertices.

The final step of the approximation consists in finding the distribution of wk that satisfies

Equation 3.34 for only a specific set of testing functions, the choice of which, controls the

characteristics of the approximation. Lindgren et al. use φk = (κ2 −∆)1/2ψk for α = 1

(least squares approximation) and φk = ψk for α = 2 (Galerkin approximation)23. Define

the n×n matrices C, G, and K with entries Ci j =
〈

ψi,ψ j

〉

, Gi j =
〈

∇ψi,∇ψ j

〉

, and Ki j(κ
2) =

κ2Ci j +Gi j. Hence, the precision matrix Qα(κ
2) for the Gaussian weights w (defined in

Equation 3.35) is defined as:

Q1(κ
2) = K(κ2) (3.36)

Q2(κ
2) = K(κ2)C−1K(κ2) (3.37)

It results that C and G are easy to compute, since non-zero elements are present only for

pairs of basis functions which share common triangles and their values do not depend on κ2.

Despite that C−1 is dense — and therefore Q is dense — , the authors show that it can be re-

placed by the sparse diagonal matrix C̃−1, with entries ⟨ψi,1⟩. The authors therefore provide

an explicit link between latent Gaussian fields and Gaussian Markov random fields using an

approximate weak solution of the corresponding SPDE. Moreover, the SPDE approach can

be combined with efficient inference methods such as the INLA approach (Section 3.3.2),

which requires the latent field to be a GMRF (Lindgren et al., 2011).

23 For the sake of simplicity, I present only the results for α = 1,2. A slightly modified approach may be used

for α ≥ 3 as well. However, non-integer values of α cannot be used. For further details, see Lindgren et al.

(2011).
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3.4 Conclusion

This chapter highlighted the development of temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal models

that have been used to explain terrorism and related phenomena. First, it allowed the reader

to gradually become familiar with the concepts related to statistical modelling. Second, it

described the main shortcomings present in each method, which provided elements to better

appreciate the improvements made by more complex approaches.

The analysis of terrorism in time has provided valuable insight into the understanding of

its patterns and its dynamics. I have introduced several auto-regressive models, such as AR,

ARMA, ARIMA, and ARCH. I have also highlighted the usefulness of count data models

widely used in the study of terrorism, since the dependent variable is rarely continuous;

rather it often represents a count of e.g. the number of terrorist events, fatalities, etc.

Inherently, temporal analysis does not take into account an important aspect of most (if

not all) social phenomena, including terrorism: the spatial dimension. Since terrorist events

occur in space, spatial dependence is likely and needs to be taken into account for proper

inference. I have therefore briefly discussed different approaches that have been used to

model spatial processes, including point process, geostatistical, and lattice approaches.

Geostatistical models are suitable to model spatially continuous processes. The Bayesian

framework — especially deployed through hierarchical models —, has proved to be a suit-

able approach to tackle issues due to these complex dependence structures. However, com-

putational issues often stem from the complexity of the spatial dependence structure present

in the data, which requires in particular computing the inverse and determinant of large

dense matrices. Traditional MCMC approaches are usually too slow to fit complex models,

which calls for the use or more efficient approaches, such as INLA. I have concluded the

Chapter by introducing the SPDE approach, developed by Rue et al. (2009) and Lindgren

et al. (2011), which provides an efficient alternative to MCMC.

By combining the SPDE approach with INLA, accurate and fast inference has been made

possible for a wide class of models, including those applied in this present study. Although

the availability of accurate and fast inference techniques are a necessary condition, it does

not suffice to build models able to achieve the objectives of this present study. Extracting

knowledge of the data is a crucial pre-requisite, which should not be discounted. Therefore,

I devote the next Chapter to the exploration of data on terrorism and covariates, prior to

implementing the SPDE approach and analysing the results described in further details in

Chapters 5 and 6.





Chapter 4

Exploratory Data Analysis of Terrorism

It is well recognised that in-depth exploration of data is a crucial step in statistical analysis

(Tukey, 1962, 1980). In particular, exploratory data analysis permits the proper assessment

of the data required to answer the research questions of this study. This present work calls

for the use of high-resolution data on terrorist events over several years, as well as key

driving factors of terrorism. The suitability of the data cannot be guaranteed before having

carried out meticulous quality control.

In addition to revealing potential issues in the data, the exploration of data might help

finding patterns, which allows a better understanding of the underlying phenomenon and

provides crucial knowledge used in the modelling process. Therefore, the main aim of this

present Chapter is: (i) to assess the quality of data; (ii) to select the most suitable data which

will be used in the modelling process; (iii) to capture the trends and patterns of terrorism in

space and in time.

This Chapter is divided into five Sections. Section 4.1 introduces the currently available

databases on worldwide geolocalised terrorism. It describes the issues specific to terrorism

data and compares the temporal and spatial patterns of terrorist events according to their

data source. Section 4.2 explores the temporal patterns of terrorism according to different

databases. In Section 4.3, the spatial structure of terrorist events is analysed through global

(Moran’s I index) and local (Getis and Ord G∗
si

index) measures of spatial autocorrelation.

Furthermore, the analysis of the point patterns through the pair correlation function (pcf )

function reveals clusters present at various scales in the data. Section 4.4 concludes the

Chapter by providing a summary of the results of the data exploration.
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4.1 Databases on Worldwide Terrorism

4.1.1 Database Providers

Currently, there are three main sources of geolocalised data on terrorism1 that cover the

entire world (our study area): the Global Terrorism Database (GTD), the RAND Database

of Worldwide Terrorism Incidents (RDWTI) , and the Global Database of Events, Language,

and Tone (GDELT). Although the International Terrorism: Attributes of Terrorist Events

(ITERATE) has been extensively referred to in terrorism research, terrorist events are not

geolocalised (neither city name nor geographic coordinates are provided), which does not

allow subnational-level analyses. Moreover, it provides data on transnational terrorism only,

excluding domestic terrorism (Enders et al., 2011)2.

In addition to the geolocalisation of terrorist events, the aforementioned databases pro-

vide a different range of complementary variables. Some databases provide the number of

injuries along with the number of fatalities. However, the number of injuries will not be

incorporated in this study because of its low measurement accuracy, which is mainly due to

challenges posed by distinguishing injured from uninjured people, whose reports may vary

within and across different countries. In line with De la Calle and Sánchez-Cuenca (2011), I

agree that reports on fatalities are usually more precise than those on injuries, and therefore

better for comparison purposes.

GTD is a free-access database, which includes more than 125,000 georeferenced terror-

ist events in 209 countries from 1970 to 2013. GTD provides 132 variables, including the

date, the types of attack and target, and the number of fatalities due to terrorist incidents

(START, 2014). RDWTI counts approximately 40,129 georeferenced terrorist events from

1969 to 2009 and provides 8 variables (RAND, 2011). GDELT is updated every day and

covers more than 200 million events from 1979 to now as well as incorporating data about

several types of political violence, including terrorism (Leetaru and Schrodt, 2013).

1 The analysis carried out in this Chapter and the following ones is based on data on terrorist attacks

perpetrated by non-state actors exclusively, which refers to non-state terrorism (Section 2.1.1). State

terrorism is therefore excluded. In the following lines, the word terrorism should always be under-

stood as non-state terrorism. 2 ITERATE is not a free-access database (Vinyard Sotfware, 2008) but

the members of Duke University (http://library.duke.edu/data/collections/iterate.html) or Cornell University

(http://ciser.cornell.edu/ASPs/search_athena.asp?IDTITLE=2340) may access ITERATE free of charge.

http://library.duke.edu/data/collections/iterate.html
http://ciser.cornell.edu/ASPs/search_athena.asp?IDTITLE=2340
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4.1.2 Issues of Terrorism Databases

Data on terrorism are subject to several considerable issues. First, the notion of terrorism is

inherently subjective and no consensus about its definition has been reached (Section 2.1.1),

which implies that data providers use definitions that are inherently subject to debate. Sec-

ond, gathering data on all possible forms of terrorism is virtually impossible. For example,

most databases do not include state terrorism, planned but failed, and/or cancelled attacks

(Kyung et al., 2011). Some providers distinguish the types of terrorism (e.g. domestic and

international), while others do not. Consequently, terrorism data inevitably stem from a

narrow and subjective interpretation of its provider.

Second, measurement errors related to the localisation of the events in space and/or in

time could be attributed to the quality of the source of information and the coding method,

whose quality differs among the databases. Kyung et al. (2011) added that “[t]he key prob-

lem is that humans in covert, especially dedicated terrorist networks, for strategic reasons

work to conceal not just their identities and intentions, but also their interactions with oth-

ers. As a result of these collection issues, the data [on terrorism] contain confounding

effects, overlapping explanatory variables, high measurement error, and unmeasured clus-

tering forces”.

Third, terrorism data suffer from under-reporting issues. Drakos and Gofas (2006a)

and Drakos (2007) provided evidence that databases understate the true number of terrorist

incidents, as they include only events available from open sources or reported by the media,

as noticed by Sheehan (2012). Additionally, the number of covered events appears to be

correlated with country characteristics, such as government control of the media. On a

study including data from 153 countries in the period 1985-1998, Drakos (2007) estimated

an overall under-reporting bias of 19% 3.

As a general remark, it is worth noticing that terrorism does not necessarily mean death,

as one might erroneously believe. From 2002 to 2009, the proportion of reported non-lethal

attacks is approximately 45% and 52% in GTD and RDWTI, respectively. During the same

period, the average number of deaths (with standard deviation in parentheses) per terrorist

event is approximately 3.1 (9.8) in GTD and 1.9 (7.6) in RDWTI. A relatively high standard

deviation suggests a high variation of the number of fatalities around the average, illustrated

by the presence of peaks due to highly lethal events, also called mass-casualty events.
3 In order to address this issue, the authors proposed the use of a statistical regression to approximate the true

number of transnational terrorist events, which is adjusted in function of the freedom of press and polity for

each studied country.
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For example, in January 2004, 334 people were killed during a hostage taking, which

took place in the School of Beslan, North Ossetia, Russia (Tuathail, 2009). Moreover, on

March 11, 2004, 191 people were killed in Madrid (GTD and RDWTI recorded the same

values) by an Islamic terrorist group who bombed commuter trains. The event is also known

as M-11 (Los Angeles Times, 2014). The peaks of terrorism lethality in 2006 and 2007 are

mainly due to terrorist events that occurred during and after the civil war in Iraq (2006-2007)

(Boyle, 2009).

4.1.3 Key Characteristics of Terrorism Databases

Even though terrorism databases ought to provide identical data — given that they collect

data on the same phenomenon — important discrepancies occur owing to the databases’

peculiarities: distinctive collection methodology, data sources and scope. Through the use

of exploratory techniques, variations among the databases can be identified, compared, and

analysed. The first operational step is to collect and aggregate data from GTD, GDELT, and

RDWTI into a common framework (❘ code in Appendix A). Table 4.1 summarises the main

characteristics of the databases4.

Unlike the other databases, GDELT gathers not only data on terrorism but also on var-

ious social events, using a fully automated coding system based on Conflict and Mediation

Event Observations (CAMEO)5, which may lead to a strong geographic bias, as mentioned

by Hammond and Weidmann (2014). Hammond and Weidmann suggested waiting for a

more reliable coding method before using GDELT data6. Terrorist events may appear in

various categories and the extraction of data (❘ code in Appendix A.3) does not eliminate

noisy data (terrorist events which are not accurately geolocalised or misspecified events) or

missing some terrorist events.

The number of available variables differs between databases. GTD has the largest num-

ber of variables (132), while RDWTI provides only eight variables. Despite its large num-

ber of variables, numerous missing values are present in GTD. In contrast to GDELT, GTD

and RDWTI provide the number of injuries and fatalities, distinguish domestic from in-

ternational terrorist events, and use clear definitions of terrorism, from which data is col-

4 For an in-depth qualitative comparison of several terrorism databases, including GTD

and RDWTI, see e.g. Sheehan (2012). 5 For further information on CAMEO, see:

http://data.gdeltproject.org/documentation/CAMEO.Manual.1.1b3.pdf. 6 Note that the provider

mentions that in the future, the update of data in GDELT will be available on a 15 minute frequency

(http://gdeltproject.org).

http://data.gdeltproject.org/documentation/CAMEO.Manual.1.1b3.pdf
http://gdeltproject.org
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Table 4.1 Databases on terrorism (GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI): main characteristics

Main Characteristics GTD GDELT RDWTI

Nb. events* 125,087 35,050 40,129
Geolocalised events** 77 100 88
Time min 1970 1979 1968
Time max 2013 now 2009
Update yearly daily n/a
Nb. variables 132 57 8
Nb. killed yes no yes
Nb. injuries yes no yes
Coverage world world world
Coding human machine human
City yes yes yes
Coordinates yes yes no
Level of spatial accuracy yes no no
Definition(s) of terrorism yes no yes
Domestic yes yes yes
Transnational yes yes yes
Distinction yes no yes***

*
The calculation is based on events within the study area (the world) in the following periods: 1970 to
2013 (GTD); 1979 to 2011 (GDLET); 1968 to 2009 (RDWTI).

**
The percentage of geolocalised events is derived as the following: events with s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②❁✸ and
events with s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②❂✵ and ✈✐❝✐♥✐t②❂✶ whose coordinates are present or found through Google
Earth™ (GTD); all events are geolocalised (GDELT); events labelled with a city and country and whose
coordinates have been found through Google Earth™ (RDWTI).

***
The distinction between transnational/domestic events is possible only after 1997, when RDWTI started

to include domestic events in addition to international events.
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lected. GTD reports the highest net number of events (125,087). Moreover, GTD is the

only database providing the level of spatial accuracy of each event, through the variables

called s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t② and ✈✐❝✐♥✐t②7. This information is crucial for the purpose of this

present study, which requires for and foremost spatially accurate data.

4.2 Exploring the Temporal Patterns of Terrorism

4.2.1 Reinforcement Effect

Terrorism data exhibit temporal dependencies, which suggest that values observed at a given

time depend on previous values (Enders and Sandler, 1993, 2000; Hamilton and Hamilton,

1983). This is an important information for the analysis of the risk of terrorism. One

might know if e.g. peaks of terrorism are followed by further intense terrorist activity or

in contrast by a decrease in terrorism, or alternatively, events are i.i.d. and do not influence

each other (also-called “truly random” events) in time. As suggested by research work based

on different datasets (Enders and Sandler, 1999; Gleason, 1980; Heyman and Mickolus,

1980; Holden, 1986; LaFree et al., 2012; Midlarsky et al., 1980), the so-called reinforcement

processes (Section 2.2.1) are likely at stake, which materialise into clusters in time.

In order to assess any potential deviation from a truly random process, I use the Bartels

Ratio test for randomness, based on the ranked version of von Neumann’s ratio (Bartels,

1982). The samples include one observation per month, which consist in a total of 96 obser-

vations (for 8 years) for each database. The results of the test suggest to reject the hypothe-

sis that the number of monthly terrorist events is truly random, displaying different levels of

significance: GTD (p < 0.01), GDELT (p < 0.05), and RDWTI (p < 0.1). Likewise, the re-

sults of the test suggest to reject the hypothesis that the number of monthly fatalities is truly

random: GTD (p < 0.05) and RDWTI (p < 0.01)8. In line with the literature, reinforcement

processes in both the monthly number of events and fatalities cannot be excluded.

7 GTD provides five levels of spatial accuracy through the variable s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②: events occurred in city/vil-

lage/town (✶); events occurred in city/village/town but no latitude or longitude have been found (the coordi-

nates correspond to the centroid of the smallest subnational administrative region) (✷). Levels ✸, ✹, and ✺

include events which are inaccurately reported in space and are therefore excluded from this analysis. More-

over, the variable ✈✐❝✐♥✐t②❂✶ indicates that the event occurred in the immediate vicinity of the city (GTD,

2014). 8 Note that GDELT is excluded, since it does not provide information about the number of deaths (❘

code in Appendix B.2)
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Moreover, one might reasonably expect that the monthly number of events is positively

correlated among the databases, which would suggest some forms of consistency among

them. The correlation between the number of terrorist events in RDWTI and GDELT is

negative and highly significant (r = −0.46; p < 0.01). On the contrary, the correlation

between the observations in GTD and RDWTI is close to 0 and not significant (r = 0.02;

p = 0.82). The absence of positive correlation suggests that the databases use different data

collection methods and/or sources of information. Only the pair GDELT-GTD is positively

correlated (r = 0.82; p < 0.01)9. A significant positive correlation does not guarantee con-

sistency, however. GDELT uses an automatic procedure to collect data, while data in GTD

is manually validated by experts through several processes, including cross-referencing of

multiple sources (Section 2.1.2). The monthly number of fatalities is however significant

and positively correlated between RDWTI and GTD (r = 0.75; p < 0.001).

Despite the differences, the databases agree that both the monthly number of events and

fatalities are temporally auto-correlated. In the time dimension, terrorism does not appear

to be the result of a purely random process, at least on a monthly level of analysis. Hence,

patterns of terrorism can be identified and further explored and analysed through the use of

complementary time series methods, which is the focus of the next two Sections.

4.2.2 Time-Series Decomposition

GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI provide the day, month, and year of each terrorist event that

occurred in the world from 2002 to 2009. For ease of comparison, the total number of events

and fatalities have been aggregated on a monthly basis. Although a visual inspection of time

series data is always valuable, it cannot replace a statistical analysis of the trend, cyclical,

and random components of time series (observations). The trend component informs us on

deterministic long-term behaviour in the series; a statistically positive and significant trend

term may reveal a persistent upward pattern.

The cyclical component corresponds to a sinusoidal (also called “wavelike”) pattern. A

significant cyclical component could reveal the presence of high levels of terrorist activity

followed by lull periods. The literature provides various explanations about the presence of

cycles observed in terrorism data. It appears that the main cause of most observed cycles in

terrorism stems from a repetitive sequence of terrorist actions and government’s responses.

9 The correlation analysis uses Pearson’s product-moment correlation to measure correlations of the monthly

number of events from 2002 to 2009 (❘ code in Appendix B.2).
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Following a series of terrorist attacks, public opinion often successfully pushes government

to take counterterrorism actions, which temporally reduce the activity of terrorism. In the

meantime, terrorists seize the opportunity to recruit new members and organise fresh at-

tacks, which will contribute to perpetuate cycles of violence (Alexander and Pluchinsky,

1992). A better understanding of the cycles helps authorities to anticipate peaks. This al-

lows for better resource allocation: defensive measures can be increased during peaks and

reduced during troughs (Sandler and Enders, 2007). All changes in the series that are not

determined by the trend and/or cyclical components are captured by the random component

(Enders and Sandler, 1999).

Accordingly, I decomposed the time series into three components: (i) trend; (ii) cyclical;

(iii) random (also-called error component). The trend value xt for a given month t uses

a two-sided weighted moving average smoother based on values from t − 6 to t + 6 and

centred on t (PSU, 2014)10. Hence the cyclical component is computed by subtracting the

trend from the time series and the result is averaged for each month and adjusted so that

the total average within the study period (2002-2009) is zero11. Furthermore, the random

component is deduced from removing the trend and cyclical components from the original

time series. Note that the random component can be further modelled through an ARIMA

model (Section 3.1.3).

4.2.3 Monthly Number of Terrorist Events

Figure 4.1 illustrates the time series analysis based on the monthly number of terrorist

events. In Figure 4.1a, GDELT and GTD suggest a persistent increasing trend (thick red

line), especially from 2006 to the end of 2009, which contrasts with RDWTI, which indi-

cates a persistent decrease (thick red line) for the same period. Note that it remains difficult

to ensure that the observed trends (e.g. between 2008 to 2009) in GTD are representative

of reality, or rather, artefacts due to inconsistent data collection methods (Jensen, 2013;

START, 2014). From 2008, data collection of GTD was done in real time, whereas between

1998 and 2007 the process was done retrospectively. Inevitably, some events that occurred

10 I used the following weights: xt =
1
24 xt−6 +

1
12 xt−5 +

1
12 xt−4 + · · ·+ 1

12 xt+4 +
1
12 xt+5 +

1
24 xt+6. In other

words, a weight 1
24 is applied to values at months t −6 and t +6 and a weight 1

12 is applied to between t −5

and t +5 (except t). This procedure is also known as 2×MA (Hyndman, 2011). 11 Recall that 2002-2009

is the largest common period in which all databases provide terrorist events since 2002.
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between 1998 and 2007 are missing since some media sources have become unavailable

(GTD, 2014)12.

12 Note that GTD indicates that events from 1998 to 2007 were collected retrospectively starting April 2006

and the provider released the extended version of GTD in March 2009 (LaFree, 2010).
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(a) Terrorist events 2002-2009: monthly total number of events and trend component
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Fig. 4.1 Worldwide terrorist events 2002-2009, according to GTD, RDWTI, and
GDELT. Figure 4.1a: monthly total number of terrorist events (black line) and
trend component (thick red line). Figure 4.1b: random component (black line)
and cyclical component (thick red line).

GDELT, GTD and RDWTI suggest the presence of a one-year cycle in the total monthly

number of terrorist events, as illustrated by the patterns of the cyclical component (Fig-

ure 4.1b, thick red line). For each database, the width of the repeated pattern (period)
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corresponds precisely to one year. The amplitude (i.e. size of the top (or bottom) half of the

wave) of the cyclical component is higher in GDELT compared to the other databases. GTD

and RDWTI show similar amplitude values. The patterns of the random component (thick

red line) are also similar in GTD and RDWTI, in contrast with those observed in GDELT.

4.2.4 Monthly Total Number of Terrorism Fatalities

Figure 4.2 illustrates the time series analysis based on the monthly total number of terrorism

fatalities. Figure 4.2a reports the observations (black line) and the trend component (thick

red line). Figure 4.2b shows the random (black line) and the cyclical components (thick red

line). Note that GDELT does not provide the number of fatalities, and therefore, does not

appear in Figure 4.2.

RDWTI and GTD suggest a persistent decrease in the number of fatalities, especially

from 2007 (Figure 4.2a, thick red line). The decrease is persistent until 2009 for RDWTI,

while GTD suggests a slight increase after 2008. Note that, as previously mentioned with

regard to the number of events (Section 4.2.3), one may assume that the slight increase

from 2008 to 2009 in GTD is an artefact due to inconsistent data collection methods. From

2007, more events have been collected (GTD, 2014), which might also artificially increase

the number of fatalities with regard to previous years. However, this also indicates that the

number of events, and indeed the number of fatalities collected prior to 2007 are underesti-

mated in GTD.

Similar to the number of terrorist events, GTD and RDWTI suggest the presence of

a one-year cycle in the number of fatalities, as illustrated by the patterns of the cyclical

component (Figure 4.2b, thick red line). For each database, the period corresponds precisely

to one year. The amplitude of the cyclical component is relatively similar between the

databases. The patterns of the random component (thick red line) are also similar in GTD

and RDWTI. Nevertheless a slightly higher amplitude is observed in GTD.
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Fig. 4.2 Worldwide terrorist events 2002-2009, according to GTD and RDWTI.
Figure 4.2a: monthly total number of terrorism fatalities (black line) and trend
(thick red line). Figure 4.2b: random component (black line) and cyclical com-
ponent (thick red line). Note that GDELT does not provide the number of fatal-
ities, and therefore, does not appear here.
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The results of this present work does not support Chalk (1995), who predicted that cycles

in terrorism should last approximately between three to five years, given that the time re-

quired for the public opinion to pressure the authorities to act accordingly could take several

years. Empirical studies have shown that the duration of cycles may depend on various fac-

tors, including the type of terrorism (e.g. national, transnational) and the type of attack (e.g.

bombing, hijacking). Based on the analysis of transnational terrorist events from ITERATE

(1970 to mid-1996), Enders and Sandler (1999) found cycles lasting 3.6 to 18 quarters, ac-

cording to the type of attacks under investigation. By extending the study period to 2003,

Enders and Sandler (2006) found that more logistically complex attacks (e.g. hostage events

or hijacking) have longer cycles compared to less sophisticated acts (e.g. threat, hoax) since

the action/reaction loop between terrorist groups and governments takes longer to happen13.

The study of terrorism over time revealed that both the number of terrorist events and

fatalities are not the result of a truly random process; rather, events influence each other in

time. Both variables are auto-correlated in time and cycles and trends have been identified.

Analogously, should we expect that the number of events and fatalities are not independent

in space, i.e. auto-correlated in space? In other words, do events influence each other in

space? If so, to which extent should one expect events to be influenced each other? On what

scale(s) should we expect to identify patterns of terrorism? Section 4.3 will provide these

answers.

4.3 Exploring the Spatial Patterns of Terrorism

4.3.1 Terrorist Events in Space

The number of reported events varies according to each database on terrorism. From 2002

to 2009, the total number of reported events is 12,031 and 23,873 in GTD and RDWTI,

respectively. Baghdad, Iraq is the most targeted city with 2,237 and 4,083 observations

reported by GTD and RDWTI, respectively. Iraq is the most targeted country. GTD reports

4,952 attacks, while RDWTI reports 9,858 attacks. The most widely adopted type of attack

is bombing. GTD reports 7,313 ❜♦♠❜✐♥❣✴❡①♣❧♦s✐♦♥ events while RDWTI reports 12,250
13 This present study uses GTD, RDWTI, and GDELT rather than ITERATE, the latter covers a different

study period, and additionally, does not differentiate terrorist events according to attack types. Consequently,

discrepancies with the results from the aforementioned literature are expected. Given that each database

uses different data collection methodologies (see Section 4.1), a proper comparison of the results is therefore

difficult.
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❡①♣❧♦s✐✈❡s events. The most active group is the Taliban, with a total of 708 and 933

perpetrated attacks, according to GTD and RDWTI, respectively14.

The databases also report the localisation in space of each terrorist attack that occurred in

the world from 2002 to 2009. A quick glance at Figure 4.3 is enough to see that considerable

discrepancies in the localisation of terrorist attacks occur within the databases. Despite the

differences, GTD and RDWTI share a relatively similar pattern, with a higher number of

events in particular regions (e.g. Colombia, East India, Pakistan, or Iraq). By contrast,

the events in GDELT exhibit a different pattern. For example, GDELT indicates numerous

events which are not pointed out by GTD and RDWTI (e.g. Australia, China). As discussed

in Section 2.2.2, the analysis of the observed spatial patterns of terrorism (illustrated in

Figure 4.3) could provide valuable insight into the mechanisms that have generated them.

More specifically, it might help answering the following questions: are terrorist attacks

haphazardly distributed in space — which would provide evidence that terrorists are likely

to strike everywhere —, as it has been advocated by Steen et al. (2006)? Or, do terrorists

tend to repeatedly target specific locations, leading to the formation of clusters, as suggested

by empirical findings from Nunn (2007) and Piegorsch et al. (2007) in the US case, or

Braithwaite and Li (2007) and Gao et al. (2013) on a global scale? Moreover, do all terrorism

databases lead to the same conclusions? In order to answer the questions, I compare the

spatial structure of GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI at local and global scales through different

techniques described in further details below.

4.3.2 Global Spatial Autocorrelation

A simple visualisation of a spatial pattern does not suffice to identify potential spatial struc-

tures in the data. More problematically, humans tend to perceive structures that do not exist

within random data, which refers to the concept of apophenia (Darmofal, 2015, p. 24). For-

tunately, several suitable statistical approaches have been developed to this end. Viewed

overall, spatial structures can be identified through the Moran’s I (Equation 4.1). The ad-

vantage of Moran’s I is that it provides information about the spatial structure of spatial

patterns, based on a normalised function which can only take values from -1 to 1. Therefore

the index, as defined below, is easily interpretable (Zhukov, 2010):

14 Note that most perpetrators are unknown in GTD (8,182 events) and RDWTI (17,559). Moreover, GDELT

does not provide the name of the perpetrators (terrorist groups or individuals).
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Fig. 4.3 Geolocalisation of worldwide terrorist events perpetrated by non-state actors (state terrorism is excluded) from
2002 to 2009, according to GTD (black circle), GDELT (green cross), and RDWTI (red triangle) databases. Both lethal

(≥ 1 death(s)) and non-lethal (no death) terrorist attacks are displayed. GTD and RDWTI report high concentration of
events in e.g. the Middle East, Pakistan, Colombia, or East India. Discrepancies between GDELT and the other databases
can be observed e.g. events in Australia reported by GDELT exclusively.
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I =
n

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

wsis j

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

wsis j
(ysi

− ȳ)(ys j
− ȳ)

n

∑
i=1

(ysi
− ȳ)2

. (4.1)

In Equation 4.1, the density of the events ysi
could represent the number of attacks that oc-

curred in a given location si in a spatial domain D ⊆ R
d , with d = 2 for two-dimensional

phenomena15. Moreover, n is the number of different locations (number of observations),

ȳ is the sample mean, and wsis j
is an element of a matrix of spatial weights between obser-

vations from two distinct locations si and s j. Following Tobler’s law (Section 2.2.1), one

expects that close observations are more likely to be similar than those far apart. Hence, it is

common to associate a weight wsis j
to each pair (ysi

,ys j
) that takes these spatial characteris-

tics into account. The simplest approach is to define wsis j
= 1 for observations in the “close

neighbourhood” (three examples of close neighbourhood are illustrated in Figures 3.4, 3.5

and 3.6) and set the weights to 0 otherwise. Furthermore, note that wsisi
is usually set to 0.

More complex approaches can be used such as e.g. inverse distance (see below).

The expected value of Moran’s I under the null hypothesis of no spatial autocorrela-

tion is: −1/(n− 1), where n is the number of observations. For example, for n = 3,187

(which corresponds to the number of GTD observations with a positive density), the val-

ues of a homogeneously distributed spatial pattern (i.e. absence of spatial autocorrelation)

are −1/3187 ∼= −0.00031. If the observed I (denoted Î) is significantly greater than the

expected value of Moran’s I under the null hypothesis, the values of y (e.g. the number

of terrorist events) are spatially positively autocorrelated. Conversely, a negative and sig-

nificant difference between Î and the expected values under the null hypothesis indicates

negative autocorrelation. The absence of spatial autocorrelation cannot be excluded if Î

is not significantly different from the expected values under the null hypothesis (Zhukov,

2010).

Moran’s I is highly sensitive to the choice of spatial weights (Zhukov, 2010). There-

fore, for each database (GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI), I estimate Î based on two different

approaches used to define the spatial weights (❘ code in Appendix B.3). The comparison

of the results allows assessment of the robustness of the spatial weights. Moran’s Î1 uses

15 Note that locations that have not encountered terrorist attacks are not taken into account.
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Table 4.2 World terrorism 2002-2009: Moran’s I

Database n Î1 H01 σI1 Î2 H02 σI2

GTD 3,187 0.0028 -0.00032 0.0038 0.0080*** -0.00032 0.0018
GDELT 3,046 -0.0045* -0.00033 0.00037 0.0024 -0.00033 0.0031
RDWTI 3,654 0.0061 -0.00027 0.0039 0.0061*** -0.00027 0.0014

Two approaches are used to estimate Moran’s I: without distance threshold (Î1); with threshold distance
(1,000 km) (Î2). The estimated values of the mean Î1, Î2 and standard deviation σI1,σI2 are provided for the
first and the second approach, respectively. The Moran’s I under the null hypothesis is denoted with index
H01 and H02 with regard to the first and second approach, respectively. A positive spatial autocorrelation is
identified if the difference Î1 −H01 (or Î2 −H02) is positive and significant. Conversely, a negative spatial
autocorrelation is identified if the difference Î1 −H01 (or Î2 −H02) is negative and significant.
* p < 0.1; *** p < 0.01.

an inverse-distance without threshold so that the spatial weight is determined as a function

of the inverse distance between observations. This assumes that nearby observations have

more influence than far observations on a given observation. Moran’s Î2 is calculated from

an inverse-distance with a 1000 km threshold. In the latter case, events beyond the threshold

are not considered (❘ code in Appendix B.3).

The expected values under the null hypothesis are reported in Table 4.2 as H01 and H02

for the first and the second approach, respectively. The number of observations is indicated

as n, and the standard deviation of Î1 and Î2 are indicated as σI1 and σI2, respectively. The

results (Table 4.2) indicate that the density of terrorist events from GTD and RDWTI does

not appear autocorrelated in space on a global scale (Î1 not significantly different from H01).

Surprisingly, the density of events in GDELT appears negatively autocorrelated (p < 0.1).

This latter result indicates that a repulsion process might be at stake, which appears rather

an artefact due to methodological issues (Hammond and Weidmann, 2014) instead of the

results of a “true” repulsion process. Nevertheless, the results from the second approach,

which uses a threshold distance (1,000 km), suggests a different pattern. The null hypothe-

sis, which assumes the absence of spatial autocorrelation, is refuted in GTD and RDWTI. In

both GTD and RDWTI, positive spatial autocorrelation is suggested, since Î2 is significantly

higher than H02 (p < 0.01).

Based on the data from GTD and RDWTI, a higher density of attacks in e.g. Baghdad,

Iraq contributes to increase the density of attacks within a 1000-km radius, including those

perpetrated in e.g. Beirut, Lebanon (≈ 800 km from Baghdad). In contrast, one cannot

refute that GDELT events are randomly distributed in space within a 1000-km radius (p >
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0.1), which may reveal issues in the data collection methodology (e.g. misspecified presence

and/or locations of some events)16.

According to the results of the analysis of the Moran’s I based on GTD and RDWTI, ter-

rorism does not seem to strike just anywhere; rather, events appear to influence each other.

The analysis based on the Moran’s I provides therefore a useful information for a prelim-

inary exploration of the global spatial dependence structure in data. The results suggest

that a clustering process of terrorism is likely within the study area, which is useful but not

sufficient to answer the research questions formulated in this present study (Section 1.1).

Without identifying areas of particular clusters, global indices such as the Moran’s I cannot

capture potential processes that might operate on a local scale and generate local spatial

patterns. As a further step, the following paragraphs are dedicated to the analysis of the

local spatial structure of terrorism.

4.3.3 Local Spatial Autocorrelation

It is undeniably of interest to identify space locations of “abnormally” high level of terror-

ism, also called hotspots (Section 2.2.2). One index of local spatial autocorrelation is the

Getis and Ord statistic G∗
si

, which provides valuable information on spatial autocorrelation

that might occur on a local scale17. It is defined as:

G∗
si
=

∑
j

wsis j
y j −∑

j

wsis j
ȳ

σG









n∑
j

w2
sis j

−
(

∑
j

wsis j

)2


/(n−1)







1/2
, (4.2)

where n is the number of observations, y the variable of interest (e.g. density of terrorist

attacks), ȳ = 1
n ∑ j y j the sample mean, σG = (1

n ∑ j y2
j − (ȳ)2)1/2 the standard deviation, and

wsis j
is the spatial weight for the pair (si,s j). In contrast to global indices (e.g. Moran’s I),

which provide one value to estimate spatial autocorrelation, local measures (e.g. G∗
si

) esti-

mate spatial autocorrelation for each location i (e.g. centroid of grid-cells for lattice data)

16 As an additional robustness check (not reported in Table 4.2), I used threshold distances of 500 km and

200 km, respectively. Consistently, GTD and RDWTI suggest the presence of positive spatial autocorrelation

(p < 0.01), while one cannot refute an absence of spatial autocorrelation in GDELT (p > 0.1). 17 Note

that the Getis and Ord statistic is often denoted G∗
i in the literature. For consistency with the notation used to

denote spatial location in this thesis, the Getis and Ord statistic is denoted G∗
si

.
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within the study area. Positive/negative values of G∗
si

indicate the presence of positive/neg-

ative spatial autocorrelation around the location si (Ord and Getis, 1995). Note that G∗
si

is

standardised (asymptotically normal with G∗
si
∼ N(0,1)) (Rogerson, 2015).

In order to compute G∗
si

for each location si, the study area has to be gridded. I used

PRIO-GRID, which covers all terrestrial areas of the world at a resolution of 0.5 x 0.5 dec-

imal degrees (Tollefsen et al., 2012). PRIO-GRID provides standardised approach to the

analysis of spatial data at the subnational level (Salehyan, 2015) and has therefore been

widely used in various fields of research, including conflict and terrorism (see e.g. Buhaug

et al. (2009); Buhaug and Rød (2006); Nemeth et al. (2014)). The grid cuts the study area

into regular polygons whose size is small enough to reveal the fine-scale spatial structure,

while being consistent with the average level of spatial accuracy of terrorism data18. Hence,

for each PRIO-GRID polygon, I computed the density of terrorist attacks, i.e. the number of

terrorist events that occurred between 2002 and 2009 divided by the area of the correspond-

ing PRIO-GRID polygon) for GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI in locations that encountered at

least one terrorist attack (❘ code in Appendix B.3).

The number of observations (i.e. the number of PRIO-GRID polygons with at least one

terrorist attack) n is the following: 1,320 (GTD), 1,993 (GDELT), and 1,546 (RDWTI). The

weights wi j are based on the distance-based neighbours (Bivand, 2015), where the nearest

neighbours are identified within a radius to be specified. For consistency consideration, an

identical radius has been used for all databases. It corresponds to the minimum distance

that ensures that all areas have at least one distance-based neighbour, this for all databases.

Highly significant high-value clusters (G∗
si
> 0, p < 0.01) of terrorism density are illustrated

in Figure 4.4. Note that I show only areas which exhibit significant high-value clusters

of terrorism’s density. It includes mainly areas located in: south-east Europe, north-east

Africa, the Middle East and Russia. It is also interesting to note the discrepancies among

the databases with regard to location of the clusters, which have been already observed in

the analysis of the locations of terrorist events (Figure 4.3). For example, some clusters

appear only in one database, e.g. in Iran: GDELT or in Pakistan: GTD.

18 In the study area, one could assume that events localised by a city name (or by the centroid of the city) are

usually localised within a radius ≤25 km around the centroid of the city. Indeed, as illustrated in the case of a

large city, a disk with a radius of approximatively 22 km from the centre of London until its periphery would

almost cover entirely the metropolitan area. Therefore, the uncertainty related to the spatial measurement is

suitably taken into account within PRIO-GRID. Note that in order to reduce the complexity of the area, small

polygons (e.g. Balearic Islands) have been removed.
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Fig. 4.4 Local hotspots of worldwide terrorism density 2002-2009 identified
with the Getis and Ord statistic G∗

si
. Only highly significant high-value clus-

ters are reported (G∗
si
> 0, p < 0.01) in GTD (black circle), GDELT (green

cross), and RDWTI (red triangle). Note the discrepancies observed among the
databases with regard to the location of clusters (e.g. clusters exclusively shown
by GTD in Pakistan or by GDELT in Iran).
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4.3.4 Point Pattern Analysis

The identification of hotspots through exploratory statistical methods, such as the G∗
si

, is

highly dependent on the scale on which spatial autocorrelation is measured. For lattice data,

the choice of the grid resolution may have a considerable impact on the detection of patterns,

a well-known problem referred to as the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) (Holt et al.,

1996).

By considering terrorist events as a point pattern (i.e. a realisation of a point process), the

analysis of the interactions among the events (i.e. the points in a point pattern) at different

distances might reveal clusters, and equally important, the scale on which they take place.

The degree of interactions within an observed point pattern can be compared with those

from a SHPP. The SHPP is considered as “benchmark model” or model of CSR because

the locations of each point are independent from the locations of all the other points. In

other words, there is no interaction among points in the SHPP (Equation 3.12). Recall that

clustering, or its opposite, repulsion processes can be interpreted as a deviation from CSR

(Section 3.2.1).

When numerical data are under investigation, one often begins by looking at the sample

mean as an indicator of central tendency. The analogue of the mean in the context of point

processes is called the intensity. The intensity (or first moment) is defined as the expected

number of random points per unit area. The intensity can be constant across space (homoge-

neous process), as in the SHPP, or may vary from one location to another (inhomogeneous

process). The examination of the intensity should be one of the first steps in analysing a

point pattern (Baddeley, 2008). Hence, I examine the intensity of the process (estimated

by the number of terrorist events per PRIO-GRID unit) of the terrorist events that occurred

from 2002 and 2009 for each database (GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI).

There are numerous approaches and associated statistical packages, which provide meth-

ods to estimate the intensity of the process (Deng and Wickham, 2011). Here, I used the

function ❞❡♥s✐t②✳♣♣♣ provided by the ❘ package s♣❛tst❛t to estimate the intensity of the

process that generated the point pattern (Diggle, 1985). Numerous functions are available,

including various types of Gaussian, Uniform, or Epanechnikov smoothers. The estimation

of the intensity function λ̂ can be expressed as follows:

λ̂ (s) =
n

∑
i=1

K
(

xi − s
)

wie
(

s
)

s ∈ D , (4.3)
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where e(s) is an edge correction factor, wi are weights19, K(·) is used to estimate the inten-

sity of the point pattern x at location s in domain D ⊆R
d (d = 2 in this present case study).

I applied an isotropic Gaussian kernel smoother: K(sx,sy,σK) =
1

2πσ2
K

exp(− s2
x+s2

y

2σ2
K

), with

coordinates (sx,sy) ∈ D and σK represents the standard deviation of the isotropic Gaussian

kernel smoother. Larger values of σK generate smoother estimates. Therefore, the choice of

σK may have an important impact on the results. For the sake of illustration, I compare the

results based on different values of σK , namely σK1 = 150 and σK2 = 300 (Figure 4.5, left

and right maps, respectively) for GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI. The edge correction factor

e(s) is the reciprocal of the kernel mass inside the domain D : 1/e(s) =
∫

v∈D
K(v− s)dv (❘

code in Appendix B.4).

Note that the maps in Figure 4.5 should not be interpreted as a probability density. More

precisely, they provide an estimate of the (log) expected number of random points per unit

area (log (intensity)) based on the point process that could have generated the point pattern

(Baddeley and Turner, 2014). As expected, for each database, the estimated (log) intensity

varies over space, which suggests that the underlying processes that generated the patterns

in GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI are not stationary.

Moreover, it should be further noticed that clusters cannot be properly identified through

this approach since their identification is highly dependent on the size of the bandwidth (or

σ in the case of the use of an isotropic Gaussian kernel) and the kernel function used.

The choice of the kernel function and the bandwidth remains essentially subjective without

reliable knowledge on the expected spatial characteristics of the underlying processes.

It might be of interest for mayors and local authorities to better understand the extent to

which their city might be affected by hotspots of terrorism present in their surroundings and

in more remote areas. The pair correlation function (pcf ), also called g-function, provides

insights into the second-order structure of the spatial patterns of terrorism at various dis-

tances. It can determine the scale on which clustering processes take place. The pcf is easy

to interpret. For a complete spatial randomness process (CSR), g(r) = 1 for r ≥ 0 (black

dashed line in Figure 4.6). In clustered processes, g(r)> 1, while g(r)< 1 in regular (also

called dispersed pattern) processes (Illian et al., 2008).

Thus, Figure 4.6 (solid lines) provides the values of the pcf estimated at regular intervals

of approximately 4-6 km. In total 512 values of pcf are computed separately for GDELT

(green line), GTD (black line), and RDWTI (red line). First, I set a large distance to examine

19 Note that for the sake of simplicity, the weights are set to 1 in this study. However, weights can be defined

if desired.
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Fig. 4.5 Worldwide terrorist events perpetrated from 2002 to 2009: Gaussian kernel density estimation of the (log)
expected intensity of the number of terrorist events in GTD (top), GDELT (centre), and RDWTI (bottom). The unit is the
(log) expected number of terrorist events per km2.
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the extent of the clustering process (Figure 4.6a: from 0 to 2,000 km). The clustering

processes appear to be drastically reduced after 500 km; beyond this distance, all estimates

are close to 1 (CSR). Therefore, I carried out an additional procedure focused on lower

distances (Figure 4.6b: from 0 to 500 km), which provides a more detailed view of the scale

on which the process that generates clusters take place20.
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Fig. 4.6 Worldwide terrorist events perpetrated from 2002 to 2009: pair correla-
tion function estimated for GTD (black line), GDELT (green line), and RDWTI
(red line) and their corresponding 95% credible intervals (grey area) between
0 and 2,000 km (Figure 4.6a) and between 0 and 500 km (Figure 4.6b). The
theoretical value (dashed line) of a CSR process is 1.

In Figure 4.6b, all point patterns show clusters at various distances from 0 to approxi-

mately 500 km since the values are well above 1, which is the theoretical value for a pcf

in CSR. The values of the pcf at 0 km (or close to 0 km, until 17 or 24 km depending on

the database) are infinite (not showed in Figure 4.6) and decrease drastically until reaching

20-30 km depending on the database. At low distances (50-70 km), the values of the pcf in

GTD and RDWTI are high, while GDELT indicate lower values. In contrast to GTD and

RDWTI, GDELT shows few clusters until approximately 150 km, but beyond this distance

20 In order to quantify the uncertainty related to the estimation of the pcf (Figure 4.6), 95% bootstrap con-

fidence intervals have been generated. 99 simulations using the bootstrap method developed by Loh (2008)

have generated the confidence intervals. Moreover, a border correction is applied to adjust for edge effect bias.
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its pattern cannot be distinguished from those from a CSR process. GTD and RDWTI show

approximately five peaks at similar distances (50-70 km; 95-110 km; 160-190 km; 280-300

km; 420-440 km). Near approximately 450 km, they seem to follow a CSR process.

The result of the analysis of spatial patterns indicates that from 2002 to 2009, terrorist

events tended to be highly clustered, mainly at relatively low distances with peaks at ap-

proximately 50 to 70 km for the GTD database. This suggests that the underlying processes

which generate spatial clustering operate mainly at the local, and regional scale rather than

at the global scale. Beyond approximately 450 km, the interaction among terrorist events

becomes negligible for both RDWTI and GTD.

Spatial proximity might play an important role in explaining terrorist attacks in areas

that have encountered terrorism (see Section 2.2.3). Furthermore, the influence of terrorist

events becomes negligible beyond approximately 500 km. Note that since terrorist events

exclusively occur in land — maritime terrorism (e.g. attacks on vessels or fixed platforms

at sea) is not included in GTD — seas can be considered as “natural barriers”, which in-

eluctably lead terrorists to act on land, and artificially generate a clustering process at dif-

ferent distances. Despite this potential artifice, the distribution of the land across the world

cannot suffice to explain the observed patterns and further causal investigation is required.

4.4 Conclusion

The exploratory data analysis carried out throughout this Chapter revealed important dis-

crepancies among the current terrorism databases. Based on the same study period (2002-

2009) and study area (world), the number, localisation, and type (lethal/non-lethal) of ter-

rorist events vary considerably from one database to another. As a result, inconsistencies

among the databases with regard to the temporal and spatial patterns of terrorism have been

revealed. The use of different sources of media reports, definition(s) of terrorist events,

and data collection methods form the basis of the observed discrepancies. However, one

cannot blame data providers alone. The phenomenon under study, terrorism, is inherently

ambiguous and differences in its interpretation are inevitable (Section 2.1.1). In sum, one

should remind that each database only reflects one particular interpretation of this complex

phenomenon.

Despite the differences, similarities have been identified in the time and spatial dimen-

sions. In time, the trend of the monthly number of fatalities due to terrorism appears consis-
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tent between GTD and RDWTI. In space, all databases indicate that terrorist events appear

clustered at relatively low distances. This is evidence of the presence of temporal and spatial

autocorrelation, which violates the assumption of the independence of events, and therefore,

has to be taken into account in the modelling process. It also signifies that it is very likely

that terrorism does not occur anywhere; terrorists tend to repeatedly target specific loca-

tions, which suggests the presence of local hotspots generated by factors that operate on a

local scale. As a result, the underlying processes which might have caused the clustering

patterns may be further investigated and modelled.

Terrorism is essentially a local phenomenon, as suggested by its tendency to form clus-

tered patterns on a local scale. A better understanding of the local patterns of terrorism

requires the identification of local drivers. Recall from Section 2.1.3 that the literature at

country-level found that host countries with high per capita GDP may observe more terror-

ist attacks (Blomberg and Rosendorff, 2009; Tavares, 2004). Analogously, one might ask

about the role of per capita GDP on terrorism on a local scale. Furthermore, the size of the

population appears to play an important role in the occurrence of terrorism at country-level

(Braithwaite and Li, 2007; Burgoon, 2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Dreher and Fischer,

2010; Freytag et al., 2010; Koch and Cranmer, 2007; Krueger and Laitin, 2008; Krueger

and Maleckova, 2003). Whether these claims hold at local level is the subject of the next

Chapter.

Undeniably, the identification of the causes of terrorism is challenging. Given the inher-

ent ambiguity of the term and the tremendously complex interactions of its causes across

multiple scales, the patterns revealed in the study are likely to be the results of socio-

economic and/or geographic drivers. These promising results, along with the availability of

powerful statistical tools, give hope of successful modelisation of major issues of terrorism,

such as its propensity to generate deaths. Modelling the local spatio-temporal dynamics of

lethal terrorism worldwide remains a challenging endeavour, but above all, a valuable task:

“[e]ssentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful” Box and Draper (1987, p. 424).



Chapter 5

Modelling Lethal Terrorism in Space

and Time

Terrorism today threatens the life of thousands of citizens around the world, as illustrated by

the ongoing deadly attacks perpetrated by the Islamic State (IS) in Iraq, Syria, and Europe,

Boko Haram (Arabic:  ة جماعة أهل السنة للدع , “The Group of the People of Sunnah for Preaching

and Jihad”) in Nigeria, and the al-Nusra Front or Jabhat al-Nusra (Arabic: , جبهة النصرة أهل الشام

“The Support Front for the People of Al-Sham”) in Syria for example. Yet the human

losses caused by terrorism and the enormous costs required to combat it (NATO, 2008; The

Washington Post, 2013) could be reduced through the use of statistical models able to bring

insight into the mechanisms that drive lethal terrorism.

There is an urgent need to better understand why specific areas are targeted by terrorist

events that generate losses of human lives, which I refer to as lethal terrorism. As previ-

ously discussed (Chapter 4), terrorism is essentially a local phenomenon. Modelling the

fine-scale dynamics of lethal terrorism in the entire world might a priori appear too am-

bitious given the inherent complex nature of terrorism and its drivers. However, recent

advances in Bayesian statistical modelling techniques have allowed scholars to successfully

model equally complex social phenomena (e.g. crime or insurgencies) with high temporal

and spatial accuracy (Mohler, 2014; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012). In the same vein, this

present Chapter will demonstrate that the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism can be accu-

rately modelled in both space and time. Moreover, the systematic approach suggested in

this study provides a rigorous framework to assess several theories advanced to explain the
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spatial dynamics of terrorism, which include the failed state theory (Gros, 1996; Helman

and Ratner, 1992) and rough terrain theory (Abadie, 2006; Ross, 1993).

Drawing from the SPDE approach (Section 3.3), distinctive features of the lethality

of terrorism are modelled through two models: (i) the Bernoulli models the propensity of

terrorist attacks to be lethal, which further equates to the probability of lethal attacks; (ii)

the Poisson models the number of expected lethal terrorist attacks, which further refers to as

the number of lethal attacks. Section 5.1 describes the selection of the database on terrorism

and covariates. Section 5.2 provides details on the methods used in this present study,

including the construction of the mesh and the specification of the Bernoulli and Poisson

models. Section 5.3 presents the results and assesses theoretical work based on the findings

of this study. Moreover, it describes a prior sensitivity analysis along with an assessment of

the robustness of the results to changes in the mesh size. An assessment of the validity of the

Bernoulli and Poisson models complements Section 5.3. Section 5.4 provides a summary

of the findings, highlights the limitations of the work and suggests possible extension of this

present study.

5.1 Data Selection

5.1.1 Selection of Terrorism Database

In order to build valuable, empirically based models, choosing an appropriate dataset is a

crucial requirement (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012). In the previous Chapter, I introduced

the main characteristics of the currently available databases: GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI and

described their properties through exploratory analysis tools. Following Sheehan (2012)’s

approach, I define four primary and two secondary selection criteria to select the most suit-

able database, which will be used for modelling purpose. Primary criteria refer to attributes

required in this present study: (i) conceptual clarity; (ii) clear coding method; (iii) informa-

tion on fatalities; (iv) accurate spatial resolution. Secondary criteria include desirable but

not necessary attributes: (i) high number of variables; (ii) wide temporal scope.

First, conceptual clarity refers to the degree of clarity with regard to the definition(s)

used to gather and classify terrorist events1. While the definitions are clearly stated in GTD

1 Recall that the concept of terrorism is intrinsically ambiguous and still being debated today (Beck and

Miner, 2013). Inevitably, data-driven models depend on the methodological employed to collect data, whose

methodological rigour might vary according to each database provider.
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and RDWTI, GDELT, in contrast, does not provide a precise definition. Unlike RDWTI

and GDELT, GTD allows the user to filter events according to one or multiple alternative

definition(s) of terrorism.

Second, despite both GTD and RDWTI basing their coding method on specific, clearly

stated criteria, potential biases may occur in the data due to reporting methods used by the

media in particular. The collection of GTD events that occurred between 1998 and 2013

was based on a cross-referencing system, which used more than 4,000,000 news articles

and 25,000 news sources (GTD, 2014). Nevertheless, since only events available from open

sources or reported by the media are taken into account, under-reporting cannot be ruled

out (Drakos, 2007; Drakos and Gofas, 2006a). More problematically in GDELT, its fully

automated coding system may generate strong geographic bias, which lead Hammond and

Weidmann (2014) to advise scholars not to use GDELT. Hammond and Weidmann observed

that the correlation between GDELT and hand-coded data on local conflict is mediocre.

GDELT over-reports violence in the proximity of capital and under-reports events in remote

areas.

Third, both GTD and RDWTI report the number of fatalities, which is not the case in

GDELT. GDELT is not suitable for our purpose since it does not provide the number of fatal-

ities or information on lethality of terrorism. Fourth, high spatial resolution is crucial given

the fine-scale desired level of analysis in this study. In contrast to GDELT and RDWTI,

GTD is the only database providing the level of spatial accuracy of each event, through the

variables called s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t② and ✈✐❝✐♥✐t② (Section 4.1.3).

Secondary criteria includes the availability of a high number of variables, which can be

used to provide potential covariates for modelling purposes, or used as categorical variables

in order to analyse and compare sub-samples. GTD provides a higher number of variables

(132) compared to GDELT (57), and RDWTI (8). Since this study aims to incorporate a

large number of events that occurred after 9/11, a wide temporal scope starting 2002 is

desired. GDELT has a wide temporal scope since it is continuously updated. To a lesser
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extent, GTD provides data on a relative large time period, since it is updated every year. In

contrast, RDWTI is not updated any more and includes events until 2009 only.

Table 5.1 Databases on terrorism (GTD, GDELT, and RDWTI): selection criteria.

Selection criteria GTD GDELT RDWTI

Primary criteria

1. Conceptual clarity high low medium

2. Coding methodology high no high

3. Fatalities yes no yes

4. High spatial resolution yes no no

Secondary criteria

5. Number of variables high high low

6. Temporal scope medium high low

For each criterion, the elements in bold represent values at the highest rank. If the highest rank is shared

by two databases, the corresponding elements are both indicated in bold.

Based on a ranking established according to the degree of fulfilment of the criteria (Ta-

ble 5.1), GTD appears superior or equal to the other databases (GDELT and RDWTI) in 5

out of the 6 criteria. Therefore, I select GTD data for further modelling purposes. From now

on the terrorist attack concept will be understood following the working definition provided

by GTD.

Definition 5.1. (Terrorist attack (GTD, 2014)) The threatened or actual use of illegal force

and violence by a non-state actor to attain a political, economic, religious, or social goal

through fear, coercion, or intimidation. Moreover, at least two of the following three criteria

must be present for an incident to be considered as terrorist attack: (i) the act must be aimed

at attaining a political, economic, religious, or social goal; (ii) there must be evidence

of an intention to coerce, intimidate, or convey some other message to a larger audience

(or audiences) than the immediate victims; (iii) the action must be outside the context of

legitimate warfare activities.

As a next step, data on terrorism is extracted from GTD (❘ code in Appendix A.2).

From the 125,087 GTD terrorist events perpetrated from 1970 to 2013, 91% are accurately
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geolocalised in a city, town or village (s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②= {1,2}) or their spatial accuracy is not

specified (s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②=0). Hence, events with both s♣❡❝✐❢✐❝✐t②=0 and ✈✐❝✐♥✐t②=0

(not localised in the immediate vicinity a city) have been excluded. When the coordinates

were missing, I used Google Earth™ to find the coordinates of the centroid of events based

on the indication of the city name. Events that could not be found with Google Earth™

have been excluded (❘ code in Appendix A.5).

As a result, the sample extracted from GTD contains 57,100 observations. Although

a considerable number of observations have been excluded, this culled selection prevents

from gathering events whose spatial accuracy does not meet the level of spatial resolution

required to conduct the present research. Moreover, since this research focused on post-9/11

terrorism, I have kept the 34,621 events that occurred between 2002 and 2013.

5.1.2 Selection of Covariates

Potentially relevant covariates are identified based on a thorough review of 43 studies car-

ried out at country level by Gassebner and Luechinger (2011), who highlighted the main

explanatory factors among 65 potential determinants of terrorism. Out of these, I consider

covariates that satisfy two essential characteristics: (i) potential relationship with the proba-

bility or number of lethal attacks; (ii) availability at high spatial resolution, in order to model

fine-scale spatial dynamics of terrorism worldwide. Seven spatial and space-time covariates

meet these criteria and their potential association with terrorism (described in more detail

below): satellite night light, population density, political regime, altitude, slope, travel time

to the nearest large city, and distance to the nearest national border.

First, I assess the role of economic development on the lethality of terrorism, whose

possible effects are still under debate. Most country-level empirical studies have not pro-

vided any evidence of a linear relationship between terrorism and gross domestic product

(GDP) (Abadie, 2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Krueger

and Laitin, 2008; Krueger and Maleckova, 2003; Piazza, 2006), without excluding possible

non-linear relationship (Enders and Hoover, 2012). Case studies focused in the Middle East,

including Israel and Palestine, showed that GDP is not significantly related to the number of

suicide terrorist attacks (Berman and Laitin, 2008). Few studies, however, found that coun-

tries with high per capita GDP may encounter high levels of terrorist attacks (Blomberg and

Rosendorff, 2009; Tavares, 2004). In line with the subnational nature of this study, I use

NOAA satellite lights at night (Version 4 DMSP-OLS) as a covariate, which provides infor-
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mation about worldwide human activities on a yearly basis and at a high spatial resolution

(30 arc-second grid) (Chen and Nordhaus, 2011; NOAA, 2014). This variable has been

used as a proxy for socio-economic development measures such as per capita GDP estima-

tion (Ebener et al., 2005; Elvidge et al., 2007; Henderson et al., 2009; Sutton and Costanza,

2002; Sutton et al., 2007). Note that three versions are available: Average Visible, Stable

Lights, and Cloud Free Coverages. I use Stable Lights, which filter background noise and

identify zero-cloud free observations (NOAA, 2014). In order to compare values of differ-

ent years, I calibrate the data according to the procedure described in Elvidge et al. (2013,

Chap.6).

Second, I assess the role of demography. Cities may provide more human mobility,

anonymity, audiences and a larger recruitment pool in comparison to rural areas (Crenshaw,

1990, p. 115; Savitch and Ardashev, 2001). Large cities, in particular, offer a high degree

of anonymity for terrorists to operate (Laqueur, 1999, p. 41). More specifically, densely

populated areas appear vulnerable and are usually more prone to terrorism than sparsely

populated areas (Coaffee, 2010; Crenshaw, 1981; Ross, 1993; Savitch and Ardashev, 2001;

Swanstrom, 2002). In addition, locations that shelter high-value symbolic targets (build-

ings or installations), human targets (government officials, mayors, etc.), and public targets

(public transports, shopping centres, cinemas, sport arenas, public venues, etc.) are particu-

larly vulnerable to suicide terrorism (Hoffman, 2006, p. 167). Therefore, I use the Gridded

Population of the World (v3), which provides population density on a yearly basis and at

high-resolution (2.5 arc-minute grid) (CIESIN, 2005). Moreover, terrorists usually require

free and rapid movement by rail or road in order to move from and to target points (Heyman

and Mickolus, 1980; Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189). I compute the travel time from each terrorist

event to the nearest large city (more than 50,000 inhabitants) based on the Travel Time to

Major Cities (Nelson, 2008) at a high spatial resolution (30 arc-second grid).

Third, I assess the role of geographical variables: altitude, surface topography (slope),

and distance to the nearest national border. Although the relationship between altitude,

slope, and the lethality of terrorism is not straightforward, both variables provide an indi-

cation of the type of the geographical location, which could be a determining factor for

terrorists regarding their choice of target (Ross, 1993). Moreover, Nemeth et al. (2014) sug-

gested that distance to the nearest national border, altitude and slope might have an impact

on terrorist activity. I extract both variables from NOAA Global Relief Model (ETOPO1),
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which provides altitude values at high spatial resolution (1 arc-minute grid) (Amante and

Eakins, 2009).

Fourth, I assess the role of the level of democracy on the lethality of terrorism. I extract

the level of democracy from Polity IV Project, Political Regime Characteristics and Tran-

sitions, 1800-2014 (Polity IV) (Marshall et al., 2014). Polity IV informs about the level of

freedom of press, and captures the level of democracy from −10 (hereditary monarchy) to

+10 (consolidated democracy) for most independent countries from 1800 to 2014. There-

fore, it has been commonly referred as proxy for measuring the type of regime or the extent

of constraints in democratic institutions (Gleditsch, 2007; Li, 2005; Piazza, 2006). The level

of democracy is expected to be positively associated with terrorism (Eubank and Weinberg,

2001; Ross, 1993; Schmid, 1992); the costs of terrorism in democracies tend to be reduced

since terrorist groups might benefit from fewer constraints in speech, movement and as-

sociation (Li, 2005). The effect of the level of democracy on terrorism might be however

overestimated since terrorist events tend to be under-reported in non-democratic countries

where the press is often not free (Drakos, 2007; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b).

Fifth, I assess the role of ethnicity. I compute the number of different ethnic groups from

the Georeferencing of ethnic groups (GREG) database. GREG is the digitalised version of

the Soviet Atlas Narodov Mira (ANM), and counts 1,276 ethnic groups around the world

(Weidmann et al., 2010). Although ANM includes information dating back to the 1960s,

it is still regarded as a reliable source for ethnicity across the world (Bhavnani and Choi,

2012; Morelli and Rohner, 2014). Although ethnic diversity does not necessarily lead to

violence per se (Silberfein, 2003, p. 68), studies at country-level suggest that more terrorism

may occur in ethnically fragmented societies (Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Kurrild-
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Klitgaard et al., 2006), in countries with strong ethnic tensions, or may originate from ethnic

conflicts in other regions (Basuchoudhary and Shughart, 2010).

Table 5.2 Terrorism’s lethality (GTD 2002-2013): covariate correlation.

pop lum greg pol tt alt slo

lum 0.25***

greg -0.06*** 0.08***

pol -0.03*** 0.03*** -0.03***

tt -0.14*** -0.45*** -0.06*** 0.00

alt -0.20*** -0.29*** 0.17*** -0.07*** 0.13***

slo 0.04*** -0.31*** 0.08*** -0.08*** 0.15*** 0.42***

distb -0.14*** 0.10*** 0.10*** 0.04*** -0.02*** 0.08*** -0.15***

The values represent the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) computed for each pair of covariates: popu-

lation density (pop), satellite night light (lum), ethnic diversity (greg), political regime (pol), travel time

to the nearest major city (tt), altitude (alt), slope (slo), and distance to the nearest national border (distb).

***p < 0.001.

Table 5.2 shows that the correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient ρ) among political

regime (pol) and travel time to the nearest major city (tt) is very weak and not significant

(ρ < 0.005, p > 0.1). The correlation between the other pairs of covariates is always highly

significant (p < 0.001) but weak (0.02 ≤ |ρ| < 0.30) in most cases. However, the positive

correlation between altitude (alt) and slope (slo) is relatively high and significant (ρ = 0.42,

p < 0.001), since the computation of slo is directly derived from alt. In order to avoid

multicollinearity, which may affect the accuracy of the estimation of each parameter (Zuur

et al., 2010), I exclude slo. I believe that alt is a better proxy for estimating mountainous

regions, where terrorist groups might have tactical advantages to carry out attacks (Abadie,

2006; Fearon and Laitin, 2003). While travel time to the nearest major city (tt) and satellite

night light (lum) also exhibit (negative) significant and relatively high correlation value (ρ =

−0.45, p < 0.001), I keep both tt and lum, since they highlight two distinct mechanisms,

respectively: (i) link with socio-economic development (luminosity as proxy for per capita

GDP estimation) (Ebener et al., 2005; Sutton et al., 2007) and (ii) tactical advantage of the

use of communication network (rail system, highway, etc.) within or close to large cities

(Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189).
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5.2 Method

5.2.1 Mesh Construction

The first operational step in the modelling process is the construction of the mesh. Recall

that the SPDE and its discretised solutions represented by the GMRF are built on the top

of a mesh, also-called Constrained Refined Delaunay Triangulation (CRDT) (Section 3.3)

(Lindgren, 2012; Lindgren and Rue, 2013). The mesh is generated on the surface of the

earth (approximated as a sphere), which avoids undesirable boundary effects (i.e. increase

of variance near the boundary) that occur in projected maps (two-dimensional surface). 2

Small triangles are used to cover the area of interest (land) while larger triangles cover

areas where terrorism is assumed not to occur (seas, oceans). This would not be feasible

with a traditional grid formed by regular squares, such as PRIO-GRID. As a result, the

computational time is reduced without compromising the high spatial accuracy required in

the study. The mesh (Figure 5.1) counts 9,697 vertices3.

2 The boundary effects in two-dimensional domains are due to the use of deterministic Neumann bound-

aries, which facilitate the construction of the mesh, but generate an increase of variance near the bound-

ary. In ❘✲■◆▲❆, they could be mitigated by avoiding sharp corners and extending the domain, however

(Lindgren and Rue, 2015). 3 The mesh has been generated with ❘✲■◆▲❆ using the following parameters:

♠❛①✳❡❞❣❡❂❝✭✸✱✶✵✵✵✮✴✶✽✵, ❝✉t♦❢❢❂✸✴✶✽✵. The ❝✉t♦❢❢ parameter is used to avoid building too many

small triangles around clustered input locations, and ♠❛①✳❡❞❣❡ specifies the maximum allowed triangle edge

length in the inner domain and in the outer extension (Lindgren, 2012).

Fig. 5.1 Constrained Refined Delaunay Triangulation (CRDT) or mesh that cov-
ers the study area (earth’s surface). The mesh counts 9,697 vertices. The fol-
lowing regions are highlighted: Americas (left), Europe, Africa and West Asia
(centre), East Asia and Oceania (right).
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5.2.2 Bernoulli Model

As a common practice in Bayesian spatial and spatio-temporal models, I suggest using a

Bayesian hierarchical framework (HM), which is composed of three stages: (i) observa-

tions; (ii) linear predictor; (iii) hyperparameters (Section 1.2.3). Recall that the first stage

considers the conditionally independent observations given the latent field and the hyper-

parameters of the model. The second stage describes the linear predictor, formed by the

intercept, the coefficients of the covariates, and the latent Gaussian field (Section 3.3.2),

whose spatio-temporal structure is modelled through the SPDE approach (Section 1.3.2).

The third stage describes the priors assigned to the hyperparameters of the model.

While terrorist attacks are inherently discrete in space (terrorist attacks occur at specific

locations on earth), I consider their lethality Y as a continuous phenomenon (in the sense of

geostatistics (Cressie, 1991), see Section 3.2.2), which is observed at sss locations (attacks)

over the surface of the earth S
2 at time t ∈ R. The lethality is assumed to be the realisations

of a continuously indexed space-time process Y (sss, t)≡ {y(sss, t) : (sss, t) ∈ D ⊆ S
2 ×R}, from

which inference can be made about the process at any desired locations in D (Cameletti

et al., 2013b). Hence, the hierarchical modelling framework is composed of three levels (❘

code in Appendix C.3):

y(sssi, t)|θθθ ,ξ ∼ Bernoulli(π(sssi, t)) (5.1a)

logit(π(sssi, t))|θθθ = η(sssi, t)|θθθ = β0 + zzz(sssi, t)βββ +ξ (sssi, t) (5.1b)

θθθ ∼ p(θθθ), (5.1c)

where the lethality y(sssi, t) is a dichotomous variable that takes the value 1 if the attack

generated one or more deaths, and 0 if not (Equation 5.1a). The parameters to be estimated

are θθθ = {β0,βββ ,σ
2,κ,ρ}, which include the marginal variance σ2 and scale parameter κ > 0

of its Matérn covariance function (Equation 3.32), and the temporal autocorrelation param-

eter |ρ|< 1 (described in more detail below) (Equations 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1c).

In ❘✲■◆▲❆, priors related to the variance of the Matérn covariance function are defined on

τ instead of the marginal variance σ2. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, for a two-dimensional

process, τ2 and σ2 are related so that: σ2 = Γ(ν)/Γ(α)4πκ2ντ2 (Lindgren et al., 2011).

Hence, I use the default option for the stationary model in ❘✲■◆▲❆ as priors on τ and

κ through prior distribution on log(τ), log(κ) ∼ N(0,1), so that log(κ(sss)) = log(κ) and
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log(τ(sss)) = log(τ). For prior sensitivity analysis, I compare the results with alternative

priors on the parameters of the Matérn covariance function, which is further discussed in

Section 5.3.3.

The conditional distribution of the linear predictor η(sssi, t) = logit(π(sssi, t)), given the

parameters θθθ (Equation (5.1b)), includes an intercept β0, a vector of k covariates zzz(sssi, t) =

(z1(sssi, t), . . . ,zk(sssi, t)) with coefficient vector βββ = (β1, . . . ,βk)
′ and the GMRF ξ (sssi, t)

4.

Based on GTD (2014), I extract the lethality of 35,917 accurately geolocalised terrorist

attacks that occurred from year t = 2002 to t = 2013 in locations sssi. In Equation 5.1a, I

assume that y(sssi, t) follows a conditional Bernoulli distribution with probability π(sssi, t) of

observing a lethal event and 1−π(sssi, t) of observing a non-lethal event, given the GMRF ξ

and parameters θθθ .

In order to minimise the complexity of the models, and consequently, reduce the com-

puting time required to fit them, I assume a separable space-time covariance (Blangiardo

and Cameletti, 2015, chap 7). Hence, the GMRF ξ (sssi, t) follows a first-order autore-

gressive process AR(1): ξ (sssi, t) = ρ ξ (sssi, t − 1) + ε(sssi, t), with time independent zero-

mean Gaussian field ε(sssi, t), Cov(ξ (sssi, t),ξ (sss j,u)) = 0 if t ̸= u, and Cov(ξ (sssi),ξ (sss j)) if

t = u,∀t,u ∈ {2003, . . . ,2014}.

5.2.3 Poisson Model

In addition to modelling the probability of lethal terrorist attacks, one might identify loca-

tions that are more likely to encounter a higher number of lethal attacks over a year, which

I further refer to the number of lethal terrorist attacks. The identification of such loca-

tions could be crucial for city planners, emergency managers, insurance companies, and

property administrators for example, since this information could be used to better allocate

resources used to prevent and counter terrorism (Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al., 2007). As

in Equation 5.1, I use a three-stage Bayesian hierarchical modelling framework (❘ code in

Appendix C.6):

y(sssi, t)|θθθ ,ξ ∼ Poisson(µ(sssi, t)) (5.2a)

log(µ(sssi, t))|θθθ = η(sssi, t)|θθθ = β0 + zzz(sssi, t)βββ +ξ (sssi, t) (5.2b)

θθθ ∼ p(θθθ). (5.2c)

4 Note that the linear predictor η(sssi, t) does not include any error term (ε ∼ N(0,σε)), since we one assumes

that noise in the observations is negligible.
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Based on GTD (2014), I consider the observed number of lethal attacks (y(sssi, t) in

Equation 5.2a) that occurred in a period of 12 years (t = 2002, . . . ,2013) in 6,386 loca-

tions sssi within a 0.5° radius of cities’ centroids. Since I model a “count” variable (y(sssi, t)),

it is convenient to aggregate events that occurred in very close locations within identical

municipality areas. This has resulted in spatial aggregation reducing the number of ob-

servations from 35,917 (Equation 5.1) to 6,386 (Equation 5.2) (❘ code in Appendix C.5).

Moreover, I assume that y(sssi, t) follows a Poisson distribution with parameter µ(sssi, t), with

log(µ(sssi, t)) = η(sssi, t) and expected value E(y(sssi, t)) = µ(sssi, t).

Equations 5.2b and 5.1b are structurally identical. As in the Bernoulli model (Sec-

tion 5.2.2), I use the default option for the stationary model in ❘✲■◆▲❆ as priors on τ and

κ through prior distribution on log(τ), log(κ) ∼ N(0,1), so that log(κ(sss)) = log(κ) and

log(τ(sss)) = log(τ). To assess prior sensitivity, I compare the results with alternative priors

on the parameters of the Matérn covariance function, which is further discussed in Sec-

tion 5.3.

5.2.4 Model Validity

Goodness-of-fit

Several approaches can be used to assess and compare Bayesian models (Gelman et al.,

2014). A first step consists in measuring the degree to which the results of the models are

attributable to the independent variables, which refers to internal validity. Internal validity is

commonly assessed through measures of goodness-of-fit (GOF), which typically provide a

summary of the discrepancy between the observed and predicted values. A thorough review

of GOF methods would go beyond the scope of this thesis. For the sake of conciseness, I

highlight few approaches that have been recently used in latent Gaussian spatio-temporal

modelling applications.

Interestingly, frequentist model validation approaches are often applied in both Bayesian

and non-Bayesian modelling studies (Gneiting, 2008). One relatively straightforward crite-

rion is the root-mean-square error (RMSE), which could be expressed as:
√

1
n ∑

n
i=1 (p̂i −oi)

2,

with n the number of predictions, oi the ith observation (e.g. an observed proportion of lethal

attacks), and p̂i the ith prediction (e.g. a predictive posterior mean of the probability of lethal

attacks). The RMSE computes the square root of the mean of the squares of the deviations

between the observations and corresponding predictions. This criterion has been used to
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assessing and comparing the performance of SPDE models in predicting the concentration

of particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 µm (PM10) in Piemonte

region, Italy (Cameletti et al., 2011, 2013b).5

Other related criteria have been used in the literature, including the mean absolute error

(MAE), the relative bias (rBIAS), or the relative mean separation (rMSEP). The MAE can

be expressed as: 1
n ∑

n
i=1 |p̂i −oi|. It represents the average absolute difference between the

predicted ( p̂i) and observed (oi) values. The rBIAS provides the average of the differences

between p̂i and oi, relatively to the arithmetic mean of the observations ō. It could be defined

as: 1
nō ∑

n
i=1 (p̂i −oi). The rMSEP is formulated as: ∑

n
i=1 (p̂i−oi)

∑
n
i=1 ( ¯̂p−oi)

, with ¯̂p, the arithmetic mean

of the predicted values (Yip, 2010).

The differences between the model predictions and the observations are squared in the

RMSE and taken as absolute values in the MAE, respectively. Therefore both RMSE and

MAE cannot be negative by definition. In contrast, the rBIAS and rMSEP measure the

relative difference between the model predictions and the observations and could therefore

take positive, negative or zero values. The units in the RMSE and MAE are identical to

the units of the observations and predictions while the rBIAS and rMSEP are unitless. For

all these criteria (RMSE, MAR, rBIAS, and rMSEP), better predictions correspond to their

corresponding lower values (Stephenson et al., 2004, p. 205).

The RMSE has been frequently used to globally assess the GOF of latent Gaussian

spatio-temporal models (see e.g. Alegana et al. (2016); Hartikainen et al. (2011); Ingebrigt-

sen et al. (2014); Lenzi et al. (2016); Poggio et al. (2016)). The RMSE has the advantage

of accurately capturing poor-performing models that exhibit large discrepancies between

observations and predictions, since it inflates and penalises large discrepancies unlike MAE

for example. Table 5.3 summarises the values of the RMSE and MAE used in assessing the

internal validity of the models using different set of covariates (Section 5.3.1). The RMSE

and MAE are computed for the Bernoulli and Poisson models, based on all observations and

their corresponding predictive values (❘ code in Appendix C.4).

One might expect that the model with the highest number of covariates would exhibit

the lowest RMSE values, since more variability in the data could be explained if a higher

number of covariates are included. The RMSE values of the Bernoulli models are very

similar. The Bernoulli model with 4 covariates — which corresponds to the selected model

5 The approach suggested in Cameletti et al. (2013b) uses two different sets of data for the fitting and the

validation process, respectively. Hence, their method allows assessing the predictive performance (external

validity) of the models instead of the internal validity.
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Table 5.3 Bernoulli and Poisson models: goodness-of-fit (RMSE and MAE)

Model Nb. cov. RMSE MAE Fit. time [days] Nb. obs.
Bernoulli 0 0.561 0.530 9.0 35,917
Bernoulli 3 0.562 0.530 9.2 35,917
Bernoulli 4 0.565 0.482 9.2 35,917
Bernoulli 5 0.566 0.532 9.3 35,917

Poisson 0 25.79 6.422 6.3 6,386
Poisson 3 26.72 6.471 6.5 6,386
Poisson 4 26.68 6.466 6.5 6,386
Poisson 5 26.65 6.464 6.7 6,386

The goodness-of-fit (GOF) estimation of the models is provided by the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The RMSE and MAE are computed for the Bernoulli
and Poisson models using 0, 3, 4, or 5 covariates (column ‘Nb. cov.’). The computation of the MAE
and RMSE includes all observations (column ‘Nb. obs.’) during the study period (2002-2013). The
computational time (indicative) required to fit the models (column ‘Fit. time [days]’) is based on a
12-core Linux machine (99 GB of RAM) using ❘✲■◆▲❆.

(Section 5.3.1) — shows the lowest MAE (0.482). The Bernoulli model with 0 covariate

exhibits the lowest RMSE (0.561), while the model with 5 covariates exhibits the highest

RMSE (0.566). A careful look at the results (Table 5.3) shows that the differences among

the models with regard to the RMSE and MAE are very small. This reflect that the GMRF

— which is included in all models used in this study — represents the dominant driver of

the investigated process. In comparison with the GMRF, the covariates explain much less

variation in the data.

The Poisson model with 0 covariate shows the lowest RMSE (25.79) and MAE (6.422),

while the model with 3 covariates exhibits the highest RMSE (26.72) and MAE (6.471).

Similar to the results of the Bernoulli models, both RMSE and MAE exhibit very similar

values among the Poisson models. As mentioned above, little differences in the RMSE

and MAE among the models indicate a relatively poor explanatory power of the covariates

compared to that of the GMRF.

Model selection

While measuring how good a model fits the observed data is a central step in the modelling

process, the model’s predictive ability is all the more important for policy makers who

require accurate predictions in order to make informed decisions and implement effective
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counterterrorism strategies. Hence, the Bernoulli and Poisson models used further in the

modelling process are selected according to their predictive accuracy. The estimation of

predictive accuracy includes a bias intrinsic to the data used to fit the models (Gelman

et al., 2014). Several approaches estimating out-of-sample predictive accuracy using within-

sample fits while correcting for this bias include: the Akaike information criterion (AIC)

(Akaike, 1974), deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002; van der

Linde, 2005), and the widely applicable information criterion (also called Watanabe-Akaike

information criterion) (WAIC) (Watanabe, 2010)6.

Despite that none of the aforementioned criteria is able to compute within a reasonable

time an unbiased (or approximately unbiased) and accurate estimation of out-of-sample

predictions (Gelman et al., 2014), the WAIC appears superior than the DIC in assessing

the predictive accuracy of Bayesian models (Vehtari et al., 2017). Unlike DIC, WAIC is

invariant to parametrization and evaluates the predictions based on averaging posterior dis-

tribution rather than conditioning on a point estimation (Piironen and Vehtari, 2017) — this

latter property is especially problematic for models where Fisher-information matrices are

not invertible (so-called singular models) (Drton and Plummer, 2017). In addition, WAIC

is asymptotically equivalent to Bayesian cross-validation.

Hence, the Bernoulli and Poisson models are selected through backward elimination,

which initiates with all available covariates and, at each step, removes one by one the vari-

able, whose loss minimises potential increase of the WAIC. The model with the lowest

WAIC is selected. The selected Bernoulli model includes k = 4 standardised covariates

with corresponding coefficients: satellite night light (βlum), altitude (βalt), ethnicity (βgreg),

and travel time to the nearest large city (βtt). The selected Poisson model includes k = 5

standardised covariates with corresponding coefficients: satellite night light (βlum), altitude

(βalt), democracy level (βpol), population density (βpop), and travel time to the nearest large

city (βtt) (❘ code in Appendices C.4 and C.7). The results are discussed in further detail in

Section 5.3.
6 For an overview of the AIC, WAIC, and DIC, see e.g. Gelman et al. (2014). For a more comprehensive

review, see e.g. Vehtari et al. (2012) or Vehtari et al. (2017).
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Bernoulli and Poisson Models: Posterior Estimates

The Bernoulli model (Table 5.4, columns “Bernoulli”) suggests that terrorist attacks are

more likely to be lethal far away from large cities, in higher altitude, in locations with

higher ethnic diversity (CI95% βtt ,βgreg,βalt > 0), and are less likely in areas with higher

human activity (CI95% βlum < 0) (❘ code in Appendices C.4 and C.7).

As an illustration, I compare the effect of an hypothetical 50% increase in the mean of

luminosity (lum) on the probability of encountering lethal attacks (π). Since the covari-

ates βββ are standardised, particular care should be taken to estimate such effect. Recall that

NOAA (2014)’s satellite data on lights at night provide non-standardised values of luminos-

ity from 0 (min) to 63 (max). Based on 35,917 observations used in the Bernoulli model,

a 50% increase in the mean of luminosity corresponds to an increase from 34.3 to 51.5, or

equivalently, from 0 to 0.73 on a standardised scale. In the benchmark scenario, all predic-

tors, including lum and other covariates tt, greg, alt, and the GMRF (ξ ) are held equal to

0. Hence, the linear predictor η (Equation 5.1b) equals 0 and π = 1/(1+ exp(−η)) =

1/(1 + 1) = 0.5. In the scenario including a 50% increase in the mean of luminosity,

lum = 0.73, η = βlum × lum = −0.11 × 0.73 = −0.0803, given that βlum = −0.11 (Ta-

ble 5.4, columns “Bernoulli”). Hence, π = 1/(1+ exp−(−0.0803)) ∼= 0.48. As a result,

an increase in the mean of luminosity by 50% decreases the probability of lethal attacks by

approximately 2%.

In contrast, the Poisson model (Table 5.4, columns “Poisson”) suggests that more eco-

nomically developed areas, and locations with higher democratic levels (CI95% βlum,βpol >

0) and close to large cities (CI95% βtt < 0) are more likely to encounter a higher number

of lethal attacks. However, there is no significant relationship between altitude, population

density, and the number of lethal attacks (0 ∈CI95% βalt ,βpop). The interpretation of these

results is discussed in further detail in Section 5.4. Note that the results from the two models

cannot be directly compared since they are based on a different number of observations, set

of covariates, and spatial aggregation.

As with the Bernoulli model, I illustrate the effect of a 50% increase in the mean of

luminosity on the expected number of lethal attacks (µ) estimated by the Poisson model,

with all predictors, including lum and the other covariates tt, alt, pol, pop, and the GMRF

(ξ ) held equal to 0. In the benchmark scenario, η (Equation 5.2b) equals to 0, therefore
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Table 5.4 Posterior estimates for the Bernoulli and Poisson models.

Bernoulli (n=35,917) Poisson (n=6,386)

mean sd 95% CI mean sd 95% CI
Cov. (β )

β0 -0.58 0.13 (-0.83; -0.32) -1.37 0.09 (-1.55; -1.19)
βlum -0.11 0.02 (-0.15; -0.06) 0.51 0.02 ( 0.47; 0.54)
βtt 0.06 0.02 ( 0.02; 0.09) -0.38 0.02 (-0.42; -0.34)
βgreg 0.04 0.02 (0.003; 0.08)
βalt 0.08 0.03 ( 0.03; 0.13) 0.03 0.02 (-0.001; 0.07)
βpol 0.42 0.01 ( 0.39; 0.45)
βpop 0.009 0.02 (-0.03; 0.04)

GMRF (ξ )

ρ (AR1) 0.91 0.01 (0.88; 0.91) 0.91 0.01 (0.90; 0.93)
σ2 2.27 (1.83; 2.73) 4.61 (4.11; 5.13)
r [km] 779 (643; 915) 238 (208; 267)

Mean, standard deviation, and 95% credible intervals (CI) of the intercept β0, the coefficients of the
standardised covariates (βββ ), the temporal (ρ) of the GMRF (ξ ) and the spatial parameters of the Matérn
correlation function (marginal variance σ2 and range r) estimated in the Bernoulli (n = 35,917) and
Poisson (n = 6,386) models. Note that the 95% credible intervals (CI) associated with σ2 and range r

correspond to 95% highest probability density intervals.

the expected number of lethal attacks µ = exp(0) = 1. Based on 6,386 observations used

in the Poisson model, a 50% increase in the mean of luminosity corresponds to an increase

from 7.45 to 11.2, or equivalently, from 0 to 0.25 in the corresponding standardised scale.

Hence, η = (βlum × lum), with βlum = 0.51 (Table 5.4, columns “Poisson”). I obtain µ =

exp(0.51×0.25)∼= 1.14. Therefore, an increase in the mean of luminosity by 50% increases

the expected number of lethal attacks by approximately 0.14.

The analysis of the GMRF parameters (Table 5.4 and Figure 5.2) provides key insight

into the spatial dependence structures of both the lethality of terrorism (Bernoulli model)

and the frequency of lethal terrorism (Poisson model). The marginal variance σ2 provides

a measure of the variability of the Matérn covariance function. The range r is inversely

proportional to κ , and also easier to interpret7. More specifically, r corresponds to the

distance after which spatial correlation becomes progressively negligible.

Thus, the results suggest that the probability of lethal terrorist attacks is highly spatially

correlated at short distances and the correlation decreases until reaching ≈ 779 km (posterior

7 The range r is empirically estimated as:
√

8ν
κ , assuming an order of the modified Bessel function ν > 1

2

(Lindgren et al., 2011).
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(a) Bernoulli model: correlation function
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(b) Poisson model: correlation function

Fig. 5.2 Matérn correlation function (solid line) with parameters ν = 1 and
CI95% (dashed lines) for Bernoulli model (Figure 5.2a) with posterior mean
range r ≈ 779 km and Poisson model (Figure 5.2b) with posterior mean range
r ≈ 238 km. The posterior mean range (vertical dotted line) corresponds to
correlation ≈ 0.1 (horizontal dotted line).

mean of r) (see vertical dotted line in Figure 5.2a). The spatial correlation with regard to

the number of lethal attacks operates within more limited distances; the mean range is more

then three times smaller than in the Bernoulli model (posterior mean of r ≈ 238 km, see

vertical dotted line in Figure 5.2b).

Similarities in the probability of lethal terrorist attacks are present within a radius three

times higher than those observed with regard to the number of lethal attacks. For example,

consider city A, which encountered a high proportion of lethal attack and also a high number

of lethal attacks. The results suggest that cities very close (distance < 238 km) to city A are

likely to encounter a large number of lethal attacks and a high proportion of lethal attacks.

One expects that the proportion of lethal attack observed in cities far (238 km> distance

< 779 km) from city A is likely to be similar. However, the number of lethal attacks should

not be associated with those observed in city A. Furthermore, both the proportion and the

number of lethal attacks observed in cities situated at over 779 km from city A are not likely

to be similar than those observed in city A.
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5.3.2 Spatial Dynamics of Lethal Terrorism

As a further step, I examine changes in the estimated posterior marginals in both space and

time. The uncertainty in the values of the GMRF is expressed through the posterior standard

deviation of the random field (σξ (sss, t))
8. Providing an accurate measure of uncertainty is

crucial for policy-makers to make informed decisions (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, p. 64)

or to evaluate the impact of counterterrorism policies (Perl, 2007) for example. In effect,

high values of σξ (sss, t) suggest a poor estimation of ξ (sss, t), and hence, a high uncertainty in

the estimation of the dependent variable (e.g. probability or number of lethal attacks).

8 Note that the posterior standard deviation of the GMRF σξ should not be confused with standard deviation

σ , the latter represents a parameter of the Matérn covariance function (Equation 3.32).
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Fig. 5.3 Bernoulli model: posterior surface maps (2002-2013). GMRF posterior mean ξ (sss, t) (left), posterior standard
deviation σξ (sss, t) (centre), and posterior mean probability of lethal attack π(sss, t) (right) estimated in the 9,697 locations
of mesh vertices and interpolated over a 1,444×724 grid. Illustrative projected maps provide values on land surface for
years t = 2002 (top) and t = 2013 (bottom).
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(a) posterior mean ξ (sss,2002) (b) posterior standard deviation σξ (sss,2002) (c) posterior mean log(µ(sss,2002))

(d) posterior mean ξ (sss,2013) (e) posterior standard deviation σξ (sss,2013) (f) posterior mean log(µ(sss,2013))

Fig. 5.4 Poisson model: posterior surface maps (2002-2013). GMRF posterior mean ξ (sss, t) (left), posterior standard
deviation σξ (sss, t) (centre), and (log) posterior mean expected number of lethal attacks µ(sss, t) (right) estimated in the
9,697 locations of mesh vertices and interpolated over a 1,444× 724 grid on land surface. Illustrative projected maps
provide values for years t = 2002 (top) and t = 2013 (bottom).
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the posterior mean values of the GMRF (left) and highlight

high uncertainty of its estimation in Siberia, the Amazonian region, Central Australia, or

Greenland. High values of σξ (sss, t) (centre) are explained by the absence and scarcity of

data in these regions. In contrast, several regions in South America, Africa, Gulf Penin-

sula, India and Pakistan show an increase of the lethality of terrorism and the frequency

of lethal terrorist attacks between 2002 (top) and 2013 (bottom), along with low values of

σξ (sss, t) (centre). As expected, uncertainty is much lower in regions which encountered a

high number of terrorist attacks.

5.3.3 Prior and Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

The present study used the default Gaussian priors (multivariate Normal) provided by ❘✲■◆▲❆

for the parameters of the Matérn covariance function (κ,τ). As a robustness test, I ran a

prior sensitivity analysis for both the Bernoulli and the Poisson models changing the prior

distribution of σ2 and range r, whose quantities can be more easily interpreted, and there-

fore attributed a prior distribution. With α = 2, σ2 and range r can be obtained through

transformation, merely r =
√

8
κ and σ = 1√

4πτ
(Lindgren and Rue, 2015; Lindgren et al.,

2011)

For both the Bernoulli and the Poisson models, I set σ2 = 50, which corresponds to a

relatively large variance of the Matérn covariance function, since I assume that the spatial

structure might exhibit considerable variation among areas that encountered a high number

of lethal terrorist attacks (e.g. some locations in Iraq, Pakistan or Afghanistan) and those

that did encounter only a few or none (e.g. some locations in Portugal, Brazil or Alaska).

Assuming that the lethality of terrorist attacks can spread over relatively large areas

(e.g. through demonstration and imitation processes promoted by the media (Brosius and

Weimann, 1991; Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000; Enders et al., 1992), I set r = 500 km in

the Bernoulli model. In contrast, I set r = 100 km in the Poisson model, since I believe

that the number of lethal attacks is very specific to the characteristics related to the close

neighbourhood in which terrorism occurs. The number of potential high-value, symbolic

targets, human and public targets can vary widely across distant areas.

For example, one might reasonably assume that Baghdad shares important similarities

with close Iraqi cities such as Abu-Grahib or Al-Fallujah (approximately 30-60 km from

Baghdad). However, distant cities such as Al-Kasrah, Iraq (approximately 300 km from
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(b) Poisson model: posterior estimates

Fig. 5.5 Bernoulli (Figure 5.5a) and Poisson models (Figure 5.5b): robustness
to prior changes in spatial parameters. Estimation of the mean (default prior
models: point; modified priors: triangle) and the 95% credible intervals (line

segment) of the posterior distribution of the parameters: intercept β0, covariates
βββ , and parameters r and τ of the Matérn covariance function. Modified prior
values: Bernoulli (σ2 = 50; r = 500 km); Poisson (σ2 = 50; r = 100 km).

Baghdad) might exhibit important different characteristics, so the numbers of lethal attacks

are likely to be independent of the levels observed in Baghdad.

The estimation of the posterior mean and the credible intervals of the coefficients βββ

and parameters of the Matérn covariance function (τ , r) is illustrated for both Bernoulli

(Figure 5.5a) and Poisson models (Figure 5.5b), where default priors (point) and modified

priors (triangle) are specified. The parameters τ and r are not affected by a change in prior in

both Bernoulli and Poisson models, albeit the estimated value of the mean of τ is less robust

in the Poisson model. In the Bernoulli model, both posterior mean and credible intervals of

all parameters are almost identical when estimated with the default or modified priors.

In the Poisson models, the direction of the effect of the estimated coefficients is not

affected by changes in prior, albeit the estimated values of the mean of the parameters

(especially βtt and βlum) are less robust. A higher sensitivity to change in prior is expected

in the Poisson model since its number of observations (n = 6,386) is considerably reduced

compared to the Bernoulli model (n = 35,917), thus the prior distribution has a higher

influence on the posterior estimation, as illustrated in these results.
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Changes in the spatial resolution of the mesh may have an impact on the results, a well-

known problem referred to as the “modifiable areal unit problem” (MAUP) (Holt et al.,

1996). As an additional robustness test, I consider two alternative meshes: mesh2 (Fig-

ure 5.6, centre) and mesh3 (Figure 5.6, right). Recall that the original mesh (Figure 5.6,

left) used to fit all models is composed of 9,697 vertices. The alternative meshes used for

robustness test are coarser, with 2,157 and 1,341 vertices for mesh2 and mesh3, respectively.

I exclude testing robustness of models with meshes that count a number of vertices higher

than the original mesh since computational costs will rise without providing any substantial

gain given the relatively coarse spatial accuracy of the investigated phenomenon (for further

information on the spatial resolution of GTD, see Section 4.1.3).

Fig. 5.6 Robustness test: change in the spatial resolution of the Constrained

Refined Delaunay Triangulation (mesh). The original mesh (left) counts
9,697 vertices. For robustness test, meshes with rougher spatial resolution are
used: mesh2 (centre) and mesh3 (right) counts 2,157 and 1,341 vertices, respec-
tively.

All effects are robust to changes in mesh size, except altitude (βalt) and population

density (βpop) (❘ code in Appendices C.4 and C.7). In the Bernoulli model using the original

mesh, βalt is positive and significant (CI95% βalt > 0). In the corresponding models using

mesh2 and mesh3, βalt losses its significance (0∈CI95% βalt). In the Poisson model using the

original mesh, βalt is not significant (0 ∈CI95% βalt) but becomes negative (CI95% βalt < 0)

in the model using mesh2 (in the model using mesh3, βalt remains not significant).

Population density is affected by changes in the mesh size only in the Poisson model.

In the model using the original mesh, βpop is not significant (0 ∈CI95% βpop) but becomes

positive and significant (CI95% βpop > 0) in the models using mesh2 and mesh3. Despite that

most results are not affected by changes in mesh size, our sensitivity analysis indicates that

some covariate coefficients appear less robust. As a general remark, I recommend choosing
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a mesh with the smallest number of vertices, which allows capturing spatial variation of

the investigated phenomenon in the area of interest at the desired spatial scale. In this

study, the original mesh (9,697 vertices) appears to best fit the spatial accuracy of the data,

while mesh2 and mesh3 might be too coarse to capture fine-scale variability relative to the

investigated process.

5.4 Conclusion

This study proposed a Bayesian hierarchical framework to model both the probability and

number of lethal terrorist attacks that occurred across the world between 2002 and 2013.

The statistical framework integrates spatial and temporal dependencies through a GMRF

whose parameters have been estimated with ❘✲■◆▲❆. Local-scale effects of some covari-

ates that explain the probability and number of lethal terrorist attacks worldwide have been

successfully captured.

Most country-level studies have not found significant linear relationship between the

number of terrorist attacks and economic variables (Abadie, 2006; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b;

Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Krueger and Laitin, 2008; Krueger and Maleckova, 2003).

On a local scale, I showed that more economically developed areas tend to encounter more

lethal attacks, which provides support to the theory advanced by Piazza (2006). The author

suggests that more economically developed and literate societies with high standards of liv-

ing may exhibit more lucrative targets, and therefore are expected to be more targeted by

terrorist attacks, including lethal ones. Economically developed areas tend to provide a high

level of protection of human targets, which may explain a lower proportion of lethal attacks

despite being more prone to terrorism in general.

Similar to most country-level studies (Abadie, 2006; Eubank and Weinberg, 2001; Li,

2005; Schmid, 1992), I found that areas in democratic countries tend to encounter more

lethal attacks compared to those in autocracies. The presence of freedom of speech, move-

ment, and association in democratic countries might reduce the costs of conducting terrorist

activities compared to those in autocratic countries (Li, 2005). In line with country-level

(Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Kurrild-Klitgaard et al., 2006) and sub-national (Nemeth
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et al., 2014) findings, terrorist attacks are more likely to be lethal in ethnically diverse loca-

tions, perhaps due to stronger ethnic tensions (Basuchoudhary and Shughart, 2010)9.

While most country-level studies found a significant positive linear relationship between

population density and the number of terrorist attacks (Coaffee, 2010; Crenshaw, 1981;

Ross, 1993; Savitch and Ardashev, 2001; Swanstrom, 2002), I did not find evidence that

terrorist attacks are more likely to be lethal or that lethal attacks are more frequent in densely

populated areas. Nevertheless, the effect of population on the number of lethal attacks

becomes positive when coarser meshes are used (see Section 5.3.3).

The Euclidean distance from terrorist events to the nearest large city is positively as-

sociated with the lethality of terrorist attacks, while being negatively associated with the

number of lethal attacks. Since targets are usually less secure in small cities and rural areas,

this might facilitate deadly terrorist operations far from large urban centres, which is con-

sistent with the findings. Reversely, large cities are expected to offer greater anonymity and

larger recruitment pools, which might open the door for a higher number of lethal attacks.

Also, lethal attacks within or close to large cities may have an impact on a larger audience,

which is often a desired outcome (Laqueur, 1999, p. 41; Crenshaw, 1990, p. 115; Savitch

and Ardashev, 2001). Furthermore, terrorists benefit from high density communication net-

works (road and rail) in large cities to move freely and rapidly from and to target points

(Heyman and Mickolus, 1980 ; Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189). It is also not uncommon that ter-

rorists target communication network infrastructure, as exemplified by the March 11, 2004

simultaneous attacks on several commuter trains in Madrid, Spain, which killed 191 people

(Los Angeles Times, 2014).

Even though the number of lethal attacks itself does not appear to be associated with

altitude, I found that terrorist attacks, when they occur, tend to be more lethal in higher alti-

tude. Terrorists might be less constrained by governmental forces during terrorist operations

launched in less accessible regions, such as mountains, which can provide safe havens to ter-

rorists (Abadie, 2006; Ross, 1993). Terrorist groups can therefore benefit from knowledge

of “rough” terrain (mountainous regions) to defeat the enemy, as illustrated by the success-

ful attacks carried out by the Mujahedeen groups against the Soviet Union, and later, the

Taliban against NATO (Buhaug et al., 2009). Therefore, one might reasonably assume that

9 Note that, as pointed out in Esteban et al. (2012), one should acknowledge that ethnic diversity is only one

possible measure of ethnic division among others, including ethnic fractionalization and ethnic polarization.

Further analysis using different measures of ethnic division is required in order to assess the role of ethnic

division sensu lato.
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terrorists increase their killing efficiency in mountains, which is reflected in a higher propor-

tion of “successful” lethal attacks. However, since human targets are usually more scarce

in mountainous regions, the advantage of the terrain might not sufficiently compensate for

the lack of targets, which in turn reduces the number of possible lethal attacks that can be

planned and carried out. Complementary analysis would be required in order to confirm the

plausibility of this interpretation of the results.

As with any statistical analyses of complex social phenomena, the outcome of this study

should be taken with caution. Since this study aims to investigate terrorism across the entire

world and at high spatial resolution, the availability of suitable covariates is limited. As a

result, this work has ineluctably omitted numerous relevant drivers of both the lethality of

terrorist attacks and their frequency, which include characteristics of each member of terror-

ist groups, ideology, beliefs, and cultural factors (Crenshaw, 1983, p. 29; Wilkinson, 1990,

p. 151; Brynjar and Skjølberg, 2000; Richardson, 2006, pp. 92-93), or reciprocal interac-

tions between counterterrorism and terrorism (English, 2010; Hoffman, 2002) for example.

Despite the fact that the models do not allow for estimating the marginal effect of each poten-

tial unobserved factor, their aggregated effect has been however taken into account through

the space-time dependence structure represented by the GMRF (ξ in equations (5.1b) and

(5.2b)).

Second, one could reasonably expect some spatial variability in the probability and num-

ber of lethal terrorist attacks, especially within large cities that are regularly targeted by ter-

rorists. However, since terrorist events from GTD are reported at the centroid of the nearest

city in which they occurred, spatial variability within cities cannot be captured. Moreover,

I assume that the spatial correlation in both the probability and number of lethal attacks

depends only on the distance between the locations of terrorist attacks (stationarity) and is

invariant to rotation (isotropy). This assumption might be too restrictive, since it would be

equally reasonable to assume that the spatial correlation related to mass-casualty attacks

extends into a larger spatial range, via a broader diffusion through media for example. Fur-

ther studies might investigate the use of non-stationary models, which are currently being

developed for the model class that may be fitted with INLA (Lindgren et al., 2011).

Third, the temporal unit exhibits limitations as well, since the study period is discretised

into 12 years (2002-2013), even though GTD provides day, month, and year for most events.

Access to more computational power may allow further analysis to investigate variation in

a monthly or weekly basis. Moreover, for computational reasons, I assume no interaction
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between spatial and temporal dependencies in the models (i.e. separable space-time mod-

els), where the covariance structure can be written as the product of a purely spatial and a

purely temporal covariance function for all space-time locations (Gneiting et al., 2006). In

this research work, the random field (ξ ) follows a simple autoregressive process (AR(1)) in

time. In non-separable models, the dependencies structure in both space and time is usually

highly complex (Harvill, 2010), and therefore more computationally demanding.

Fourth, subjective choices have been made throughout the entire modelling process,

which might affect both the internal and external validity of our results. A major concern

is the absence of consensus on the definition of terrorism (Beck and Miner, 2013; Jackson,

2016), and subjectivity is therefore inevitable (Hoffman, 2006, p. 23) (Section 2.1). In

line with English (2010, pp. 24-25), I agree that is all the more important that studies

on terrorism must clearly state how terrorism is understood. Accordingly, I use data from

GTD, which uses a consistent definition used to classify acts as terrorist events perpetrated

by non-state actors throughout the study period.

Moreover, as with any Bayesian analysis, this study involves a degree of subjectivity

with regard to the choice of priors. Because of the relatively large number of observations,

I am confident that the choice of priors does not influence the results. Furthermore, while

the mesh may affect some covariates, most results are robust to change in mesh size, as

confirmed by the sensitivity analysis (Section 5.3.3). The original mesh size has been chosen

consistently with the spatial resolution of the data, which brings confidence that the results

are robust.

Despite its aforementioned shortcomings, this study has proposed a rigorous framework

to investigating the spatial dynamics of the probability and number of lethal terrorist attacks

across the world and on a local scale. It has highlighted the role of major drivers of terrorism

on a local scale and provided a measure of the uncertainty in the predictions. This research

may provide complementary tools to enhance the efficacy of preventive counterterrorism

policies. Ultimately, by assessing theories at a local scale, this study contributes to better

understanding the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism.



Chapter 6

Detecting Hotspot and Diffusion

Processes of Lethal Terrorism

Intensive theoretical and empirical studies have been conducted since the 1980s to better un-

derstand the spatio-temporal processes observed in terrorism and related phenomena. Thus

far, the literature has focused its investigation on hotspot and diffusion processes. However,

scholars in terrorism have not made the most of recent space-time modelling techniques

and failed to accurately quantify uncertainty. Moreover, studies at a national level did not

capture local processes while local-level works have been focused on case studies, which

restricted the generalisability of their results (Berrebi and Lakdawalla, 2007; Brown et al.,

2004; Gao et al., 2013; LaFree et al., 2010, 2009; Nunn, 2007; Öcal and Yildirim, 2010;

Piegorsch et al., 2007) (Section 2.2).

Drawing from the results of the modelling processes (Chapter 5), I suggest a Bayesian

approach to detecting the local dynamics of terrorism over time and across the world di-

vided into 1,440×720 regular grid-cells. I focus on identifying the processes of hotspot and

diffusion of lethal terrorism that might be useful in the design and implementation of coun-

terterrorism policies. Thus, the wide scope of this study along with its systematic approach

allows generalisation, and thus, proposes a convenient framework to assessing theories on a

local scale. Ultimately, this investigation aims to provide a better understanding of the local

dynamics of lethal terrorism.

Section 6.1 suggests a definition of hotspot and escalation processes of the lethality and

the number of lethal terrorist events. The suggested definition makes use of a measure of

uncertainty through the estimation of the 95% credible intervals of the posterior probability
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of the lethality (Bernoulli model) and the number of lethal terrorist events (Poisson model).

Areas that are likely to encounter a high proportion or a high number of lethal attacks are

identified across the world. Furthermore, the spatial dynamics of hotspot and escalation

processes are illustrated and analysed. Thus, the performance in detecting hotspot and es-

calation is assessed.

Similarly, Section 6.2 provides a definition of diffusion processes (including also neg-

ative diffusion, also-called dissipation) of the lethality and the number of lethal terrorist

events, based on the measure of uncertainty computed through the estimation of the 95%

credible intervals of the posterior probability of the lethality and the number of lethal terror-

ist events at successive time intervals. Hence, it highlights diffusion areas across the world

and at high spatial resolution, and provides an assessment of the detection of diffusion pro-

cesses. Section 6.3 assesses theories that have been advanced in the literature to explain

hotspots and diffusion processes and identifies the main limits of the approach. Section 6.4

summarises the findings and suggests possible extensions of this present study.

6.1 Detection of Hotspot and Escalation

6.1.1 Concept and Definition

In this Section, I suggest a method which uses the uncertainty of the posterior probability

distributions in order to identify hotspots in the probability of lethal attack π(·) and in the

expected number of lethal events µ(·), respectively. Below, I suggest a definition of hotspots

of “high” probability of lethal attacks, which can be easily adjusted for hotspots of “high”

number of lethal attacks (see below).

Definition 6.1. (Hotspot of probability of lethal attack) Let π0.025(asi,t) be the lower

bound of the 95% credible intervals (CI) of the posterior mean probability of the attack(s)

to be lethal in space-time location asi,t ⊆ As,t ⊆D , with space-time domain D , the observed

data y, and threshold υ . A hotspot of lethality HAs,t covers the area As,t formed by elements

{as1,t , . . . ,asi,t , . . . ,asn,t} contiguous1 in space si = {s1, . . . ,si, . . . ,sn} ⊆ S at a given time

1 Note that different approaches can be used to define contiguity (Section 3.3.1). In this study, the spatial

domain (world) is discretised into a lattice formed by 1,440× 720 regular grid-cells, where contiguous lo-

cations are understood as cells that share a common vertex or edge (first-order “queen” neighbourhood, see

Figure 3.6).
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t ∈ T , and that satisfy for each contiguous asi,t ⊆ As,t :

HAs,t = π0.025(asi,t)> υ |y, asi,t ⊆ As,t ⊆ D . (6.1)

Recall from the Bernoulli modelling framework (Section 5.2.2, Equation 5.1) that the

posterior mean probability is computed for each spatio-temporal locations (si, t), such that:

π(asi,t) = logit−1(β0 + zzz(asi,t)βββ +ξ (asi,t)), with β0 the intercept, βββ the coefficients of the

covariates zzz(asi,t), and ξ (asi,t) the GMRF. In order to reduce the risk of identifying areas

that are not likely to be “true” hotspots, one estimates the lower bound of the 95% CI of the

posterior mean probability π0.025(asi,t). As a result, this approach provides a point estimate

of π0.025(asi,t) that is unlikely to be lower than the true value. Hence, I suggest using υ = 0.5,

which corresponds to hotspot areas that are more likely to encounter lethal rather than non-

lethal terrorist attacks. Hotspots of probability of lethal attacks are identified across the

world, and illustrated from 2002 to 2013 in Africa and in the Middle East (Figure 6.1),

which are the regions most affected by lethal terrorism.

Furthermore, I identify hotspots of “high” number of lethal attacks. Instead of using the

Bernoulli modelling framework to estimate the lower bound of the 95% CI of the posterior

mean probability π0.025(·) of lethal attack, I compute the lower bound of the 95% CI of the

posterior expected number of lethal events µ0.025(·) from the Poisson models (Section 5.2.3,

Equation 5.2). As a result, the value of υ is adapted since it corresponds to a threshold of

a count in the number of lethal attacks rather than a probability of lethal attack. Hence, I

suggest using υ = 5, which highlights cells with an expected number of lethal attacks greater

than five (Figure 6.2). This threshold corresponds to the 90th percentile of the number of

lethal attacks observed in the sample (n = 6,386), but could be adjusted to any desired level.

6.1.2 Spatial Dynamics of Hotspot

The identification of hotspots of the probability and the number of lethal attacks is highly

valuable since it allows highlighting areas more vulnerable to lethal terrorism, which calls

for increased vigilance. The detection of hotspots uses the aforementioned definition (Sec-

tion 6.1.1) applied on a regular lattice over the world (1,440×720 grid-cells). Hence, one

may observe intense activity of lethal terrorism from 2002 to 2013 in specific regions, in-

cluding Iraq, materialised into several hotspots of high intensity (Figures 6.1 and 6.2).
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The presence of hotspots in these areas reflects the intensification of terrorist activity that

followed the invasion of Iraq in 2003 (Operation Iraqi Freedom) carried out by the US-led

coalition. As early as 2002, the CIA director George Tenet and the US National Intelligence

Council warned the US and UK government that radicalization and terrorism activity will

increase in Iraq and outside its borders due to the invasion of Iraq. This was later confirmed

by Britain’s Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) shortly after the 2005

London bombings, and also by various reports from Israeli think tanks, as well as Saudi and

French Intelligence (Chomsky, 2006, pp. 18-21).

Similarly, there are hotspots of probability and number of lethal attacks in some regions

in Afghanistan (especially near latitude ≈ 35◦, longitude ≈ 66◦). Indeed, Afghanistan has

been the theatre of numerous terrorist attacks since the US-led invasion in 2001 following

9/11. From 2003 to 2013, 3,539 terrorist attacks occurred mainly in the centre-east of

Afghanistan, including the cities of Kabul, Jalalabad, Khogyani, and Sabari. From 2003

to 2013, 243 events (of which 157 were lethal) occurred in Kabul only. Most of these

attacks were perpetrated by the Taliban. Even after the Taliban’s withdrawal from Kabul

in November 2001, lethal terrorist attacks did not cease in the city and within the country

(Aljazeera, 2009). More particularly, highly lethal suicide bombings intensified from 2006

to 2013 (and further) (GTD, 2014).

Figure 6.1 highlights an interesting pattern, which emerges from 2010 to 2013 in Yemen,

close to the city of Aden (latitude ≈ 13◦, longitude ≈ 45◦). In 2010, a hotspot of probability

and number of lethal attacks is observed in the area of Aden. This corresponds to three

lethal attacks among a total of three terrorist attacks recorded in GTD. Among them, the

notorious bombing attack of Al Qaeda on the US Navy destroyer USS Cole on October 12,

2010, which killed 17 sailors and wounded more than 40, according to Navy Times (2010).

The areas covered by hotspots increased in 2011. Indeed, GTD records 13 lethal attacks

among 21 attacks in 2011 in Aden. All attacks have been perpetrated by Al Qaeda or by

unknown perpetrators (GTD, 2014). The hotspots covering the city of Aden slightly reduces

their size in 2012. Although 35 terrorist attacks occurred in 2012, 11 attacks were lethal,

which exhibits a lower proportion of lethal attacks (31%) compared to 2011 (62%) (GTD,

2014). The hotspots keep reducing their size in 2013 (Figure 6.1).
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Fig. 6.1 The evolution of hotspots of the probability of lethal terrorist attacks
is illustrated for areas that encountered intense terrorism activity from 2002 to
2013, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Iraq, Yemen, and
Afghanistan. Within a 1,440× 720 regular grid, hotspots are identified if the
lower bound of the 95% CI of the posterior probability of lethal attack is lower
or equal to 0.5. The highlighted values lie between 0.5 (bright colour) and 1
(dark colour).
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Fig. 6.2 The evolution of hotspots of the number of expected lethal terrorist
attacks is illustrated for areas that encountered intense terrorism activity from
2002 to 2013, such as, Nigeria, Iraq, Yemen, and Afghanistan. Within a 1,440×
720 regular grid, hotspots are identified if the lower bound of the 95% CI of the
posterior expected number of lethal attack is lower or equal to 5. A log scale is
used and the values lie between log(5)≈ 1.6 (bright colour) and log(9,897)≈
9.2 (dark colour).
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6.1.3 Escalation of Lethal Terrorism

Hotspots can be further distinguished by their potential for escalation, which would require

further attention from a counterterrorism point of view. A hotspot, which occurs during a

limited time period only and then disappears, is a temporary hotspot. In contrast, a grow-

ing hotspot is characterised by a significant and continuous increase in terrorist activity

over time, which corresponds to an escalation process. Inversely, a significant and continu-

ous decrease in terrorist activity over time refers to a de-escalation process (Anselin et al.,

2000; Eck et al., 2005; Zammit-Mangion et al., 2012). The identification of de-escalation

processes is also valuable, since it indicates that terrorist groups have considerably reduced

their activity. Therefore, this information might be used to assess the efficiency of countert-

errorism measures.

Drawing from the definition of hotspot (Section 6.1.1), escalation is measured as change

over time in the point estimate of the posterior mean probability of lethal attacks based on

its values measured at the bounds of its 95% CI in an area within a hotspot.

Definition 6.2. (Escalation of lethality) Let π0.025(asi,t+1) be the lower bound of the 95%

credible intervals (CI) of the posterior mean probability of the attack(s) to be lethal esti-

mated at time t + 1 and π0.975(asi,t) the higher bound of the 95% CI posterior mean prob-

ability of the attack(s) to be lethal at time t in a sub-area asi,t of a hotspot HAs,t , with

asi,t ⊆ As,t ⊆ D , with D the space-time domain, and the observed data y. Escalation Easi,t

occurs from time t to t +1 in sub-area asi,t of hotspot HAs,t if it satisfies:

Easi,t
= π0.025(asi,t+1)− γ π0.975(asi,t)> 0|y, asi,t ⊆ As,t ⊆ D , 0 < γ ≤ 1. (6.2)

Note that γ is added as tolerance threshold that defines the size of the overlap between

the estimation of π(·) at time t and t+12. Symmetrically, de-escalation occurred if Easi,t
< 0.

For example, assume an escalation of lethal terrorism in the city of Bonifacio, which is

located within a hotspot that covers South Corsica, France from 2002 to 2003. Using a

tolerance γ = 0.75, an escalation process occurs if:

π0.025(Bonifacio,2003)−0.75×π0.975(Bonifacio,2002)> 0. (6.3)

2 If one uses γ = 1 (maximum), this signifies that no overlap is permitted, therefore the probability of identi-

fying a “true” escalation process is high, however the probability of not identifying a “true” escalation is high

as well. In order to slightly reduce the trade-off, I use γ = 0.75.
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Furthermore, as for the probability of lethal attacks, I identify hotspots of high number of

lethal attacks by replacing the posterior probability π(·) (Equation 6.1) with the posterior

expected number of lethal events µ(·). Similarly, I suggest using γ = 0.75. The value can

be adapted according to the desired threshold that is required in the study. For the sake

of clarity, the approach used to detect escalation and de-escalation processes is illustrated

in Figure 6.3. It also highlights diffusion processes, which are described in more detail in

Section 6.2.1.

t +1t

π0.025

π0.975

π0.975

π0.025

Escalation
Diffusion

t +1t

π0.025

π0.975

π0.025

π0.975

De-escalation
Dissipation

t +1t

π0.025

π0.975

π0.975

π0.025

No process

Fig. 6.3 Illustration of three possible dynamic processes. Within a 1,440×720
regular grid, the lower (π0.025) and upper (π0.975) bound of the 95% CI (vertical

segments) of the posterior probability distribution is estimated in two successive
time periods t and t + 1. Left: π0.025(t + 1)− π0.975(t) > 0 within a hotspot
(escalation); within its neighbourhood (diffusion). Centre: π0.025(t)−π0.975(t+
1)> 0 within a hotspot (de-escalation); within its neighbourhood (dissipation).
Right: π0.025(t +1)< π0.975(t)< π0.975(t +1) (no process). Here, the tolerance
threshold γ = 1 (Equations 6.2 and 6.4).

For the Bernoulli model, escalation processes (Figure 6.3, left) are identified when there

is a positive difference between the lower bound of the 95% of the posterior probability

distribution at time t + 1 and the higher bound of the 95% CI of the posterior probability

distribution at time t. In contrast, de-escalation processes (Figure 6.3, centre) correspond

to a positive difference between the lower bound of the 95% of the posterior probability

distribution at time t and the higher bound of the 95% CI of the posterior probability at time

t+1. No specific dynamic process is observed if the upper bound of the posterior probability

distribution at time t lies within the 95% CI of the posterior probability distributions at time

t +1 (Figure 6.3, right).
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Fig. 6.4 The escalation (red) and de-escalation (blue) of the lethality of terrorism
within hotspots are illustrated for areas that encountered considerable changes
in terrorism activity from 2002 to 2013, such as: Nigeria, Iraq, Yemen, and
Afghanistan. For example, escalation in year ‘2003’ corresponds to escalation
that occurred between year ‘2002’ and ‘2003’. Escalation is defined according
to Equation 6.2 with γ = 0.75.
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Fig. 6.5 Within a 1,440×720 regular grid, the escalation (red) and de-escalation
(blue) of the number of lethal terrorist attacks within hotspots are illustrated for
areas that encountered considerable changes in terrorism activity from 2002 to
2013, such as Iraq and Afghanistan. For example, escalation in year ‘2003’ cor-
responds to escalation that occurred between year ‘2002’ and ‘2003’. Escalation
is defined according to Equation 6.2 with γ = 0.75.
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the dynamics of escalation and de-escalation processes that

occurred in Africa and in the Middle East from 2003 to 2013 in hotspots of probability of

lethal terrorism, and respectively, in hotspots of the number of lethal terrorist attacks. For

example, the de-escalation processes in the probability of lethal terrorism (Figure 6.4) that

are labelled in year ‘2005’ observed in Northern Algeria (latitude ≈ 36◦, longitude ≈ 3◦),

correspond to escalation processes that started in 2004 and ended in 2005. Note that these

de-escalation processes observed in Northern Algeria continued until 2006. The escalation

(2002-2007) and de-escalation (2008-2009) processes observed in Iraq (Figure 6.4) mirror

the changes in hotspots that occurred in the same period and in the same areas (Figure 6.1).

From 2005 until 2007, an escalation process occurred in several locations in Afghanistan

(latitude ≈ 35◦, longitude ≈ 66◦). From 2008, other areas encountered escalation processes

within various hotspots, which reappeared between 2011 and 2013, consistently with the

dynamics previously observed in the hotspot maps (Figure 6.1).

6.1.4 Assessing the Performance in Detecting Hotspot and Escalation

The performance of the approach suggested to identifying hotspot (Equation 6.1) and es-

calation (Equation 6.2) processes is assessed (❘ code in Appendix D.2). For each hotspot

HAs,t identified in space-time area As,t , with time t ∈ T , T = {2002, . . . ,2013}, the observed

proportion PHAs,t
and number NHAs,t

of lethal attacks are computed. The performance in

detecting hotspots of lethality is provided by the proportion of hotspots that are identified

and exhibit NHAs,t
≥ 0.5, consistently with the threshold υ = 0.5. Analogously, the perfor-

mance in detecting hotspots of the number of lethal attacks is provided by the proportion of

hotspots that are identified and exhibit PHAs,t
≥ 5, consistently with the threshold υ = 5.

First, the performance in detecting hotspots of probability and number of lethal attacks

is assessed (❘ code in Appendix D.3). Out of 166 identified hotspots of probability of lethal

attacks, 127 (77%) show an observed proportion of lethal attacks that is greater or equal to

0.5. Moreover, out of 189 identified hotspots of number of lethal attacks, 123 (65%) exhibit

an observed number of lethal attacks higher or equal to 5. On average, 70% (127+123
166+189 ) of

the hotspots identified by the approach correspond to “true” hotspots. The approach used to

identify hotspots of lethal terrorism can be considered as satisfactory3.

3 Note that the assessment shows that the detection of hotspot is highly sensitive (i.e. it has good ability to

detect “true positive”). However, it does not assess the specificity of the approach (i.e. its aptitude in detecting

“true negative”).
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Secondly, the performance in detecting escalation and de-escalation within hotspots of

probability and number of lethal attacks, respectively is assessed. For each grid-cell asi,t

identified at time t ∈ T , T = {2002, . . . ,2013} within a hotspot HAs,t , a ratio of the observed

proportion P of lethal attacks (RPasi,t
= Pasi,t+1/Pasi,t

), and respectively, the observed num-

ber N of lethal attacks (RNasi,t
= Nasi,t+1/Nasi,t

), is computed using values gathered at two

successive time periods.

Using a 10% threshold, escalation areas with RPasi,t
≥ 1.1 and RNasi,t

≥ 1.1 are considered

as regions that encountered “true” escalation processes in the probability and number of

lethal attacks, respectively. The performance of the identification of escalation processes

is the proportion of areas that exhibit “true” escalation processes and that are identified

by the approach among the total number of areas with escalation processes identified by

the approach. Symmetrically, de-escalation areas with RPasi,t
≤ 0.9 and RNasi,t

≤ 0.9 are

considered as regions that encountered “true” de-escalation processes in the probability and

number of lethal attacks, respectively. Likewise, the performance of the identification of

de-escalation processes is the proportion of areas that exhibit “true” de-escalation processes

and that are identified by the approach among the total number of areas with de-escalation

processes.

Out of 43 identified escalation processes of the probability of lethal attacks, 14 (33%)

exhibited a significant observed escalation process. 19 (48%) among 40 de-escalation pro-

cesses exhibited a significant de-escalation process. Moreover, out of 19 escalation pro-

cesses of the number of lethal attacks identified by the model, 16 (84%) showed a signifi-

cant escalation process. Furthermore, out of 13 de-escalation processes, 7 (54%) exhibited

a significant observed de-escalation process. On average, the approach exhibits a moderate

success in correctly detecting 49% ( 14+19+16+7
43+40+19+13 ) of the escalation/de-escalation processes

of lethal terrorism.

The detection of escalation/de-escalation is challenging since it estimates changes in the

activity of terrorism (lethality or number of lethal attacks) in rather small areas — individual

grid-cells of approximately 0.25◦× 0.25◦ within hotspots —, while hotspots consist of an

aggregation of grid-cells that may represent large areas, such as the persistent hotspots of

lethality covering a large part of Iraq from 2003 to 2008 (Figure 6.1). Since one may reason-

ably expect fewer observations within each grid-cell than within hotspots, the identification

of escalation processes is therefore more arduous than the identification of hotspots (see

above). As a counterterrorism tool, the identification of hotspots appears more reliable than
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the detection of escalation processes at high-spatial resolution, as suggested in this present

study.

6.2 Diffusion Processes

6.2.1 Concept and Definition

Changes in the activity of terrorism occur in time and also in space: terrorism may spread

from hotspots towards neighbourhood regions. This particular type of spread induced by

spatial proximity refers to the concept of contagious diffusion (Section 2.2.3). For the sake

of concision, I will omit the adjective contagious from now on, instead using the word

diffusion in reference of contagious diffusion.

Definition 6.3. (Diffusion of lethality) Let π0.975(HAs,t ) be the upper bound of the 95%

credible intervals (CI) of the posterior mean probability of the attack(s) to be lethal esti-

mated at time t in a hotspot HAs,t , identified at t ∈ T , T = {2002, . . . ,2013} and HAs,t ⊆ D ,

with D the space-time domain. Let π0.025(NAs,t+1) be the lower bound of the 95% credible

intervals (CI) of the posterior mean probability of the attack(s) to be lethal estimated at time

t + 1 in the neighbourhood NAs,t of HAs,t . Diffusion DNAs,t
processes occur from time t to

t +1 in the neighbourhood NAs,t of hotspot HAs,t if it satisfies:

DNAs,t
= π0.025(NAs,t+1)− γ π0.975(NAs,t )> 0, NAs,t ⊆ D , 0 < γ ≤ 1. (6.4)

The concepts of diffusion/dissipation are analogous to escalation/de-escalation, respec-

tively. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, in an escalation/de-escalation process, the variation is ob-

served from time t to time t+1 within a hotspot, while in the diffusion/dissipation process, it

is observed in the neighbourhood of a hotspot. One may apply the concept of diffusion with

regard to the posterior probability or the posterior expected number of lethal terrorist attacks

by using π(·) and µ(·), respectively. Note that similar to escalation processes, a threshold

γ is added to define the tolerance of the identification of diffusion processes. Furthermore,

a decrease in the posterior probability or in the posterior expected number of lethal attacks

that would occur in the neighbourhood of hotspots refers to a dissipation process. More

formally, a dissipation process occurs if DNAs,t
< 0 (Equation 6.4).

For example, consider a hotspot of probability of lethal attacks observed in 2002 in the

city of Baghdad and suppose that its neighbourhood includes the city of Abu Grahib. Using
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the aforementioned definition and a tolerance γ = 0.75, a diffusion process occurs between

2002 and 2003 from Baghdad to Abu Grahib if:

π0.025(Abu Grahib,2003)−0.75×π0.975(Abu Grahib,2002)> 0. (6.5)

In this work, a distance-based approach is used to define neighbourhood as 1◦-width (ap-

proximately 111 km at the equator) buffer areas surrounding each hotspot identified across

the world from 2002 to 2013 (❘ code in Appendix D.1)4. Furthermore, the posterior mean

probability of the attacks to be lethal — using the upper bound, and respectively, the lower

bound of the 95% CI of the posterior probability of lethal attacks — is averaged within the

hotspots and within its corresponding neighbouring areas for each year. The same procedure

is carried out with regard to the posterior expected number of lethal attacks.

6.2.2 Spatial Dynamics of Diffusion

Some areas e.g. in Afghanistan or Pakistan appear particularly susceptible to diffusion

processes at specific time periods. Furthermore, processes of diffusion and dissipation of

the probability of lethal attacks may occur alternately, as exemplified in Afghanistan (Fig-

ure 6.6): diffusion: 2004 and 2007; dissipation: 2005, 2006 and 2008. This alternating pat-

tern suggests an intense struggle between roughly equal antagonistic forces: (i) highly lethal

terrorist groups (mainly Taliban); (ii) counterterrorism forces (led by the US-coalition),

where the latter appears to reduce the lethality of the former force only on a temporary

basis.

Furthermore, a relatively high number of areas in the neighbourhood of hotspots of

probability or number of lethal attacks do not exhibit a diffusion or a dissipation process

(grey areas in Figures 6.6 and 6.7). This suggests that some hotspots do not spread further,

which means that terrorism has been contained in a restricted area. This could be explained

by several factors: efficient counterterrorism measures undertaken to limit potential spread

and/or the desire of the terrorist group(s) involved to focus their attacks within particular

areas and/or the incapacity of the terrorist group(s) involved to spread farther due to a lack

of material or human resources. Note that in addition to diffusion processes, other mecha-

nisms of spread may occur beyond the close neighbourhood. As discussed in Section 2.2.3,

4 Recall that the definition of neighbourhood is subject to debate and could be constructed in various ways,

according to its interpretation (see three examples of non distance-based neighbourhood in lattice data: Fig-

ures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6).
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relocation processes cannot be ruled out, but they are not considered in this study, since

their identification remains challenging.
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Fig. 6.6 Within a 1,440×720 regular grid, diffusion (red) and dissipation (blue)
of the lethality of terrorism in the neighbourhood (1◦ buffer areas) of hotspots
of the probability of lethal attacks is illustrated in countries intensely targeted
by terrorism from 2002 to 2013. For example, diffusion in year ‘2003’ corre-
sponds to diffusion that occurred between year ‘2002’ and ‘2003’. Diffusion is
defined according to Equation 6.4 with γ = 0.75. The absence of a diffusion or
dissipation process is labelled “not significant” (grey).
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Fig. 6.7 Within a 1,440×720 regular grid, diffusion (red) and dissipation (blue)
of the number of lethal terrorist events in the neighbourhood (1◦ buffer areas)
of hotspots of the number of lethal attacks is illustrated in countries intensely
targeted by terrorism from 2002 to 2013. For example, diffusion in year ‘2003’
corresponds to diffusion that occurred between year ‘2002’ and ‘2003’. Dif-
fusion is defined according to Equation 6.4 with γ = 0.75. The absence of a
diffusion or dissipation process is labelled “not significant” (grey).
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6.2.3 Assessing the Performance in Detecting Diffusion

The performance of the approach used in identifying diffusion and dissipation in the prob-

ability and number of lethal attacks is assessed (❘ code in Appendix D.4). For each neigh-

bourhood NAs,t of hotspots HAs,t and at time t ∈ T , with T = {2002, . . . ,2013}, the observed

proportion PNAs,t
and number NNAs,t

of lethal attacks are computed. Hence, a ratio of the ob-

served proportion of lethal attacks (RPNAs,t
= PNAs,t+1

/PNAs,t
), and respectively, the observed

number of lethal attacks (RNNAs,t
= NNAs,t+1

/NNAs,t
), is computed for each successive time

period within T .

Using a 10% threshold, neighbourhood areas with RPNAs,t
≥ 1.1 and RNNAs,t

≥ 1.1 are

considered as regions that encountered “true” diffusion processes in the probability and

number of lethal attacks, respectively. The performance of the identification of diffusion

processes is the proportion of areas that exhibit “true” diffusion processes and that are iden-

tified by the approach among the total number of neighbourhood areas with diffusion pro-

cesses. Symmetrically, neighbourhood areas with RPNAs,t
≤ 0.9 and RNNAs,t

≤ 0.9 are con-

sidered as regions that encountered “true” dissipation process in the probability and number

of lethal attacks, respectively. Likewise, the performance of the identification of dissipation

processes is the proportion of areas that exhibit “true” dissipation processes and that are

identified by the approach among the total number of neighbourhood areas with dissipation

processes.

Furthermore, the performance in detecting diffusion and dissipation processes in the

lethality of terrorism and the number of lethal attacks is assessed. Out of 19 identified

diffusion processes, 9 (47%) show an observed diffusion of the probability of lethal attacks.

Out of 35 detected dissipation processes, 14 (40%) contain an observed dissipation of the

probability of lethal attacks. Out of 84 detected diffusion processes, 39 (46%) exhibit an

observed diffusion of the number of lethal attacks. Moreover, out of 48 identified dissipation

processes, 7 (15%) show an observed dissipation of the number of lethal attacks.

On average, 37% ( 9+14+39+7
19+35+84+48 ) of the diffusion and dissipation processes have been

correctly detected by the models. This relative low rate is partially due to the fact that this

study considers the average value of diffusion and dissipation within the whole neighbour-

hood regions, which could represent large areas when hotspots cover vast territories (e.g.

diffusion areas in Iraq from 2004 to 2007 in Figure 6.6). Consequently, some “true” diffu-

sion processes might not be detected if an increase in the probability of lethal attacks in one
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or more regions in the neighbourhood were compensated by a decrease in the probability of

lethal attacks in one or more other areas in the neighbourhood.

6.3 Theory Assessment

6.3.1 Hotspot Theories: An Empirical Assessment

Recall from Section 1.1 that one main objective of this thesis is to assess theoretical work

that aims to explain the causes and the patterns of hotspots of lethal terrorism. More specif-

ically, this section will assess theories described in Section 2.2.2, which include: the re-

peat victimization theory, flag theory, social disorganisation theory, boost theory, terrorism

geography theory and crime generator theory. Since the predictions of theories may be

observed from different spatial scales, I distinguish two approaches:

1. global: evidence that brings support or not to the assessed theory is based on a com-

parison between values obtained locally and values obtained from the entire domain

(e.g. average luminosity in hotspots versus average luminosity in all locations of ter-

rorist events in the world);

2. local: evidence that brings support or not to the assessed theory is based on a compar-

ison between values obtained locally exclusively (e.g. average luminosity in hotspots

versus average luminosity in the close neighbourhood of hotspots).

In other words, the global approach answers questions in absolute terms, while the local ap-

proach answers questions in relative terms. Whenever applicable I will assess theories from

both points of view. Otherwise, I will use either the global or the local approach, depending

on the suitability of each approach to assess a given theory. Drawing from Section 2.2.2,

I briefly recall the main concept of each theory and describe the results of the assessment.

Particular care is required in order to assess theories within the framework suggested by this

research work.

First, the repeat victimization, crime generator, terrorism geography, and flag theories

jointly posit that the characteristics of the location matter; the spatial location itself may

drive the type and the risk of crime, including terrorism (Brantingham and Brantingham,

1995; Eck et al., 2005). Moreover, previous criminal activity increases the risk of crime in

a given location, as predicted by the boost theory. The results of the analysis carried out in
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Section 4.3 brought support to these theories. Terrorism does indeed not occur haphazardly

in space; rather it tends to form clusters in specific locations. More specifically, I showed

through a point pattern analysis (Section 4.3.4) that hotspots of terrorism are mainly gener-

ated locally, meaning that terrorist events tend to be spatially aggregated within very close

distances, bringing further support to the aforementioned theories.

Secondly, lethal terrorism directly affects human lives and a better knowledge of its

spatial dynamics is of major interest. It would be instructive to identify the main under-

lying driving factors that increase the risk of encountering hotspots of lethal terrorism in

specific locations. Drawing from crime studies, the social disorganisation theory posits that

more disorder and crime is more likely in locations with high residential instability, low

socio-economic conditions and higher ethnic diversity (Shaw and McKay, 1942) (as cited

in Steenbeek and Hipp, 2011). Analogous findings in terrorism suggest that social, eco-

nomic, and demographic characteristics of the location directly influence its propensity to

encounter terrorism (Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch et al., 2007).

The results from Chapter 5 bring only weak support to the predictions of social disor-

ganisation theory with regard to ethnicity. From a global point of view, it appears that eth-

nically heterogeneous locations are more prone to encounter a higher proportion of lethal

rather than non-lethal attacks. However, the number of lethal attacks does not appear to be

influenced by ethnic diversity. The proportion of lethal attacks is more likely to be higher

while their number is more likely to be smaller in less economically developed areas. Nev-

ertheless, state instability appears a more robust factor to predict hotspots of lethal terrorism.

Hotspots of lethal terrorism are more frequent in locations within failed states (more detail

in Section 6.3.2).

Furthermore, I investigate the role of economic development with regard to the occur-

rence of hotspots of lethality of terrorism and hotspots of the number of lethal attacks. As

discussed in Section 5.1.2, I used satellite night lights (luminosity) (NOAA, 2014) to es-

timating economic development at local level. Satellite night lights have been used as a

proxy for per capita GDP estimation for example (Elvidge et al., 2007; Henderson et al.,

2009; Sutton and Costanza, 2002). Hence, I compare: (i) the average values of luminosity

taken at the location of GTD events that occurred in the world between 2002 and 2013 with

those in hotspots and their neighbourhood (global assessment), and (ii) the average values

of luminosity in hotspots with those in their neighbourhood (local assessment).
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From a global point of view, there is strong evidence that both hotspots of probability of

lethal attacks (Bernoulli model) and number of lethal attacks (Poisson model) occur mainly

in more economically developed areas compared to other regions where terrorist events

occurred (2002-2013) (Student’s t-test: p< 0.0005) (❘ code in Appendix D.6). These results

contradict the social disorganisation theory, which predicts more hotspots of terrorism in less

economically developed areas. Rather, it brings support to Piazza (2006), who claims that

more economically developed societies are expected to be more targeted by terrorist attacks

since they provide more attractive targets.

At a local level, the results are more contrasted. There is no evidence that the average

level of economic development differs between hotspots of probability of lethal attacks and

their neighbourhood (Mann-Whitney’s test: p > 0.1). However, the average level of eco-

nomic development tends to be higher in hotspots of the number of lethal attacks and their

neighbourhood (Mann-Whitney’s test: p < 0.007). Figure 6.11 displays the distribution of

the luminosity (proxy for per capita GDP) values averaged in hotspots (with and without dif-

fusion areas), diffusion areas, and in locations of terrorist events that occurred in the world

from 2002 to 2013 for the Bernoulli (left) and the Poisson (right) model.

6.3.2 Assessing Failed State Theory

The diffusion processes observed in terrorism have been under scrutiny from empirical and

theoretical work since the 1980s. Mainstream theories include in particular failed state and

hierarchical theories. Mainly derived from empirical studies, scholars have attempted to ex-

amine the role of economic development in the diffusion of terrorism as well (Section 2.2.3).

However, the literature failed to assess these theories at sub-national level (Section 2.3). As

a remedy, this Section suggests an approach to assess these theories on a local-scale and

discusses its results within the context of the literature.

Failed state theory is assessed based on the analysis of the values of the Fragile States

Index (FSI) (The Fund for Peace, 2015) obtained in the origin (hotspot) and in the area

of diffusion. The FSI provides an annual estimation of the degree of which countries are

considered as “failed” based on twelve social, economic and political indicators5. A global

assessment compares the FSI values within hotspot and area of diffusion with worldwide

average values. Furthermore, a local assessment of failed state theory compares the FSI

5 For further details on FSI, see http://fsi.fundforpeace.org/indicators/.

http://fsi.fundforpeace.org/indicators/
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values within hotspot and their neighbourhood (that may or may not encounter diffusion

processes).

Recall that failed state theory (also-called state collapse theory (Zartman, 1995, pp. 1-

13)) predicts that terrorism spreads from weak countries to neighbouring countries essen-

tially because of the incapacity of weak states to control bordering areas. Moreover, the

spread is expected to be mainly located in failed states as well, since they should be less

capable of preventing terrorism entering their territories (Gros, 1996; Helman and Ratner,

1992). In order to assess the validity of these claims, two questions are addressed from both

local and global points of view: (i) are hotspots more likely in failed states?; (ii) does the

spread tend to direct mainly towards locations within failed states?

As a first step, I investigate the relationship between failed states and the diffusion in

the probability of lethal attacks. I keep areas of diffusion and dissipation processes which

have been identified (Equation 6.4) and confirmed by observed data from 2005 to 2013

(❘ code in Appendix D.5). Terrorism data starts from 2002, however data on failed state

starts only from 2005 (The Fund for Peace, 2015), so the investigated time period is reduced

accordingly. Out of 146 hotspots of lethality that have been identified from 2005 to 2013, 46

(32%) are surrounded by areas that exhibit an observed diffusion, as defined in Section 6.2.3.

Next, the FSI is reported for each hotspot (based on the location of its centroid) and for

its neighbourhood areas (based on an average within the area) (Table in Appendix D.1).

Figure 6.8 shows the evolution of diffusion (red) and dissipation (blue) processes in the

neighbourhood of hotspots (yellow), and the FSI, from 2005 to 2013.

As a second step, I identify a total of 175 hotspots of the number of lethal attacks that

occurred during the study period. Among them, 114 (65%) are surrounded by areas that

exhibit an observed diffusion or dissipation process, as defined in Section 6.2.3. Next,

similar to the first step, the FSI is reported for each hotspot and for its neighbourhood areas

(Table in Appendix D.2). Figure 6.9 shows the evolution of diffusion (red) and dissipation

(blue) processes in the neighbourhood of hotspots (yellow), and the FSI, from 2005 to 2013.
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Fig. 6.8 Within a 1,440× 720 regular grid, the observed diffusion (red) and dissipation (blue) processes that occurred
across the world from 2005 to 2013 in the neighbourhood of hotspots (yellow) of probability of lethal attacks are high-
lighted. In addition, the Fragile States Index (FSI) is provided. High values of the FSI (bright grey) indicate states with
high vulnerability to collapse or in the process of collapsing. Countries with missing FSI value are blank.
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Fig. 6.9 Within a 1,440× 720 regular grid, the observed diffusion (red) and dissipation (blue) processes that occurred
across the world from 2005 to 2013 in the neighbourhood of hotspots (yellow) of the number of lethal attacks are high-
lighted. In addition, the Fragile States Index (FSI) is provided. High values of the FSI (bright grey) indicate states with
high vulnerability to collapse or in the process of collapsing. Countries with missing FSI value are blank.
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From a global point of view, the aforementioned questions (i) and (ii) are therefore

positively answered; it appears that hotspots are more likely to appear in failed states and the

spread tends to direct mainly towards locations within failed states. Note that I did not find

evidence that failed state theory applies from a local point of view. Rather, diffusion tends

to flow towards locations with lower FSI compared to the origins of the spread (hotspots)

in the Poisson model (Mann-Whitney’s test: p < 0.001). In the Bernoulli model, there

is no evidence that the FSI is different between the origins and their areas of diffusion

(Mann-Whitney’s test: p > 0.1). Nevertheless, since hotspots and the diffusion areas of

both the probability and number of lethal attacks occur within countries with very high FSI

compared to the world’s average FSI (Mann-Whitney’s test: p < 0.001, Figure 6.10, and ❘

code in Appendix D.5), the claims of failed state theory hold from a global perspective.

6.3.3 Assessing Hierarchical Theory

As famously known as Galton’s problem (Section 2.2.3), the pertinent question arises as to

whether the perceived spread is generated by spatial proximity only, from hotspot towards

its neighbourhood, or rather, the spread is indirectly triggered by independent precipitating

events, such as imitation processes for example. Recall that the hierarchical diffusion theory

(Midlarsky et al., 1980) posits that “high status” states imitate terrorism that occurs in “low

status” countries (Section 2.2.3).

A spread towards a country with a higher status than the country at the origin of the

spread finds might be explained by terrorism geography theory (Nunn, 2007; Piegorsch

et al., 2007). Similar to crime (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1995), terrorists aim at tar-

geting symbolic and vulnerable targets (Savitch and Ardashev, 2001). Since attractive tar-

gets are usually well protected within more economically developed states, terrorist groups

may use “safe havens” located within failed states to launch their attacks towards their prime

targets located in economically developed neighbouring areas, which would be more diffi-

cult to carry out from within more economically developed areas. Hence, should we there-

fore expect to observe a tendency of terrorism to spread from locations within low status

states towards locations within high status states?

In order to assess the plausibility of the theories, I used FSI as proxy for estimating the

status of countries. The higher the status, the lower the FSI. The results from the previous

Section suggest that hotspots and diffusion processes are mainly located in locations within

low status countries (high FSI) compared to the world’s average, which invalidate the hierar-
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Fig. 6.10 The box plots illustrate the values of the Fragile States Index (FSI)
in hotspot and diffusion areas. For each model (left: probability of lethal
attacks (Bernoulli) and right: number of lethal attacks (Poisson)), three box
plots show the 25th (Q1) and 75th percentiles (Q3) (bottom and top of the
box, respectively), the median (thick line segment between Q1 and Q3), up-

per whisker (argmin(max(FSI),Q3 + 1.5 × (Q3 − Q1))) and lower whisker

(argmax(min(FSI),Q1 − 1.5 × (Q3 − Q1))) of the FSI for: diffusion areas,
hotspots with diffusion in their neighbourhood, and hotspots without diffusion
in their neighbourhood. The world average FSI is represented by a dashed line.

chical diffusion and terrorism geography theories from a global point of view. From a local

point of view however, it appears that diffusion processes related to the number of lethal

attacks (Poisson model) tend to spread from locations with low status (high FSI) towards

locations with higher status (lower FSI) (Mann-Whitney’s test: p < 0.001). This latter re-

sult might be explained by non-contagious factors, as suggested by the hierarchical theory

and terrorism geography, which appear valid with regard to the number of lethal attacks and

from a local point of view exclusively. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.10.

The role of economic development in the occurrence and the spread of terrorism has

eluded scholars. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, national-level studies showed that the re-

lationship between per capita GDP and terrorism is not significant (Abadie, 2006; Drakos

and Gofas, 2006a; Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011; Krueger and Laitin, 2008; Krueger and

Maleckova, 2003; Piazza, 2006), or the relationship is at best not linear (Enders and Hoover,

2012).

In order to assess if the spread of terrorism is driven by economic development, two

questions arise: (i) does terrorism tend to spread from hotspots towards less economically

developed regions compared to the origin of the spread (local assessment)?; (ii) does ter-
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rorism tend to spread from hotspots towards less economically developed regions compared

to other locations of terrorism in the world (global assessment)? In order to answer them,

I compare the average values of luminosity within each hotspot with: (i) the values within

diffusion areas of the probability and number of lethal attacks; (ii) with the values within

other locations across the world that encountered terrorism during the study period.

Fig. 6.11 The box plots illustrate the values of (standardised) luminosity in
hotspot and diffusion areas. For each model (left: probability of lethal attacks
(Bernoulli) and right: number of lethal attacks (Poisson)), three box plots show
the 25th (Q1) and 75th percentiles (Q3) (bottom and top of the box, respectively),
the median (thick line segment between Q1 and Q3), (argmin(max(lum),Q3+
1.5 × (Q3 − Q1))) and lower whisker (argmax(min(lum),Q1 − 1.5 × (Q3 −
Q1))) of the luminosity (lum) for: diffusion areas, hotspots with diffusion in
their neighbourhood, and hotspots without diffusion in their neighbourhood.
The world average (standardised) luminosity taken at the locations of the ter-
rorist events (Bernoulli (left): n = 35,917; Poisson (right): n = 6,386) is repre-
sented by a dashed line. Circles indicate outliers.

From a global point of view, hotspots and diffusion processes of lethal terrorism are

mainly present within more economically developed regions compared to other locations in

the world where terrorism occurred (Student’s t-test: p< 0.0001) (❘ code in Appendix D.6).

From a local point of view, there is no evidence that lethal terrorism (both the lethality and

the number of lethal attacks) spreads towards regions with higher or lower level of economic

development compared to the origin of the spread (hotspot) (Mann-Whitney’s test: p >

0.1). These contrasting results between the local and global points of view (illustrated in

Figure 6.11) highlight the crucial role of the scale on which theories are assessed.
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6.4 Conclusion

This Chapter has provided a rigorous framework used to analyse space-time processes of

lethal terrorism. It has suggested definitions of hotspot, escalation, de-escalation, diffusion,

and dissipation processes based on the posterior distribution resulting from a Bayesian anal-

ysis. Hotspots, escalation, and diffusion processes have been detected mainly in locations in

Iraq, Yemen, Afghanistan during the study period, from 2002 to 2013. It appears that spa-

tial proximity (contagious diffusion) facilitates diffusion at sub-national level, as observed

at national-level by previous research works (Forsberg, 2014; Gao et al., 2013; Heyman and

Mickolus, 1980; LaFree et al., 2009; Midlarsky et al., 1980; Neumayer and Plümper, 2010).

Furthermore, alternative theories that explain non-contagious diffusion processes have

been examined. I showed that from a global point of view, hotspots, escalation, and diffu-

sion processes occur mainly in failed states, which brings support to the failed state theory,

complementary to the empirical findings from Piazza (2008) carried out at national level.

Contrasting with country-level studies that did not find direct links between economic devel-

opment (based on per-capita GDP data from the World Bank (2015)) and terrorism (Abadie,

2006; Blomberg et al., 2004; Drakos and Gofas, 2006b; Gassebner and Luechinger, 2011;

Krueger and Maleckova, 2003; Piazza, 2006), I showed that globally, areas with a higher

level of economic development tend to be more affected by hotspots and diffusion pro-

cesses, which does not fit with the social disorganisation theory with regard to the role of

socio-economic conditions but provides support to Piazza (2006), who predicts a higher

intensity of terrorism in more economically developed societies.

Most importantly, this work pointed out the importance of the scale on which theories

are assessed. In general, most claims derived from the failed state and social disorganisation

theories that are valid from a global point of view do not hold locally. The hierarchical the-

ory and the terrorism geography theory may explain the processes related to the number of

lethal attacks from a local point of view. However, the diffusion processes of the probability

of lethal attacks failed to be explained by the investigated theories at a local level.

Despite the efforts to built a rigorous framework to assess theories on a local scale, this

suggested approach is subject to important shortcomings, which need to be addressed since

they might restrict the generalisability of the results. First, the framework is based on the

results of the modelling processes described in Chapter 5. As mentioned in Section 5.4, the

models are limited by several factors, including: resolution in space (city-level) and time

(yearly aggregation), narrow view on the concept of terrorism (based on GTD), omission
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of relevant drivers of terrorism, assumption on spatial stationarity, non-separability of the

space-time model, and subjectivity in the choice of prior and in detection’s threshold to

name but some.

It is worth remembering that the detection of hotspot and diffusion processes is in-

eluctably dependent on the scale on which the phenomenon is observed. Furthermore,

subjectivity cannot be excluded in the threshold values used to measure the performance

of the detection of hotspot and diffusion processes. They need to be carefully chosen ac-

cording to the tolerance level required that might differ from one study to another. Also,

the results form a comparison of values (e.g. luminosity or FSI) between two neighbouring

areas are not necessarily consistent with those from a comparison between e.g. hotspots and

world’s average. For example, I showed that diffusion of lethal terrorism occurs mainly in

less economically developed and low status areas compared to other regions in the world.

However, I also showed that from a local point of view, diffusion flows from hotspots to-

wards more economically developed neighbouring areas and locations within countries with

higher status.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

This thesis has presented applied research work which combines a computationally efficient

spatial modelling approach that expresses a Gaussian Random Markov Field (GMRF) as the

solution to a Stochastic Partial Differentiation Equation (SPDE) (Lindgren et al., 2011; Rue

et al., 2009), analysing the spatial dynamics of non-state lethal terrorism that occurred in the

world from 2002 to 2013. This analysis has exclusively focused on terrorism perpetrated

by non-state actors (non-state terrorism) — for the sake of conciseness the term “non-state”

has been omitted throughout this work — since it has used the Global Terrorism Database

(GTD) (GTD, 2014), which excludes terrorist events perpetrated by state actors (state ter-

rorism). Furthermore, this study has used various complementary data sources that provided

socio-economic and geographic covariates at high spatial resolution (Amante and Eakins,

2009; CIESIN, 2005; Marshall et al., 2014; Nelson, 2008; NOAA, 2014; Weidmann et al.,

2010).

Both the underlying processes behind the probability and number of lethal terrorist at-

tacks have been considered in continuous space and represented by a Gaussian Field (GF)

discretised into a GMRF. The combination of the SPDE approach with the Integrated Nested

Laplace Approximation (INLA) has successfully modelled the fine-scale processes of lethal-

ity of terrorism and the number of lethal attacks in both space and time. Hence, local

hotspot, escalation, and diffusion processes have been identified and analysed. Further-

more, theories that explain these processes have been assessed on a local-scale within a

wide spatial (world) and temporal (2002-2013) framework.
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The suggested methodology includes seven main elements, which can be summarised

as follows in a chronological order or appearance in the thesis:

1. Data selection: selection of terrorism database and covariates that cover the space-

time domain (space: world; time: years 2002-2013) at high spatial resolution;

2. Terrorist events selection: selection of temporally and spatially accurate terrorist

events perpetrated by non-state actors;

3. Discretisation: representation of the infinite dimensional SPDE into a discretised field

(GMRF) with piecewise linear basis functions over a triangular mesh that covers the

domain;

4. Model selection: selection of the most parsimonious Bernoulli (probability of lethal

attack) and Poisson (number of lethal events) space-time models;

5. Bayesian inference: estimation of the posterior distribution of the parameters of the

Bernoulli and Poisson space-time models;

6. Detection of spatial dynamics: identification and analysis of hotspots and diffusion

processes of lethal terrorism;

7. Theory assessment: assessment of theories of hotspot and diffusion on a local scale

from both global and local perspectives.

The objectives set out in Section 1.1 have been achieved. This present work has sug-

gested that both the lethality of terrorism and the number of lethal terrorist attacks are spa-

tially and temporally autocorrelated. In other terms, lethal terrorism does not appear lo-

cally at random (complete spatial randomness); rather it tends to form clusters, also called

hotspots, which can further expand through diffusion processes. The occurrence of lethal

terrorism has been (partially) explained by economic, geographic, and demographic factors.

Furthermore, the Bayesian approach used in this study has accurately quantified the un-

certainty of the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism, which represents key information that

could be used by policy-makers to prevent and combat terrorism. The rigorous framework

implemented in this work allows the assessment of theories on a local scale, which repre-

sents a considerable improvement with regard to country-level assessment, which cannot

capture local-scale processes of terrorism.
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7.2 Summary

Chapter 2 has introduced key concerns related to the study of terrorism, including the epis-

temology, causality and rationality of terrorism, which are still debated within the field of

terrorism studies. This chapter has stressed the important impact of these debates on the

entire modelling process, as well as the interpretation and generalisability of the results of

this present study. Furthermore, it has clarified important concepts specific to space-time

processes, such as spatial autocorrelation, hotspot and diffusion through a selective review

of the literature in terrorism and related areas of research, including crime and conflict. It

has identified the literature gap and described the aim of this present study.

Chapter 3 gradually introduced the reader to the concepts of statistical modelling through

a brief exploration of techniques starting from the most simple temporal models to more so-

phisticated spatio-temporal model recently used in the literature. The review has highlighted

the limits of each approach used so far and has argued in favour of the application of recent

advances in spatial statistics and inferential techniques. Furthermore, it has described the

main approaches (point process, geostatistics, and lattice) used to represent spatial data.

Hence, it has pointed out the suitability of combining the SPDE approach with accurate and

fast inference techniques (INLA) in modelling lethal terrorism through the probability and

the number of lethal attacks.

Chapter 4 described the results of an exploratory analysis of data on terrorism based on

the main current databases that provide geolocalised data on terrorism worldwide. The char-

acteristics of the data from each provider have been compared and their issues have been

highlighted. The analysis of the temporal trends has indicated discrepancies among the

database providers, despite the reinforcement effects commonly observed in all databases.

Furthermore, the presence of spatial correlation has been identified and analysed globally

through Moran’s I, and locally, through Getis-Ord G∗
si

. Furthermore, second-order proper-

ties of spatial point patterns of terrorism have been explored through the pair correlation

function (pcf ), which has suggested a strong clustering activity on a local scale.

Chapter 5 provided justification for the choice of using GTD as database on terrorist

events perpetrated by non-state actors and based on specific criteria, stating the theoretical

ground of including specific covariates in the statistical models. The construction of the

mesh has been described along with the specification of the Bernoulli and Poisson models,

which have been used to model the probability of the lethality of terrorist attacks and the

number of lethal attacks, respectively. The results, which apply to non-state terrorism ex-
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clusively, have confirmed the contagious nature of lethal terrorism in both space and time.

Moreover, they have indicated that the number of lethal attacks tends to be higher in more

economically developed areas, close to large cities, and within democratic countries. In

contrast, attacks appear more likely to be lethal far away from large cities, at higher alti-

tudes, in less economically developed areas, and in locations with higher ethnic diversity. A

sensitivity analysis has indicated that most results are robust to changes in prior and in mesh

size.

Chapter 6 focused on the detection of hotspot and diffusion processes. Drawing from the

results obtained in Chapter 5, hotspot, escalation and diffusion processes have been defined

and their dynamics analysed. The performance in the detection of these processes has been

better with regard to hotspots compared to escalation and diffusion processes. Escalation

processes have been relatively difficult to measure since they occur in small areas within

hotspots and might therefore encounter too few observations to be properly estimated. An-

other issue has been raised in the identification of “true” diffusion processes, whose values

are averaged within wide areas when surrounding large hotspots, which could therefore

obscure diffusion and dissipation processes compensating their antagonistic effects when

averaged within the neighbourhood of hotspots.

Furthermore, the results from Chapter 6 have indicated that diffusion processes tend to

occur mainly in failed states and in more economically developed areas in comparison to

world’s averages. From a global point of view, these findings have brought support to the

failed state theory but contradicted the social disorganisation theory (in its socio-economic

part) in particular. From a local point of view, the claims of the failed state theory with

regard to the diffusion of the number of lethal attacks do not hold. The number of lethal

attacks appears to spread towards neighbouring areas that are located within stronger states

in comparison with the characteristics observed at the origin of the spread. Thus, the hier-

archical theory provides suitable explanations of the diffusion of number of lethal terrorist

attacks at a local level.

7.3 Shortcomings and Potential Improvements

As acknowledged in Sections 5.4 and 6.4, this work is subject to important shortcomings.

The main fundamental issue that concerns all empirical studies of terrorism remains the

absence of any consensual definition(s) of the concept of terrorism (Beck and Miner, 2013;
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Jackson, 2016). This is certainly the main barrier to a wide generalisability of the results of

this present work. Therefore, it is worth remembering that this work is based on a relatively

narrow view of terrorism, where subjectivity in its interpretation cannot be excluded, and is

therefore rightly open to criticism. The choice of GTD as the terrorism database is a major

step to mitigate this issue.

The results of the model used to capture the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism have

relied on the assumption of using exhaustive and accurate data on terrorism and covariates.

Keep in mind that this assumption does not reflect the relatively poor quality of currently

available geolocalised data on worldwide terrorism. It is worth reiterating that the findings

of this study cannot be generalised to state terrorism, which has been excluded from the

analysis. Along with the potential inaccuracies present in the data, one cannot exclude the

omission of relevant drivers that occur e.g. at the individual and group level, such as psycho-

logical processes (Crenshaw, 1983, p. 29; Wilkinson, 1990, p. 151; Brynjar and Skjølberg,

2000; Richardson, 2006, pp. 92-93) and the reciprocal interactions between counterterror-

ism and terrorism, for example (English, 2010; Hoffman, 2002).

As mentioned in Sections 5.4 and 6.4, this study might benefit from further improve-

ments. One might reasonably assume that spatial correlation related to mass-casualty at-

tacks extends into a larger spatial range, via a broader diffusion through media for exam-

ple. Consequently, the (second-order) stationarity assumptions might be relaxed by using

non-stationary covariance functions, such as the Sampson-Guttorp method, parametric non-

stationary covariance function, convolution method, mixture of different metric models, or

non-stationary adaptive spectrum (Yip, 2010). However, the covariance function might lose

its crucial property of positive definiteness in its non-stationary version, which additionally,

may result in higher computational costs required to mitigate the issues (Bolin, 2012, p. 7).

The applicability of non-stationary models in the analysis of terrorism opens questions left

for future investigation.

Moreover, finer temporal scales (quarter, month, week, or day) might be used along with

more complex non-separable models. Furthermore, the incorporation of additional covari-

ates that might be available in the future would allow the assessment of complementary

theories that explain diffusion processes through non-contagious factors, e.g. modern mass

media (Wilkinson, 1979, p. 103; Mazur, 1982; Crenshaw, 1991; Martin, 1990, pp. 161-162;

Weimann, 2008; Nacos, 2010), financial support (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980), transna-

tional collaboration (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980; Crenshaw, 1983, p. 17; Brynjar and
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Skjølberg, 2000), freedom of movement and transportation (Heyman and Mickolus, 1980;

Wilkinson, 1979, p. 189), and the dynamics of the terrorist group (e.g. tactical change)

(LaFree et al., 2012; Raghavan et al., 2013).

Subjectivity remains in the choice of prior used in the Bayesian hierarchical framework,

which might have affected the results of the Bernoulli (Equation 5.1c) and Poisson (Equa-

tion 5.2c) models. Moreover, the thresholds used in the detection of hotspots, escalation,

and diffusion processes are not exempt from subjectivity. In order to mitigate any potential

negative effects on the results, efforts have been undertaken to choose reasonable values in

line with the purpose of the study and consistent with the scale in which the phenomenon is

studied. Further studies are required to investigate the effects of variation in the threshold

values on the performance of the detection of the processes under investigation.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the suggested approach drawing from the

Bernoulli and Poisson models to detecting hotspot (Equation 6.1), escalation (Equation 6.2),

and diffusion (Equation 6.4) processes represents only one among many other possible ap-

proaches. More particularly, the approach could be improved by e.g. taking into account

complex space-time dependencies present in the data, while relaxing theoretical assump-

tions through the combination of non-parametric and parametric approaches, as suggested

in Cameletti et al. (2013a). Future studies might be carried out in order to compare the

performance of several methods used in the identification of spatio-dynamic processes of

terrorism.

7.4 Policy Implications and Conclusion

Despite its aforementioned shortcomings, this study has proposed a rigorous framework

to investigating the spatial dynamics of lethal terrorism across the world. It has provided

a measure of uncertainty in the predictions, which is crucial for policy-makers to make

informed decisions (Zammit-Mangion et al., 2013, p. 64) or to evaluate the impact of coun-

terterrorism policies (Perl, 2007). From a counterterrorism point of view, the risk that a

given location will encounter a lethal attack based on the posterior mean probability of

lethal attacks of, say 80%, within a [10% - 90%] credible interval (CI) cannot be equally

considered if the posterior mean probability of lethal attacks is also 80% but within a [75%

- 90%] CI. Despite having the same point estimate in the mean of the risk, more vigilance is

required in the case of the latter prediction, which shows less uncertainty in its prediction.
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This valuable information on uncertainty is all the more important when resources are lim-

ited and need to be allocated in areas that are the most likely to be at high risk (Porter and

White, 2012).

Despite the potential consequences of terrorism far beyond the location of the attacks,

terrorism still occurs at very specific locations. As shown in this work, the probability and

the number of lethal attacks are not uniformly distributed within countries; rather terrorism

aggregates into sub-national clusters. Moreover, some locations are more prone to escala-

tion (i.e. intensification of terrorism within hotspots) or diffusion processes, which might

increase the level of terrorist activity in the neighbourhood of hotspots. Ignoring these prop-

erties of terrorism might lead to ill-advised policy recommendations.

While important counterterrorism efforts have been undertaken, most strategies em-

ployed to prevent and combat terrorism have not been accurately assessed (Lum et al.,

2009). Ineluctably, country-level assessments neither allow capturing the risk of lethal ter-

rorism — which is inherently localised and tends to considerably vary within each country

—, nor the efficiency of counterterrorism measures. As a result, country-level analyses are

irrelevant for most counterterrorism implementations that require valuable information on

a local-scale in order to implement efficient preventive measures, e.g. surveillance using

closed circuit television (CCTV) — whose efficiency and real impact on crime reduction

has been under controversy in Europe and in the US (Galdon Clavell et al., 2012; Welsh and

Farrington, 2004).

This study could therefore benefit policy-makers needing flexible and efficient decision-

support tools through its fine-scale level of analysis. Drawing from the results of this analy-

sis, a careful monitoring of the spatial dynamics of the attacks perpetrated by lethal terrorist

groups currently in activity, such as Al-Qaeda, ISIS, or Boko Haram, might prevent further

attacks and eventually reduce the number of victims worldwide. Ultimately, the findings of

this PhD thesis contribute to improving our understanding of the spatial dynamics of lethal

terrorism that occurred across the world from 2002 to 2013.
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